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A LONG ROLL OF BUDDHIST IMAGES

By HELEN B. CHAPIN

Introduction

In the collection of the Palace Museum, Peiping (Peking)1

,
rs a long roll of

Buddhist images, painted, as I shall show later, between the years 1173 and 1176 of

our era for the emperor Li Chen’ of the Hou Li (Later [Ta] Li) kingdom, and attri-

buted to tire artist Chang Sh&ig-win. This country, the last of a series of kingdoms

semi-independent of their great northern neighbour, China, flourished in what is now

Yiinnan province, China, from A.D. 1096 to 1253. The scroll in the Palace Museum
is not only a good example of Sung

2
Buddhist painting, exhibiting certain stylistic

1. The peso* loc*i«n «rtJ fu« of thn pointing ire profctnmac*!. tiK* th* Ku*»um Mhorilict. at (H*

litnc Peking was tVeixened by the Japan***. rerouted hundred of paintings »o Shanghai, sod have %kkm been incited

ofoannivir.g at the ba of sent* of them. Mr. ^ anso, of Mem. Yimanaka u>d Coirpeny, Now York Cty. ha«

expressed to me ha damnmotion 10 purchase lint roll.

2. For the Chinese cfwaeten. for proper namei and Buddhist terns throughout ths paper, the Glossary of

names and terms ax the end.

The wr*er b indexed to Dr. Peter A. Bcodberg, of the Unrvanity of California, for astb'tnce in the reoderef of

ieveral pazajes in (he Chnesa texts.

3. ChronotcflicA'i table cf dynasties and penodi in Chrxs* and Japanese haiory mcfilaMd in the Ha*.

China Hurg Wu, 1568*1399

Han 206 B.C.—A.D.22I Cheng Tung, 1436*1450

Dhtsion ir«o North and Scuth A.D. 317-5® Ch'uig 1644-1912

Wei 1 northern, extern and Ch'ien Lung. 1736*1796

western) 386-557 Japan

Liang, 502-556 Suita A.D. 552*645

Sul 589-618 Hakho 645*709

Tang 618*907 Nora (Terrgryo) 7C9-793

five Dynasties 907*963 Jogan (Heian) 793*900

Pwtenar Chirv 936*947 Fujiwa 9CO-1I90

Sung 960-1293 Kamakura 1190*1336

Ch’ien Too, 1165-1174 Ashauga 1336-1584

Shun Hii. 1174-1190 N, B. THo fry four name* under cSe heading

Oha Hu, 1237-1241 Japan are used IccWy bo cy/tr art t*?i« over periods

Yuan 1283-ikSd longer than uSe actual pohtieal <ru from which tSe

Mhg 068-1644 naiM derive.
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features peculiar to the south, and a document of some value for the political and

religious history of south China, but it b of prime importance as a document for the

study of Chinese Buddhist iconography of T'ang and Sung times, before the disinte-

gration of the pantheon which took place during the Wing dynasty.

In this preliminary study, I shall, after a brief statement of the value and

interest of researches into T'ang and Sung Buddhist iconography, attempt to place

the painting among the other existing documents for this study and to estimate its

relative value in this connection. I shall describe the various divinities and as-

semblages represented in this painting as well as possible from notes taken during the

winter of 1931-2 in Peking, and I shall translate three of the inscriptions at the end of

the roll. As the text of these inscriptions is not easily available, I am including a

copy from my notes (appendix A).

The T'ang dynasty is unquestionably one of the very highest peaks in that

alternately ascending and descending line which may be conceived as representing

China's culture through the ages The names of its famous painters, poets, calli-

graphers, philosopher monks and travellers have gone singing down the corridors of

time, and although the names of its sculptors are not known, their work shows that

they equalled m their own medium that of their fellow artists in other fields. The
T ang period is known to have inspired Japan to the achievements in architecture,

sculpture and painting of the Nara period and to .have started currents which in-

fluenced the arts of the Heian and Fujiwara periods. Moreover, from the city of

Nara, laid out after the T'ang capital, Ch'ang-an, in whose temples are still enshrined

bronze images of the 8th century in the true T'ang tradition, we can get a better idea

Abndftd ehrcrrJofjca! title of the k»n$Jomi in

Yunnan froet the Nan Chao yeh shh#

Yeh Yil Circa ?nd century B. C.

to 2r«J canary A. D.

Oiitw-ning Kuo Eeriy 7th century

Ta Men* Kuo

or Nan Chto 649-932

Hiwunto, 649-674

Uvsbera-yen

or Lusher* 674-712

For a caaplat lia c/ the ru«n cf Yurran be-

fore 1 253 and of the harednty fteymon voder Chinese

rule font 1753 to 1 362, My Saraon's trimlanon m
Frfrch of the Nm Quo yeh «Nh (lilted n the

b&iojraphy). P*i«t 271-275.

Yu. 824^59

ShhLur* 85*077

Lung Shun, 877-997

Shurvhua^hen. 097-902

Te U Kuo 937-IC94

Tuan Sju*p1nfr 937-944

Turn Su4v* IC22-1026

Ti«n$u<hef\ 1026-JO41

Te Chung Kuo 1094-1096

Hou Oil Li Kuo 1096-1253

Turn Chih-hwig, 1172-1200

Li Chen. JJ73-II76

Sher^T.**. 1176- ?

••CWeical rr«rk» on the transliteration* of Chine*
words had to be partly omined on acoxrt of techni^l

ritfeulnes. Ed.
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of the Chinese metropolis and centre of culture than from the present Hsi-an Fu, the

site of the city itself.

This culture of the T'ang period, though it was open to a number of

influences native and foreign, was in the main Buddhist, and most of its great

achievements derive directly or indirectly from Buddhist inspiration. Besides the

development of temple architecture, of which only vestiges remain, of sculpture and

painting, of scholarly translations of hundreds of Buddhist canonical works and of

Buddhist philosophical discourses and commentaries on the scripture, we must include

the invention of printing, perhaps the most far-reaching human achievement since

neolithic times, which was in all probability due to the efforts of Buddhist monks

to reproduce images and texts.

1

A beginning has been made toward introducing to

the west the literature, especially the poetry t and general books on art, including

T'ang art, have been written. But of the iconography of Tang Buddhist art, which

takes its place among the great religious atts of the world, and of the philosophy

underlying it, the west knows but little.'

The Sung dynasty witnessed a great change in the nature of Chinese Buddhism.

The new religion had now been assimilated and absorbed into the consciousness

of the people ; and the dominant feature of the Chinese Buddhism of Sung times

was the development of the Chan sect, whose doctrines and ideas represent a fusion

of Buddhism with indigenous Taoist ideak Not only did this sect produce a

philosophy and psychology more characteristic of China than of India and a

great impressionistic art of its own which was to exert a profound influence on the

art of japan, but its ideals were absorbed by the Neo-Confucianists and find an

outlet also in the landscape painting which was the greatest achievement of Sung

times and has never been surpassed by the landscape painting of any otheT people

or of any other time. We can not here go further into this subject, but may refer

the reader to Suzuki's Essays in Zen Buddhism, 1st, 2nd and 3rd series and to the

same author s translation of the LartkAvatira Sutra and Studies on the LartkAvatAra

sQtra, adding only that Chan art still awaits adequate treatment in English.

The forms of Buddhism dominant in China in T'ang times, e. g.. those of the

Pure Land sect, of the T'ien-t'ai sect, of the Chin-yen sect and others, did not wholly

die out—were, in fact, active in various parts of the country. * On the other hand

1 . sec Cana, The invention of proving in Crtna and ® «pi*ad wtanui. especially chapter VI.

2. In Mina times, they Were ibsorbtd ii*a oe Ch'an sec. which iKn l«* In dimrvsivr chamcteriri;, ihal

of independence of ue^ei, lexu. cfc. Thus, today, we nay enter a site mare^i Ch'an lin, or "Ww* of ni^uiioo,

'

to fni wkhin a ptofisio.i ot of BuAihss, Bodhisureas, AlfuB, et »L
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no new pantheons or even divinities found their way into China from India for the

absorption of Buddhism into Hinduism in India, a process already active in Fang

times, was fast nearing its completion, marked by the end of Buddhism as such
1

in

India. These forms of Buddhism in China, then, retained the pantheons of T ang

times and the Sung sculpture and painting which they produced, though exhibiting the

stylistic characteristics of Sung, follow almost entirely the iconography of T'ang and

can be studied, in so far as their iconography is concerned, as T ang documents.

Our painting b important as one of the few existing specimens, which I shall

presently list, of Chinese work suitable for use in studying T'ang Buddhist iconography.

Among these, it is remarkable for its length and for the great number of different

divinities represented. It shows us the spread of Tantric' and other forms of

Buddhism in the South and their existence side by side with the rising sect of Ch an.

In this paper, we shall not take up the study of Ch'an art. for although the Ch'an

patriarchs are included in this long roll, they are done, not in the impressionistic style

of Ch'an art, but precisely in the same manner 4s the Arhats occurring in the earlier

part of the same work. When, therefore we speak of Sung iconography in thb

paper we really mean T'ang Buddhist iconography as used in Sung times.

In order to understand the iconography of T'ang paintings and of Sung paint-

ings based on T'ang iconography, we must bear in mind that, as Mr. Walcy points

out,* a "sect" (for example, the Ching-tu or Pure Land sect, the Chin-yea sect,

the T ien*t ai sect, etc.) meant to the Chinese Buddhists of thb time, a branch of

learning. Just as in a university, many separate subjects, such as medicine, law,

literature, etc., are pursued, so the canonical works of these different sects wctc

studied in the same temple, and very often by the very same students .

4

If we bear

this fact in mind, we shall not be surprised to find, as we do in the long roll which

1. Mery fcddhitf monks »m pnees -rent to Nepal, «h«r. .hey prompted iWr Buddhist

comwuriiki ab*artwd rto Hinduism, which they dnped wth a dy* scJ I notion* lod&y to a crar-rd tv*. $«
Vasu, The modem Buddhiun end ks followers in Oria*. and infra.

2. For d«cu«icr» of Tartric Boddhum. at* BUrtichvy^ Wiwn Buddhi* konoraphy and introduction eo

Buddha! mnurhm ; Waky. A attic*.* of partin* reccwed from Tun-huar* by St Aurel Stem ; *.**d Chapin,
A study in Buddhist -xr^^hy, in Oaaaotacfrw Tetxhr.ft. Ncjc PJ*e VT1L and Addtnda, Neue Fo\at XT, ar*d other
works isted t* the iSeren.

\ Op. dtv introduction, page XVI.

< im.yb.rKoJ dut rt-e Chinese Boidhi. Triple <set Nu^a. A epilogue of the Chin™ <r»nsJu». of
** a^Uhrt Trijitab. 2nd edkfcn, TcJtyo. 1929! ocniun. mcr» rtwn 1600 «,io of U! seca. including |ho* eepxmd.-g
csw^oorsy^o/phitosow. Even rodty. r* Rrffc*. lW*ty in Kyrto, Japan, . callage of ,he Shin u*,,
h^teofa^cnseonVinrtepWlDMpHycf th, che, Budget seas bu k, the ,„frn Klmi.c .nd
pWoKphs: u«l U theone. : end e thfs procedure, ii is re. Wore urerg uea™ u-iwrueitu
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is the subject of our present study, the favourite themes of several different sects

illustrated side by side in the same work. It may be noted also that DhySna or

meditation was practised by all the Buddhists of the time and not least by those

believing in a paradise, for example, the worshippers of Amirtbha Buddha. Images,

whether paintings, sculptures, or ^antra, i.e., geometric designs with esoteric meaning,

were used as aids to DhySna, and concentration on ideal forms was undertaken with

the purpose of securing a foretaste of paradise, a spiritual vision of, or union with, the

object of meditation. The images in the Palace Museum painting were no doubt,

like those from Tun-huang, connected with Dhyana and with scriptures giving instruc-

tions for Dhyana.

1

Indeed, the real function of images in general is to support

certain specified states of consciousness.

Though the Ch'an sect has elements deriving from practices and beliefs current

in China befote Bodhidharma's coming,’ and though many of its greatest exponents

lived during the T ang dynasty, the rising of the sect to a position of widespread

influence and the formulation of its body of tradition, may, 1 believe, be placed with-

out hesitation in Sung times. In the T'ang dynasty, the minds of the people were

wide open to new and foreign ideas— it was then a popular attitude to

take—and there was great enthusiasm for all the varied forms of Buddhism which

were pouring into the country from the west. They were all eagerly received and

studied side by side, as has been said » and the demarcations between the different

sects were so vague as to be almost non-existent.

Evidence of the prevalence of Tantric Buddhism in the T'ang dynasty long

lay hid in the Chinese Buddhist Tripijaka, and even though Nanjio's catalogue came

out in 18B3, few except the Japanese, who were already aware of their presence,

took the trouble to count the number of Tantric works listed therein.* Valcy,

in the Introduction to his catalogue of the paintings in the Stein Collection, published

in 1931, was probably the first westerner to gauge the wide extent of Tantric

Buddhism in T'ang China, and the article by the present writer in the Ostasiatische

Zeitschrift entitled "A study in Buddhist iconography", followed dose on its heels.

1. W*ley» ojk dL, Introduction. pp. *rd »&.

2. see Hj Shih. The development cd Zen Buddhiw. In Chine, in Chine* Sort end PoJitie.1 Soenee

fUwew. *931. pipe* 47S-S05, where evrfen« is pven fa. Bcdhidhem,’. in Chine fcefere the pmfenly

etopie-J &*J*. A.D. 520. Hu Shih e!» the of *4*** **= S»jr® “ Bochidherm ; end « b

prcheble (her miny of the iicrie* told of the Ch’en mutert of T'en* end eeejer times heve elio en elorem of myth.

See eiso the seme eutbor's PWHMM Ven (A study of Bnfrnflwm.el inHu Shih «n Mtn sen chi, VoUI.pt>.

449—M5 IVi Chinese}.

3. see the Iceii list of worta trendeted by Airo^wwie, pp. 446—8. eiso nos. 52*-541. etc.

2
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It was, of course, the discovery and subsequent study of the Tun-huang paintings

which led to the realization , and now other evidence is accumulating to corroborate

the record of the translations.

As early as the eastern Han dynasty, a Mantra 1

for use in protecting one s

house, the Fo shuo an chai (or tsc) shin chou ching,’ had been translated into

Qinesc. And by the T'ang dynasty, innumerable Tantric works were available to

Oincse Buddhists, translated by Vajrabodhi, Amoghavajro, and other Indian and

Ginese monks, whose very names indicate their Tantric affiliations, their connection

with the Vajraydna. Amoghavajra, who belonged to the Tantric school of the

yog3c5ra, received the patronage of three successive emperors, by one of whom

(Su Tsung. reigned A. D. 756-63) he was ordered not to leave China (on account

of his value to the country). At his death, in A. D. 744, the rank of a minister of

state was conferred on him and a posthumous title meaning "great-eloquence-

correct-wide-wisdom.”

AH the Tantric sects were known in Gina as Mi tsung, or esoteric sects

,

and among them, the most important was that which regarded Vairocana as the

Adi-Buddha, or the primordial source of all being. This sect, like the Pure Land

sect, which worshipped Amitabha, had, besides numerous other subsidiary works, a

trinity of scriptures as its main doctrinal basis, the Vairocana sfltra (Nanjio, No. 530),

translated by Subhakara in 724, the Susiddhikara, also translated by Subhakara m

726 (Nanjio, No. 533) and the VajraSekara (Nartlio. No. 1020), translated by

Amoghavajra about 753.

Walcy states that this sect, though flourishing in China proper at the time the

Tun-huang paintings were made, exists in the Tun-huang finds in a very rudimentary

stage only.* This statement holds for the works in the Stein Collection, but among

the paintings brought by Pefliot from Tun-huang and now in the Musce Guimct. is

one dating from the tenth century which shows the five DhySni Buddhas with their

characteristic Vahana, Vairocana in the centre. It is illustrated in Asiatic mythology,

facing page 244. Hackin docs not tell us the colours of all the Buddhas in the paint-

ing, but he says that Vairocana is golden-coloured (op. cit, page 243). It is in-

teresting to note that, in spite of Sanskrit SadhanamaU and iconographical instructions

in Chinese and Japanese,
4 which agree in assigning the colour white to Vairocana,

1. *** Owpin, op. cit., pp. H-5.
2. Nirvo, op. ci*_ No. 471

3. op. «it., IntfOduciiafi, pp. xiv—iMi.

4. Sw Bh^uchAfyyi, Indian Boddhiz ^ 4; MAltya d*tier. Vol. II, p. 1523.
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this divinity is painted with flesh of a golden hue in the Palace Museum painting

as well as in the Musee Guimet picture. He occurs twice in our long roll , and in

one case, at least, he is iconographically correct, both as to colour and as to Mudrfl.

So far as I know, the Vajradhitu and GarbhakoSadhatu mandalas arc not included

in the Tun-huang finds, if wc exclude a coarse drawing which may possibly be a

rudimentary form of the latter, now m the Stein collection of the British Museum.

Besides the two labelled images of Vairocana, each surrounded by an assemblage

of divinities, the long roll presents us with an image of Dharmaparamita, the

"mother" of the "lotus section" in both the Vajradhatu and the GarbhakoSadhfltu

mandalas ( see infra).

Another image in our painting of interest in this connection, is that of the

Paftcaguhya or "five esoteric ones", the only Chinese example of which I know,

it corresponds closely with several Japanese specimens of tire Fujiwara and Kamakura

periods made for use by the Shingon sect, whose Adi-Buddha is Vairocana. The

Shingon sect calls the central figure of the group Vajrasattva, a divinity worshipped

by some of the esoteric sects as Adi-Buddha/ while an inscription on the Palace

Museum painting labels the central figure of the entirely analogous group there

represented Samantabhadra, who is Itkcwise sometimes regarded as Adi-Buddha.

1

Although the Shingon sect considers the other four as embodying four of the

passions, made one with the Bodhkitta within the all-encircling wisdom (see infra)

I shall keep in mind the possibility of a relationship between this group

and that of the five Dhyani Buddhas. It may be noted that the "five esoteric

ones" have some correspondence with the Risshue, the seventh assembly

in the Vajradhiitu, whose central divinity is Vajrasattva. He is surrounded by

the same four divinities embodying the passions, together with their Saktis,

making a group of nine.’ In the more exhaustive study which I hope to

make, I shall translate three accounts of this group given in Japanese, one in

Mochizuki's Bukkyo Daijiten, one in Matsunaga s Mikkyo Daijiten and one in

the Rissbukyo no kenkyO, by Togano Joun, and shall attempt to fathom its

meaning.

Tantric divinities too numerous to detail here are included among the paintings

in situ at Tun-huang, as well as among those brought from the same site and now

1. *i* BhMUch*f»ya, Indian BudJhic Iconography, p*j«i 2 and 6.

2. Geny. TV goda of N*th»n Buddhiua. page 46.

3. BcUyo Lilian. VcA. II, page 1316 : Mikkyo Val I, page 668.
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in the British Museum and the Muscc Guimet.’ For example, several Manjalas of

the thousand-armed AvalokitcSvara, a number of representations each of Cintamani-

cakra and AmoghapaSa AvalokiteSvara, VaiSravana, Sn Mahadevi, Vajrayaksa,

Kimball, Vinayaka (GaneSa), and various forms of Siva, Vijnu and other Tantric

divinities occur in these paintings. While Tun-huang was far from Ch'ang-an, the

capital and centre of culture, nevertheless, it reflected currents passing into China along

one of the main arteries of trade and ideas. At the time when the paintings were

made, to be sure, the trade route was deflected, so that one of the principal

Buddhist movements in China, the worship of Vairocana Buddha, is seen at

Tun-huang in a far less advanced stage than it had reached in China proper

at the same time.
1

Thys, the prc-T'ang sculpture and painting at Tun-

huang is at practically the same stage as in China further cdst, while in the

9th and 10th centuries, Tun-huang represents a backwash of Chinese Buddhist

culture.

Besides the Tun-huang paintings, there are several examples of T'ang paintings

and sculptures of Tantric divinities* in Japan, and there are the two Manilas of

the Diamond cycle and Womb cycle said to have been brought from China by

Kobo Daishi, which, if they arc not Chinese, are undoubtedly closely based on a

Chinese model. There was recently exhibited in the Milk College (California) art

gallery, a T'ang bronze image of GapeSa, the Hindu elephant-headed lord of

obstacles, belonging to the de Frey collection in Paris., Ganc&a was, together with

other Hindu divinites, admitted into the Tantric Buddhist pantheon, where he occurs

not only as an obstructive demon trampled on by Buddhist gods, but also as a Deva

worthy of worship. He is to be found in the Tun-huang paintings, notably in the

Mantjalas of the thousand-armed AvalokitcSvara, where he is attendant oil Kumjali

Vidyaraja.

Although the Tantric form of Buddhism in its various aspects was submerged

in Sung times by the rising tide of popularity of the Chan sect, nevertheless, not

only did it produce great art in the fields of sculpture and painting, most of which,

it is true, has been destroyed in the upheavals that have one after another shaken

!. TVck in dtu have b«cn pi&fehed without iwi by Fctikx* La metres dc Toutn-Hcuanf ; thoae in the British

to* been Idenrtfwd and c»:ak®jed by Waley in the boafc already mrtened. Thai* m lbs Muifa Gjctcc
to* been otaCTtoJ by J. HtcUn m h« Curie -cata»:«Uf du Muide Gjmci. Us colWtncm buuddhiqun.

2, Wa!*y, op. dl., Irurcductun. pp. xiv-xva.

3- •. g.. the large, &** wooden sculpture of Vairocana a; Tashodaji. whth wat na^ntly unearthed firern *«

zowrj't of K*rr.»Jc*» Ucqjer, and a f.m Mardsla cf the thousand *a/rr*d Avalotativara wtoh is, I believe, g\ a private

odlectjcn.
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China, but it passed on its peculiar culture to Japan and even in China, it has

left indelible marks on popular thought. For example, the Uflambana or ADsouls

Festival (Yd-lan Hui) of the YogScSra school which Amoghavajra introduced is still

celebrated at the present day.* Again, Tantric practices have even found their way

into Taoism. While I was in Shanghai in 1925, 1 witnessed on three different

occasions portions of the Taoist services held continuously for seven days and

seven nights at a Taoist temple on Peking Road for the cessation of the Kiangsu and

Chekiang provincial war, which was then in action. At one of the night services,

the Taoist priest, wearing a five-lobed hat analogous to the Wu chili pao kuan
1

of the Tantric Buddhists, offered uncooked rice and water to the hungry ghosts.

Other examples could be furnished. Western scholars have only recently begun to

realize the importance of this phase of Buddhism in China, though its undoubted

popularity in Japan in the Nara and Fujiwara periods
4

is a clear indicator of what

is to be expected in the land which was Nippon's model. A correlated study of

Tantric Buddhism in India, China and Japan would throw much light upon the state

of mind of the Chinese of the T'ang period and explain many points which are today

either incomprehensible or misunderstood in the art, philosophy and literature of one

of the greatest of China's golden ages—a period during which she outshone all rivals.

A fact which enhances the value of the documents we have for this study is the

change which swept away or transformed beyond recognition a large number of the

earlier Tantric divinities,* replacing those which disappeared by gods adopted from

Taoism and other indigenous cults, both general and local, and by many hybrid

forms. After the Ming dynasty, the Buddhist pantheon prevents an array of faces

unfamiliar to us who are accustomed to those we meet in the Tun-huang paintings.

The strange physiognomies of many of these hybrid gods are described and illustrated

1. Th* m*w Bn* punting! of T»r*it all eminl in pjir* un«*»k»Uy »o » *S*i Uerebpmtnl

of this irf n Chin*.

2. I SAW this festival Mi on 15th day of the 7ih awnth in FVvhni Park in Pdp«ng in 1931 ; repajfi wi
set cwt for the seek of the dead and !*hied iarcerro sec in r«I V*v« floated on the lake (originally intended

to gude the K»uh of the dead back to the weed of shades after their brief tcfjum- front the 7th to the 15th of the sat*

month—among the living l.

3. Tha h the omw worn by inany Tantric dr-iniiies, r» which are images cf the Fw* Ohylni Svdfus, rrjee-

sentin* the Fwe Wisdoms, worn alio try Tamrs: pnesn ofaating at eervees for the dead. The h*i worn by the Ta*rt

price had al» five Agar** paintad on it ; vihetherthey w«rr given Taoist names, retakwd liter Buddhist ones cr were

mnfJv nara* less. I did net find oat.

4. and even up to today in the Shngon art Tendai sens, waally the former.

5. For instance, the form of OrUlma^Xak* AvilotoMrara, wha> was so popular in Tang time*.

I traced a modern painting of this divinity to the atelier of the Yung Ha tung r> the Varna aitr-t cd .fessed

to having made *.he image the .TVutoalkns and t**t of the Bukkyd Oaijiten. a Japanese Boddh.it ******y ft^rr.ly

comprfed b> Ola Tokun6.
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in the pages of Dore, Pccherches sur les superstitions en Chine. To cite a specific

example, the twenty-eight attendants of the Thousand-anned Avalokiteivara, re-

presented in wood sculpture of the Ming dynasty at the Ta Tung Ssu, outside the

Shun-chih Min (gate) of Peiping, correspond m not a single instance with the twenty-

eight attendants of the same divinity represented in the T'ang MamJalas in the British

Museum and the Musee Guhnet Thus, the great number of existing paintings and

sculptures of Buddhist divinities made in the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties arc of but

little help in elucidating the mysteries of T'ang and Sung iconography. Wc must

turn to the Tun-huang paintings and a few other genuine documents from times

earlier than Ming, eked out by a judicious study of corresponding Japanese represen-

tations of the same divinities.

Before proceeding to describe the long roll of Buddhist images which is the

subject of this paper, I wish to list the existing original documents for the study of

Chinese Buddhist iconography of T'ang and Sung times, even though I have had to

refer to most of them already in dealing with the importance of this study. Of
original Chinese paintings dating from these two periods and die short era of strife

between them, we have, aside from a few isolated specimens, such as the so-called

Hokkc mandara in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
1 and several pictured and

sculptured images preserved in different temples in Japan, only the paintings discovered

by Sir Aurel Stein in 1906-8 in the Ch’icn-fo T ung, or "Thousand-Buddha caves"

at Tun-huang, in Kansu province, China. From a wallcd-up chapel there, the

romantic talc of which is related in the pages of Serindia, came many rolls of paintings

and manuscripts, a large proportion of which are in the British Museum. Others

arc at Delhi while still others were brought to the Musee Guimct by Professor Paul

Pelliot, who visited the site after Sir Aurel Stein. The remains were sent for by the

Chinese government, but there were many "losses" on the way from Tun-huang to

Peiping, and every now and then one of these specimens turns up in the market

One such pointing is now—or was in 1932—in a private collection in Peiping.

Many of the Tun-huang manuscripts have found their way to Japan in various ways.

Two or three paintings arc in America, in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the

Fogg Museum at Cambridge , but these are comparatively unimportant, from the

standpoint of iconography as well as art*

]. A pertirf nude he uic by ihe Ttox'** tea, utd i!iu*f»iin* the S«ddh*m* pur^uil* intr*. the principal

Kfipiurc of ths sect. TienVAi belle/, ehau|h in Chine durtf* the dynetfy, »*e-m to Uck represent*rko

ftmong the Twv-huirg ptrirgs.

2. Ore rither crude paint inf in the Bottoo Mu»*vm dc&H w*h AviUriMvera m ravkw from periV but fcettef

ill utfraxiom of this siriect mc tvailibk.



II

The Fogg Museum has several frescoes, brought from Tun-huang bv Mr. Warner,

vhich are of higher quality.
1

There remain in situ many wall-paintings, published

by Pclliot in Les grottes dc Touen-houang, consisting of six volumes without text.
1

Since Chinese soldiers have lived in these caves and a Russian prisoner was confined

for some time in one of them, it is by no means certain that more than a small pro-

portion remain in a condition admitting serious study.

Successive German expeditions under Gtunwedel and von Le Coq studied

the many paintings on the walls of the caves in Chotscho, Kutscha. Turfan and

other places in Central Asia , and von Le Coq brought back frescoes of considerable

size' which are now on permanent exhibition at the Museum far Voelkerkunde,

Berlin. Most of these paintings arc of but mediocre quality and not all of them

are important iconographically. They include, however, several paintings of very

good quality, for example, Harftf (Chotscho, Tafel 40),' a number portraying

unusual subjects, such as the dramatic scene of the announcement of the death of the

Buddha to Ajatatatru, (AJt-Kutscha, Doppeltafcl XLII-XUII) and more than one

striking parallel with the Tun-huang paintings and with our long roll. The base of a

colossal Mandala of the Thousand-armed AvalokiteSvara, for example, illustrated

on Plate 32 of Chotscho, shows the two dragon kings, Nanda and Upananda,

supporting the lotus stalk and Sri Mahdkkvf and Vasu Rfi as attendants, with

Kundali VidyarSja and Vajra yakja to right and left, in practically the same relative

positions they hold in the Manila of the Thousand-armed AvalokiteSvara in the

Stein Collection, described *on pages 54-9 of Waky's catalogue (No. XXV). We
have already pointed out one among several examples of Hand. An extremely

interesting image of the six-armed form of CinUlmani-cakra AvalokiteSvara was

found by Gninwedd in Case 27 Bacaklik , unfortunately, he illustrates it (Akbud-

dhistischc Kultstattcn in Chinesisch-Turkistan, Fig. 590) by a drawing instead of a

photograph. He calls it PadmapSni, a dcs»gnation which though it can not be said

to be wrong, we may abandon for the less- inclusive name Cintamani-cakra. This

image may be compared with the examples cited and illustrated in my article A study

in Buddhist iconography, and certain correspondences and differences noted. I can

1. Siren, Hiuery ci early China* painting. p. «9 and plas-s 2Q and 29.

2. Paftot has no raercxDn of pufcJahir* rum on th«H* paintings ami hat ugMW hi» wiling

ncu to have me take up ihe wk i.Boaan, 1924, by w*»d of nrouth).

3. The frescoes were cue out of the will in (msea* two f«t or ao tquare and put ccgethe* ag*n in the walls of

iha Miaaum. THa I ires of juncture are nsfly seen. The whole prcc««Jirg was, of coune, * —pindout piece

of work.

4. This pirtur *£ ia not a freeco. but a parsing on ckrth.
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not hete 50 into detail and will add only that $n Mahadcvl and Vasu K$i are in the

picture and that there are four attendant divinities within haloes on lotuses joined

to the main stalk which no doubt correspond to the four divinities attendant

on Cintdmani-cakra in the long roll under discussion (sec infra). These

discoveries have been published by Grunwedel in Alt-Kutscha and Altbuddhistische

Kultstattcn in Chinesisch-Turkistan, and by von Le Coq in Chotscho and Die

Buddhistische Spiitantike in Miltelasien. This last work in seven volumes was

finished after von Le Coq's death by Ernst Valdschmidt.

A Japanese expedition financed by Count Otani also acquired a large number

of manuscripts and paintings, some of which arc in the museum at Port Arthur

(Ryojun) while others are in Kyoto. The pictures have been published in a large

illustrated work of several volumes which I have seen but which is at present not

available.

The Palace Museum roll, painted between the years 1173 and 1176, containing

representations of hundreds of different divinities and assemblages of divinities, among

them many that are Tantric. including images of Vairocana Buddha, who occurs so

rarely in the Tun-huang paintings, furnishes valuable material for this important study

of Chinese Buddhist iconography of Tang and Sung times. Several representations

of Sakyamuni Buddha (PI. Ill, Sikyamuni preaching to a great assemblage of Bodhi-

sattvas, Arhats, Devas, et al.) occur including one in the centre of a thousand-pctailed

lotus, as well as portraits of the Sixteen Arhats,

1 an interesting group of the three

assembbge* of Maitreya Buddha, Bhattajyaguru Buddha with his attendants, together

with the text and illustrations of his twelve vows, and numerous other Buddhas, Bodhi-

sattvas,—including twenty different forms of AvalokiteSvara, (PI. IV, AvalokitcSvara

of the Samtfntamukha section of the Saddharma pumjanka sutra, who saves from

peril those who call upon his name),—and Devas and guardians, among whom

are several Ugra or fierce forms, a type of which a few examples occur

at Tun-huang. Of special interest is a group which is probably the earliest known

representation of the so-called patriarchs of the Ch an sect.
1 One of the finest

1, An r»rS troup... xh* User srwp induio eijhtwer. Il ii nc4 certain '•hart the group of rVu*<n was

first ntpntueniei, possibly bur Improbably, as early as T'arg ; wh*l« the g-otip of »i*r«n eentiruod to be represented

throw^h ih* Seng up to the Mrg penod. See Veser. The Arh** in Chirm and Japan. pepei I0>-1 )9.

2. In ttos cm, there iit saaeen. K*s>*pa (Pt I. Rg. 2| amJ Ananda a»« g**n as tht first two. after whom

follow ih* usual six from Bc^iidhanr* (Pi. 1. Fig. I) 10 Huvnmg. who are so often menttanad in Ch'an and Zen

IneriT-rf Frcm thu China i« chuan ztrq lu fa bkyaphy of CVan monk* compiled by the enrcJi Tao Yuan of the Sung

and puWohed—rc doubt as a repert—by the S36*a-pubWring bureau of fS» T*i*n-nng Temple in Chang-c-vou

in 19191. 1 havt fcana sr^xrrj of these <«ht and of the next two in the b«.Sh*n-hji and Hui-chung. the latter of «hom

fV^rbhed area AD. 756-779. Beyond this pant, l hsvt so far been unable la ga. Soma of the nwnfs on the lux a?< in
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compositions in the roll (PI. II) is the scene of the visit of ManjuSri to the ideal

Buddhist layman Vimalakirti, from the Vimalakirti NirdeSa sutra, (Nanjio, No. 14 7\ a

favorite work of Ch an followers. Ve find the same scene engraved on a

fine stone stela now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York City, and painted

on the walls of the Tun-huang caves, as well as on separate works from the same

site.

Besides these Chinese paintings, there remain for comparative study an enormous

number of Japanese paintings of the Nara, Heian and Fujiwara periods, those of the

latter epoch being by far the most numerous of the three. These Japanese representa-

tions throw considerable light on the Chinese modefs from which they derive. In

this brief essay, however, I shall deal only with the images of Buddhist divinities in

the Palace Museum painting, with cursory references here and there to similar repre-

sentations in other works.

A backgrcund «uu fca the sudy of China* Buddhist wr*<vtpfry in ihe work dost by schelae* n th* lt*&m

Md. R*o'» ceJokU1 work on th« cf hfnda kotwptphy n of re** value. u are al>o the many udumm on

HrJcTarJnc doctrines from ih* pm of Sir John WcoJroff* (Arthur AwfcnJ. 1 Dr. BcnaptoA Bh*i*i±»aiyya hu
ccotrlh*«d t exceeding valuable book*, Indian Buddhist »ccoofr»fi-> and An tmroducion to Bod>r^: etoturtMK

fc«id«s ederg the GohyaslinajA Tantra and other Saiwkri tea*. fateher'i two «** y% on Indian Buddhcc oomgrapby,

Bur**>jfs Irroduiucr. a I'htaa/a <Ju LocUdf «»rm indwn, and PotnaWt Bcuddhiine, opinion* sur rhiswire 4e U
dnprutique. Kgether with a r*xc£*r of essays ard artkUs by Foudw, Waddell Tuocv and 0then have cawibured to-

ward wr kmrwkidse and understand^ of the subject. Obermilkr'* araiuUiiona of chv Uwaaantra an3 of Boron's

history of Buddhism are eviemefy valuable w dva duly.

pert ftkgrJ#. When I have the opportuney to do Aether work on thw (Minting, with the cr igruJ work or a complete

w* of p^ographr before me kkJ mi—roui bocks of rc et« in Japanese aa well as in Omese tevi the European

languages. 1 shall make an effort to LkreJy th— inmki. A dare before the bepnmng of the I2lh century for tha

lest on tha lot would corroborate my bekef that the Palace Museum palming » the original of 1173-6, where** a liter

date wc*Jd prove me wrong. I have recorded in ay netes made *1 Po^rg in ww of the painting, that four of thcic

monks seem IJ have been painted by a lc*c skilled hand and it may be abo that some of the nsoo were Incorrect? coped

by the men who fifad the gip See the account given infra, of the cutting up of the roll. I may add that,

ahhouih I have r»:< yet been able to idtnbfy these name* with known T*irg <i*natr/ monks, neiha have I found them

In the lots cd liter Ch'an monks {of die Five Dynasties and Sung I whch I hive examined. k it pcmiMe that they were

monks of Yunnan.

I. Noe only «drd Tannic Hinduism develop stfe by side «*h Tantm Bui^Sam. wgh rxochar^es of.drwinkies as

well as of ideas, but ako the absorption of whole BudJf-« communcies imo the Hindu fold, as Buddhsm died out in

India, nec-mnly tinged certain local farms of Hwduisn with Buddhist coV^us. In ths connectixv see Vasu, The

modem Buodhiwn and its followers in Ortsa. The rame of the book 0 miileacing. as it deals wgh Tsrtric Boiihist

principle* (mainly* the belief n MahMCTiya, or the Great Void) and dwnice* incorporated in the Axxrirtrs and pantheon

of those cWd aa Vaitfuvas. that is, wxshippers of Vifnu. Their theory of the Free V*nus corresponds tiosely ta that

of the Fns Dhyim Buevas and, as they cunatituie remnants of Buddhei communitia absorbed reo Hindunm. was no

doubt adopt rd and adipted from BuddV**. Sec cs^ially page* 82-100.

Fee a lift of becks on Tantrk H nimsm by Sir John Woofcoffr, see my a/ tide ereried A study in Bud^rat

iconography, bbliogriphy- $rce the basil ter*cts cf Hfiiu and Buddhst Tinrru* are esse-oal^ the aiv. t-w wrrk* arc

power ful asds to in understand*^ of Tartnc BlkWiwti. 5o £ir as l k-oe. no such gor>?ral and atcha-kat-ve Looks

relating 10 the latter e*i*. though a b*g»fmrf has teei tcvde by ftiinachai>ya. Twc* and oilwn.
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h ChinM fcddhaa .eonc^iphy, on the cnhw Vumi, Iftic has boen done. Petrjcd'* r»^e» m the Appendix

to SerindU »r* wort* than uwkes ird Miss Getty's book. The god* of Northern Buddhism. « fer from exhfuebe *nd

(xctum imuxa ftcvt Hxchn's Guidc-cattVague du Musi* Gumt. bet colicu^r* bcuddhiqutt. « valuable* huca

U

o

the secticr* c*t the Myehcfo** of L*mitsn* »nd the Bud^wf mythology of Central Alii by the same author irdudoi in

**Asiatic rv/ikilogy.^ The Marton Fftnco-iepocois* started cut wr&iiously with ik* HabmfriA, on encyclopaedic d*x#:*v

ary of Buddhism from Chneac erd Japanese Krjai. bo. aJtbxfh iKt projea was turued In 1929, only tw volumes

Uve been tsuiod, ocvcf x-ej ilea* from A to Buswacfc. A long xnaruai hu «l*pt*d line* th* utouxe of the second

voiurre and I dc no* know wheCwr or further volume* are in procew of corrpfation. The Erodes 4*

Orier«AJijffl*," published by che MuWa Gvme in memory of Raymond* Lineeucr, ata cant*! arc* g>:d mawral.

Much inferrrailon of value ray be found in Wa ley's catalogue of the paintings from Tun-frueng In the ifrirish Mv*mim

and in theMown of CoxraJ Asian Arr«*it>«, Delhi. On pwtfcular phases of axiogrephy, the works are all soj few,

frxugh a beginning his been made. Yitser'i book. The Afhats in China Japan, is weft!, afrei daappoimirg n

some respects. ' I understand that the same author has published a study cf Asliagirtha in » Drtch p«f*>icaJ. but I

hive not seer *. Noel Wri's icdxinl of Hkei fc excelkni ;* atk! we ate indebted to the same achdai for a review of

Mitnjmcto's Mirofcu Jafe Rcr», which theows Ight on the laeric jrc OD.nnected wfrh the Maitreya ait.* R. H. van

Gulicla ‘Haytgnva^ The Maniraytrw: atpaa of the ba*se*cuh in China and Japan', ii emafent Of especial interest

in the teats and iraralaliuni of Haysfffea's Mirtra and rotrvWKm fer hr worship. There are ako two artules by the

prewnt writer, one •mhUd A study In Bufdhist conogrephy, the AiVnda to which appeared In O. Z. 1955 p. 195 and the

other caJIrd The Ch'an Maaer Pu-tai. The firn « dtvoerd 10 if- sixwrmml form cf CinOmo^Uckra AviWiitrfwa ; »nd

the seoond «xmans a translation of a short bio^aphy of Monk Pu-eai. toftthrt wnh an iccccyipjhcal note explaining

the cormectwo of this menfc w*h imafas of Mi4o Fo (the C-nnese Ma*ireya). I think that I have mentioned, d n« all,

at least mart of the work wAich few been done in the west in the held of Chrese Duddhct iconography of Tang and

Surg times.

In this field, die Japanese have far ouwaippad any oehtr nation, and much material of inestimable value remains

shut to western scholars in publkaazcs in eht Japanese language. 7h* work cf Takakusj Shur>uo arvi Oro Gemmy*

who together sre editing tha Tartho findi .1 date kyo rlzo. is important. This icor.ograph»:al supplemarx cf the

Tripcaka publish^ for the first time many fcrg rods wxh paintings of Buddhist &yinkies. together with axgAanaticni of

Mcs, such m rf»r Homa. a finr c*remun> used by die Sharon and Houo secu, for example. Togano Joun is rwporv

sble fer two helpful and int»rtstings«ika. the Kirdaia rc kank/3 la study pf Masalas! and the Risahukyo no IwrAyO

(a study of the Piajftip4*a<*.*i Ultra). Mochkeuki't orw five-wolor** «i*nkmary, she Bukkyo Dairten, a indispemaUe,

especally sree Oda Torino's enc-veduxa Buke>o-i*iic^n t, 1 believe, out of port. The three-volume Mikkyo dairian

by Matscrags Shodo, a detkrury of esoten: Buddham, b very helpfii for the study of Tantric dfrtnkin. Bmidas tliew

few rSat I hive mentioned, there ire a peat tuny ether boob and articles of bgh value written by Japantte authors

on Oicmm and Japwnew Buddhht icnnqgrapfry, a number of which are given in cSaraoc* and oanslkeratkm in the

Lb-cgripiiw ipperdod 10 my artiela A study in Bud#mt iconography and to in Addenda.

The important work of studying separate divinities, it will be seen, has only

just begun. Ve have the general work of ^aley and Hackin, and a few articles on

particular divinities like those by Peri, Visser, van Gulick and the present writer , but

the soil has only just been scratched. Good translations of the work of Japanese

scholars are needed, together with studies of all the important divinities and forms of

divinities, illustrated from the original paintings and sculptures which remain to us

1. Foe e«mpW, Ciurwse ihuKKrs ut ftr/tn hr tomt, Ut noi for dl, of the p»opo fumes mentioned in the

text. ih«re is no index, etc.

2. HA«i, U /t^HliHfrbricn*, m th« BEFfcO, VcL XVU. hUnci, 1917.

X Op. oiw VcL XI.
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from T ang and Sung time*, or from those which were made in Japan on Chinese

models. The tong rolls, including the Palace Museum painting and those whether

Chinese or Japanese, which are m temple collections in Japan, arc to be studied and

compared and texts dealing with the divinities represented are to be translated.

Further, these studies should be made in correlation with the work done in the Indian

field.

Part. I. A general description of the painting and a discussion of its date

After thus outlining the background and placing the painting therein, I will

proceed to give a general description of the long roll which is the subject of the

present thesis, ot preliminary study. It is flf ty-onc feet long excluding the inscriptions

at tHe end. The images are painted, as the Emperor Ch'kn Lung tells us,

1

on

paper made from the mulberry, which is of excellent quality and old ,

* though fine

in texture, it is durable. The work is well executed in colours and gold, red predo-

minating. Several shades of mauve, wine-colour and maroon, together with yellow,

orange, green and blue are also used. The blue has faded much. The drawing,

though for the most part iconographically correct according to the canons of the

time, is free in its use of flowing line and the colours sing together in harmony. A lew

parts are in monochrome and were probably left unfinished. One section several

feet in length is by an inferior hand and some parts have been retouched, notably

the Brahma and Indra groups and also, slightly, the face of CintSmaiji-cakra. The

painting is attributed in an inscription written by the monk Miao-kuang in A. D. 1180

to Chang Shcng-wcn, about whom nothing furtbet is known.

The scroll has been considerably mutilated. Each figure,. or group of figures,

was cut away from its fellows, even the great assemblies being cut up into from

three to six sections, and the whole made into an album, as Ch ien Lung tells us in

his inscription, and then remounted as a roll. Many figures are entirely missing, as

for example, two of the Eight Great Dragon Kings and two ( the Red Bud and

the Black Warrior) of the Ssu shen, or gods of the four directions. The Green

Dragon of the white Tiger, * the other two of the four, have been placed with the

remaining six dragon kings to make up the number eight. Many parts are misplaced.

1. See the trenjUnon of h» interifsxm on the paring, page 21.

2. The Enp-rer Ch*ip> lung reigned horn A.D. 17)1 n 1796 ; he «wne ih* «>cripoon in 1763.

3. The while Tiger u Stpcud here Hrorg!-, reambits e dregoo. The ten* thrg • uue of the reprwcntu.c™

of hen in >h« Oh c**ury new. portngj mar Hw in Kona. on the pedeiul of the bronze r’U* of lh* Bu£*u

Bh*&iy«0t*u (YtktfhO in YriushjL Nazi K*n. Jiptn- ind
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as, for example, the Temptation of the Buddha by Mara and his hosts/ which is at

the beginning of the roll after the two Vajraplni. Perhaps this group is the only

one left of the well-known series of eight scenes from &akyamuni's life. Though

there are thus bnes of junction between the various parts of the painting and though

other parts are missing and still others misplaced, nevertheless, the painting itself is

well preserved, being but slightly worn and faded. Its value as an iconographic

document, in spite of its mutilation, is extremely high.

An inscription on the painting itself accompanying the imperial procession

which precedes the divinities of the pantheon reads : Li ChSn Huang Ti P'iao Hsin

hua,’ or "The Emperor Li Chin (had this picture) painted.' Huang-ti is, of

course, the Chinese term for emperor— though the proud sons of Han never

used the term for these petty kinglets of the barbarous south
1—and P'iao-hsin

was the native term for emperor, as we are told by the Nan Chao yeh shih.‘

Li Chin wears on his clothes (he sacred symbols described in the Book

of Rites and the Book of History,* which were used to adorn the robes of the Son

I. AIiKmjjVi the iutjt appears iaoatec ber«, « ray ba th»| *11 if* *i|hc »<xnei, c4 which *uiilhi only on#

rtmatring, were placed here ai the head.

1 Owr.f to typographical mxnm fh* Chinese characters do not appear * the eem. They ara pven n the

appends in the table of *amn and tarmi.

3. In the ca»« of earlier iin#3oms in the sare pert of the country, for example, that of Nan Chao (A.D. 728-

8981, which »ju far more powerful than the How Li lenfdoeu the Chinan emperor conferred on the long a ckle.

now that oi Yannan Wang, * Prince of YO'esan," again &mi of Nan CUo Wang, "Prince of Nan Chao." But at the

time of die Ta Li (937-1094) and Hou Li U 095-1 253) kingdoms, tha nsUn wire calling themcelvee emperors witheut

the sanction of thnr powerful raighbour in tha north, who had hwr lurnls fJI with mcmir* to her north aai wnr.

This infermaocn as cufbd (com the Nan Chao yah shih, for an accoure of attach,« Uw kilownng non.

4. The Nan Oeo yth #wh, or ‘Unsery and legends retiring to Nar. Chao," was arisen in 1550 by Yang

Shan, of Hiirvfti, Seu-ch'uen pavroe ; a was reveed and editec wth notes by Hu Wei oi Wu-Lng. Honan

province, in 1775 The copy in my possession seems to be one of the 1775 edition, hue the book is also included in

the Ydnnen Tung Shu. A set of the Inter, a collecricn of boofe abxt Yonnan. b in the Library of Cocoes*.

See also the sardlinon in French of the Nan Chao yeh dih, f\ibtearixB de L* Ecole dea Largues Or*er£alaS

Vwarreu Ve tdrit, Tome r/r Nuvaihao Yr-che, Kisrare paraculiere de Naxchao. traducri^i d'una b*loir* de

I’ancscn Yiinrnn, par Camille Salmon, Parc, 1 904. Hereafter, the Chinese vertton of this bock will ba referred to a*

NCYS-Ch, m; the French ventem, as NCYSFr. The referrrees to the Omese version are to the pages m the eoevsn

y*mh I have.

For the terra PWo-krir\ see NCYS*Ch, riven 1, page 2 b» NCYS*Fr. page 1 4, This terra is, cf course, a

tnnslecraiion

5. Thm twelve symbols an* listed fcy Gl« In Ns Iraroduaon eo the history of Chinese pictorial art,

pair 2. Tr*y are illuenied in the Uu ching r’u, caroled by Cheng Qrivdtfoo in 1743. rimen 4, pegrs 15 a Co

1 6 be Tha licit of thi* book m»y be rendered in Englnh. ^ttunmiiom to the Sin Clmiei
,

N and tha lidos and

expUraeicns of tha symbol* are gnom acoordmg to the Shu ching. or B»k of Hmory.
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of Heaven. Emperor of all the Chinas—to borrow the Russian way of phrasing, which

well connotes the glory and power emanating from the Chinese emperor, at least at

times when he held sway over Turkestan, Mongolia and other countries, as was the

case during a part, at any rate, of the glorious dynasty of T ang. Even when these

jewels were lost to the Emperor, he retained a good deal of glory and splendour.

Li Chdn is one of the reign names adopted by Tuan Chih-hsing, who was the

fourth ruler of the Hou Li kingdom which lasted from 1096 to 1253.

1

when it was

conquered by the Mongols and made a part of the Chinese empire. He was of the

same Tuan family who founded the Ta Li kingdom and ruled it from 937 to 1094.

After the two years' duration of the Ta Chung Kuo, the Tuan family again came

into the hereditary name of ruler, if not the power, and the dynasty was known as

Hsu (Ta) Li, or Later (Ta) Li.* The main events of the reign of Tuan Chih-hsing may

be found in the Nan Chao yeh shih, French edition, pages 104—6, and the previous

history of the dynasty in the pages prcccfding. It will not be necessary here to go

into further details , and I may add only that it was not unusual for the Chinese to

refer to emperors by their reign names, as Li Chin is referred to in the inscriptions

on our painting. For example, Ch'ien Lung is really the reign name of Kao Tsung

Shun Huang Ti.

Part II. The inscriptions and their dates

Before dealing with the iconography of the long roll, I will record my transla-

tions of three of the inscriptions to be found at the end of the painting, following

the pantheon of Buddhist divinities, those by Miao-kuang, by Sung Lien and by

Ch'ien Lung. It may be as well first to explain the correct interpretation of the date

given by Miao-kuang. This name means "Wonderful Light," and is the name in

religion of a Buddhist monk. He gives the date of his own writing as the 5th year,

cyclical characters kftng-tiu, of the period Shhvg Ti. the 1st month, the Ilth day.

The Chinese scholar Sung Lien, in his inscription, which follows that of Miao-kuang,

1. See the table of the rul*» of Yanrua. NCYS-Fr. cage 274. The* itta wee* chained by

Sitrfion from the ChhtM reifn delta given In the Chnese rear Along with thcr corr#p<nSn| YJruurase d*tm.

Wchaui the Nan efrso yeh thih, U would h*v* been cS^ouh indeed to place the reign# *v*n cn lh* Palaai Mweon

paireirg and on another from Yflrmeo fomcrly owned by Mnyt Yemen*** end Company tNew York ; ofbae,

Oseie. Jnpen’i, and now In & private ocileai: n d Japan The otic or. the pomtenj, wiwh is t copy of tbr crtgmeL

ccfreipcxKk to A.D. 699. Trm date and that o£ die Palace Museum paintrg. llTM# were both run egafctnhwd by the

present writer.

2. Str the NCY5-Ch, chjan 1. page* * b Co 42 b ; MCYS-Fr.. pages 98-IOS and «Wo «bt ubW of the iUm

d Yunnan, pages 273-4.

c
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provisionally refers this date to the 4th year of the period Chia Hsi—which does

indeed have the same cyclical characters—in the reign of the Emperor Li Tsung of

Sung, or A.D. 1240 i and he is followed by the Emperor Ch'ien Lung. He gives

no reasons for his choke of this year, as the reader will presently see for himself t

and reference to the Nan Chao yeh shih

1

makes it apparent that his guess was just

sixty years off. There we are told that the reign of the Emperor Chih-hsing (Li Chin)

of the Hou Li kingdom started in the 8th year of the period Ch'ien Tao of the

emperor Hsiao Tsung of southern Sung, or A.D. 1172. The next year, he changed

the name of the reign to Li Chin—the name given on our painting—and afterwards

to Sheng Te—Miao-kuang's date. Now, since the year bearing the cyclical chara-

cters keng-tiu whkh falls at this time (each of the sixty cyclical combinations of

which this is one recurs every sixty years) is the 7th year of the period Shun Hsi of

the emperor Hsiao Tsung, or AD. 1180, this year of 1180 must correspond to the

fifth year of the reign period Sheng Ti referred to in Miao-kuang's inscription.

Working backward, then, we see that the period Li Chin began in 1173 and ended

in 1175 according to the oriental way of reckoning and in 1176 according to the

occidental, less logical in this case. Between 1173 and 1176, then, the long roll of

Buddhist images mast have been painted.

I believe this painting to be the original’ painted at this time and not a copy,

because in the first place it is well done, with feeling and energy, and in the second,

the 'iconography is comparable, among Chinese representations, only with the Tang

and Sung paintings from Tun-huang and differs immeasurably from all later Ming and

Ch'ing work. Moreover, all the Chinese connoisseurs composing the Committee

on Paintings of the Palace Museum agreed in pronouncing it the original Sung

painting. And, besides the painting itself, they had the calligraphy of the inscriptions

by which to judge. None questioner! the authenticity of any of the inscriptions,

one of which, as I have already stated, is only a few years later than the painting

itself. The second inscription is by Sung Lien, a scholar of the opening years of the

Ming dynasty, of whose writing there are a number of specimens in the Palace

1. NCYiCh, duun I, p««c 42 * ; NCYi.Fr.mo I M-5.

2. Ail Seine Buddhot paintings which ort not dHiiindy Ch'an (L*., impressionist: brush and ink work) wt,
I bebeve, based r> general, 1 not in pttusjlir. on Parxj models. Meny long rd« depiorng toddhia dwinltics mufl

hew been rrude in the venous centres of Bcddht* tu&*c el over Chine in T,eng time. This Palace Museum

p tinting h ell r* rtcre mpcrunc In Out it is the only one of its larvi, so fir as I know, which has escaped (he ravage*

of time and war. Thatcher e ere many Simla: coe in Japan, miny of which have now been published for (he Arc

err* in rhe Takhc shirahu daizo k*o zuro , is certainly very strong evidence In favour of this view. Indeed, kb not

tnikely that sor* of the long rols of Buddhist images treesjred far bog years in Japanese temples are Chinese.
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Museum i and if it had been a forgery, these connoisseurs would have recognized it

as such. Sung Lien was Shih-chiang Hsueh-shih, or Consulting Scholar to the

Emperor Hung Vo. the first ruler of the Ming dynasty, and was famous for his learn-

ing and for his good calligraphy. He has indeed been called "The chief literary man

of the opening years of the Ming dynasty/'
1

There follow translations of the three inscriptions, the Chinese text of which

may be consulted by referring to Appendix I. My translations arc tentative, and I

should be grateful for any suggestions or corrections.

The inscription of Miao-kuang

The artist Chang Shcng-wen, of the Ta Li kingdom, has asked me for a record

(of my thoughts) concerning his painting of various divinities, done for the benefit of

all beings.

There is the Void » there is the Absolute. There being the Absolute, there

must be the Void. From the midst of the Void, from the depths of the Absolute,

there spontaneously arises the Ming-hsiang.’ From the Ming-hsiang, arises the original

power.’ From this power come the manifold phenomena of life. There is the

crowd of beings » there are the Buddhas. The crowd of beings is immeasurable ,

the sea of Buddhas is without a limit Duality causes forms and hardship. To save

from bitterness and to promote knowledge, there are all the images. Truly, they are

as if divine.*

The artist admired and was influenced by the styles of Chang (Seng-ytt)* and

Vu (Tao-tzu)* and approaches the beauty of the works left by Vu.'

1 . The Tseng kuang thang Wa turg p*n. chuan 17, pap 17 b.

2. The M«rg-hb*i>g b the pri/nonfial etfter.

3. Tfrt term, » eh’i, o*f«fpor>dt to the Taobi Tai^fa the Great Mcned. or pnmum mobile, rrem

out the Yin end the Wing, or the negative end poster.* prnciples or for**. In t\*n. by their irwraakm produce

the “ten thoaaend ihr>p."

4. I am noc sure I have oorr««V rendered the U* tint urttnen.

5. A fanout artie who flourished in Nankrg und*r the lung d>r**y : ht »» much errtfoyed by the empercr

Wu {ruled A.D. 50^349). See Siren, A W* try of early Oancse P*nong. VcA l P*#« 22-4.

& The name of Wu Tao-tsu b und*/»ed!y the most celeleatwd «n the a.-rwh of Chino* pa**mg He Ixrished

in the middle of the 8th century end painted, bt»det much other * number of noted frescoes on the walls of

BuddHbt temples in the capital Ch*anf-aA. none of **m

±

have **v**i. See Seen. op. di t
Vet l pagei 71*9.

T. This name, alihojgh pronounced in the tame way at the Wu of Wu Tao-uu. rt wreien with a drflereni

dwictw. In •U three cases, the *rn*me Only b gf*n ; and it C it practically oertim thw ChingSeflg^J

ar>d Wu Tao-rrj are meant bf the fir* two Atnes, the rdencry of the third b problematical, k h dur

Wu Oing-torg. who Iwed in the TV* dynaty and was kwm for Ke paeuirgi of “g>.*« and de-^nt/* b meant.

On the ocher hand, Wu Tw*diV| may be intended. He was a man of Ch’eng^ha. who worked

under the twrthem Sung dynuty. He aui*d the *y* of SVu Taotiu, arw was n*«d for hk figure pairing.
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It is fitting to desire that the crowd of beings should have the Buddha nature

at heart. There are only the Buddha and the crowd of beings ; the sacred and

profane are not different. Wonders spring from the hand of the artist ( spiritual

power radiates from his heart. When the family reverences (divinity), the country

will flourish and the individual will be at peace and will also be rich.

Written by the monk Miao-kuang in the 5th year, cyclical characters kcng-tiu,

of the period Shfcng Tfc, the first month, the eleventh day.

Sung Lien's inscription

The roB of Buddhist images was painted by the Master Chang Sh£ng-w£n of

the Ta Li kingdom. An inscription says that it was painted for the Emperor Li

Chen. Afterwards there is the record of Miao-kuang. dated the 5th year, cyclical

characters keng-tzu, the 1st month, the 11th day, of the reign of Sheng Te. All the

images are in colour and gold and all are extremely well painted
s the calligraphy, too,

can not be called bad.

Ta Li was originally, in the time of the Han dynasty, called Yeh-yfi » at the

time of T'ang, it was known as Nan Chao. Various Man 1

tribes were in posses-

sion of it. In the beginning, its name was Ta M*ng » then the name was changed to

Ta Li, which again was changed to the present name, (also read Ta Li). At the time

of the Posterior Chin, when the Shih family was ruling (Chin), (this country) was

under Tuan 5su-p'ing. By the close of the Sung dynasty, it had become very weak.

The government was in the hands of two brothers, Kao Hsiang and Kao Ho.

During the Yuan dynasty, Hsien Tsung destroyed the kingdom and divided it up into

prefectures and districts.

The cyclical year Kcng-tiu referred to is probably the 4th year of the period

Chia Hsi in the reign of Li Tsung of Sung (A D. 1240) » and Li Ch£n was one of

the descendants of the Tuan family. About this time, the whole country was stolen

and overrun by the Man barbarians, who took possession of the imperial insignia

and usurped the throne. It is not necessary to discuss (this chaos in detail). Now
we have just taken a glimpse of the course of events. Nowadays men take pleasure

He p«imed stellar dr-incks 4*>d Buddhas ird 3^>.aa:ivas ard Arhau. There It Wu Tiung^i*,
who Boortihed or:* 1010 and pVnctd Buddhist subitas in ihe sr>l* of Wu Tao-tiu. The Utt ramid only it re^ndened

by W«ky In his Imkx of Chinese arcus i'p*§e 1031. wnile *1) three are to be fjund n Sarto's Shr» gwsika

linmci jaho, a bwgnpbtai arterury of fartv^n Owes* pointers, written *\ J*p».-kv. Vol. I, pope 51b. The man
referred ro wis evidently not so famous as Chang Scn*yu cr Wu Ta^-eu, and yes h« we. I have had a considerable

ard not u>3esercd replication.

I. Barbaras trte of the scvtK
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in the virtue of sincerity. All were originally of a heavenly nature In the beginning,

tlsere was no distinction between Chinese and barbarians s there was no within and

without. Indeed !

The Ch'an monk Ti-t'ai of Tung Shan has acquired this roll by purchase—not

cheaply—

,

he keeps it, examining it himself and showing it to others. I have

written this eulogy and returned it (the painting) to him.

Sung lien, of Chin-hua, scholar of the Han-lm.

There arc two seals impressed : one, T'ai-shih. a title given to Han-lin gradu-

ates , one. Sung Ching-lien. Ching-lien was Sung lien's tiu, a name or style taken

at the age of twenty.

Ch'icn Lung's inscription

A painting of Buddhist
1

images, the work of Chang Sh&vg-wfei, of the Ta Li

kingdom of Sung times.

Paintings of the Ta Li kingdom are not to be seen every day s in collections

of paintings of different dynasties, there arc few attributed to (men of this country).

Now in the Palace is kept a long roll of Buddhist images by Chang Shcng-wcn. a

man of Ta Li. On it, there are inscriptions, one by the monk Miao-kuang, written

in the 5th year of Shing T$, the cyclical year king-tiu, and one by Sung Lien,

which states that this date corresponds to the 4th year of Chia Hsi, during the reign

of Li Tsung of the Sung dynasty (A- D. 1240).

Formerly. I saw in Chang Chao's Collection of essays,’ an eulogy of a picture

roll by an unknown artist of the Five Dynasties, and I am not sure that the author

may not have been referring to the same painting, as he had made a thorough study of

die Ta Li style. At the beginning of this eulogy, is given the date, the 1st year of

the period Ching of the usurper Tuan Ssu-ying, which has been found to

I. The cfwactrr used it ‘fen’, •»*** pret*Wy derives from the Sanrtnr and h MplUned «

In use b al-3aj tiwtjf rmtnetad. hcw.*r, to the Motion of anting Bui*»o *4, « tempi-. a prayer, tic;

and it is commonly mod to index* the SwvMi language. t* «nptoy*d hare. U suuens she Inin derwaricn of (he

tivn'nin dapiswd. It would not be u*eJ to lefet to Ch’an painting.

3- Cnang Chan wm nurrb«ed by Ch’ien L-ng airorg hit "fiv* Man of Letter*.“ In 1733. Ching CHio

was ftrwkrt of tha Board of PumJunems ; and in 1 735, h* rmW? narrowly escapod eucuecn for hi> failut* to

atrangt the management of the abongflal territories in fUaadiou. Sea Giles. A Chinese biographical daaianary.

No. 23. I bore not had an opportunity to e*»-rir*i th- Co*l*ts*n of euays referred to. the text of uhkh might

throw a diltomt light on what ChTen Lung has to lay. Hare*, my tranAman is irereSy Kntarive.
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correspond to the 3rd year of K'ai ^On of the Posterior Chin, or A. D. 946.

1

Now, the roll under discussion is a production of Southern Sung times and dates

thus some three hundred years later.’ He (the author of the eulogy,

presumably) records a painting of the A-tso-yeh’ Kuanyin j but this painting of

various Buddhas, Bodhbattvas, Brahma, Arhats, the Eight Gasses

4

and

other divinities, doe* not include an A-tso-yeh Kuanyin. Thus, it is clear that this

is not the same painting seen by Chang Chao. In this roll, the various divinities are

splendid in appearance, well executed in colour and gold and full of vitality. The

paper, made from the mulberry, is of excellent quality and old s though fine in texture,

it is durable. It may be compared with the Chin-su-chicn paper. * An old pain-

ting, so well preserved as this, should indeed be esteemed and treasured. The fact

that the work was done by a foreigner should not cause any to regard it lightly.
1

The various parts of the painting are sadly out of place. By examining the

eulogies and cxitkisins, we learn that in the time of Hung Wu of the Ming dynasty

(1368-99), this painting was in the form of a long roll and was kept in the T rcn-

chieh temple by the monk Ti-t' ai. At the time of Cheng Tung (1436-50), the roll

was damaged by water ' and was made up into an album. It is not known at

what time it was again mounted as a roll and thus restored to its earlier form. The

mounting and remounting gave opportunity for mistake* in arrangement. At the

beginning of the roll are the standard-bearers and retainers in procession and the

emperor himself holding an incense burner in an attitude of reverence. The mutual

relationships are not properly indicated, for at the end of the roll are painted the kings

1. T.-w it * miukt new of on* far ; Kconfcn, 10 the NCYSOv chum I. p^es Mb ini 35 a (NCYS-Fr,

W>. the perod Wen Oing ccmmafcaj during the 2nd yw of K'ai Yun, ce A.D. 9*5.

2. Chian Urg is ledcmng the dau * accordance w«h Sung L*n*s interpretation of Miao-kuangS due, i. (

circa 1291

3. This nine is, of course, a cranriteration. I do aoc know to what ( refers.

4. The Pa pu. or B|ht Gasses. 000-4**4 Dera (god* or angdi), Nip 'serpent or dragon r*»l, Yak**

(n*u*e sprits!. G*>±*ra tefestial rauswans, usually half-ttrd, half-human or dmncl, Asura iTilam or gnntsN,

Gan^a (brd-hk* bergs, er*m« of the N^al, Kmnara(beings ajmetmes petured with tvjmn bodies and brrses

f^ards. sonctiaes like fanes}, ard Maheraga |being KaJ(python, half-human cr A/ine).

5. A ftIfcw paper made during the Pang dyr«*ly and wi for wncing the Sotia. The paper of the brig roll,

I may add. does na have the appearance of having boon y*Ucw«d in any other way than by age.

6. Ch'ien Lung reprds :he people of the s«mvindependent kngdoms of the wuih before A D. 1253 15

foreigners .
and indeed,w vast maixey of the mhahtan* «i that time must have been non-Chioea*. The eivffration,

too. muz have been hi mc*e sttengiy tuged with Indian and Nepalese influence tfan that of Chirm proper.

7. No decb< durint a arc ai the temp*.
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of sixteen countries in India. The monk Tsung-lo says that these kings are Outside
1

Guardians of the Law. Individuals of the same class should be put together.*

At my (the Emperor s) order. Ting Kuan-ping* copied this painting, and styled

his copy a painting of a foreign king worshipping Buddhist divinities. After the Four

Guardian Kings/ come the various Buddhas. Patriarchs and Bodhisattvas, on to the

two precious banners.' Thus, doing each figure separately, he copied the roll. I

have had these two rolls, the source and the stream of the world of the Law treasured

together, so that the roll may never again be wrongly remounted with its parts in

disorder, but that this original scroll may be as it was of old.

In ancient times, there were (¥u) Tao-tiu, (Lu) Lcng-ch'ieh,' and other

masters who chose Buddhist subjects for their paintings. So splendidly did they

succeed in realizing the grandeur and majesty of the various manifestations that

their works have been copied without end.

I have not heard that on the Lion Throne or in the Deer Park/ there were

traces of vulgarity. Allbough the Buddha b without the illusions of the social sell

!• <±*r*&** ftcriUy, Is uaed for heterodox, anJ may m«r mat ihat itr* were

Brahmins convened to Buddhism.

2* The prector* P»M*g« may mean chu Often Un* believed that the err**roc and h« ntn« should be

pitted at the end of the roi with the sateen ton®. Of « me/ mean that the sixteen kx* should follow the emperor

and prsvttfc the pandxcu Sine* *« would be unseemly indeed to m*k* th* emperor rum his back en the oi*r«t*«. I^ Ch'ien Ur* the txrofc of M doubt. His statement that the remoumir* 4m occasion fc, c*un*n m
Art «r^nraent i? certainty ccrreo.

3. Tint Kuarvp'en* wms a wdLkrown painter at the own of Qfm*Uf h the Ptfcc* Mjsejnr ootUahn.
I sew man, pahtinp by him, but not she copy cd tfe long roll whw* OTton Ur* tells us th* he made at the Imperial
ooewnand.

4. In the piling u I s»w h, there were nan* of the Fw Gi»nian IQr*. tnd two -ed V»*.plri prcecfeo the
various Bo>yus and BodNuervax,

5. At the end, are painted two Ur** banners on which arc Sa/uk* imiptions. Aoopyctf these »*s wrr 10
Bwon von Scad HoUaein for vandai^n by the officiah 0/ the Museum- or was 10 be sent

r
I have rot heard the reejlt.

Unfortunately, I ckj not complex my description of the pern-*, made at the Palace Mrseun in Pefcnc 10 the winter of
1931-2, haw* to leave Chine before I reached the barmen in the oairae of my study.

6. U Len*-ch‘ieh was a pupil of Wu Tao taw's, probably the moat tr^ortam of the imnadm
fellow Qi »he matter. He painted landscapes also but w«s best known for Ns futures of
suP>-oa; ***<*» famous of h«s pKxiuctiww, caied “The Sixteen Arhat era*** the at" S« WaWy, Index
of Chinese arti**. p 65, and Introfeoion to the history cd Chne~ pacXm,, pp. I lft-9 ; 5« aho G Introduction
w that history of Chinese pamial an. p. 53 and SNna iwakka ,inm<i ji*w. Vd.Hp.M9fc The name
in a tsan&oaikn cf the Sanskrit La/dO.

7. Sskyiwiihj. the ^Uon of the Sikyis," is one of the names of kkyamura Buddha, and he is frequently repre-
screed si tested on a Lion Throne. The Dev Pare is dxhde*: ttw [W Park ac S&rrAih roar krwes. where he preached
his V# mart.
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or of the ego, and although, whether united or separated (Le., whether manifested

in the world as Sskvamuni—or other Manuka Buddhas—or unmanifest in the

Dharmakdya), he has no idea of distinguishing, nevertheless, wc in this world of

desire, if we wish to suggest by painting the peace that passeth understanding, must

seek to do so by symbols like Mount Suroeru and the fragrant sea (that surrounds it).

Thus, even one drop in the tide of phenomena, we naturally separate into the pure and

the ordinary.

I have recoided the preceding.

The year of Kuci-wd of the reign of Ch'icn Lung (1763), the 10th month, the

I5th day, written by the Imperial brush and stamped with three seals—one, Ch'ien

Lung i one, Ti-ta-tiu*tsai - - -

To b* ccnrinuod



SOME ASPECTS OF STOPA SYMBOLISM*

By AN AGAR IKA BRAHMACARI GOVINDA

V. Pre-buddhistic origins of stQpa symbolism

In Mahayana Buddhism the transcendental symbolism of the crown-

ing parts of the stOpa got a new impetus. Their structure became more and

more elaborate and extensive and the number of stories steadily increased

from five to seven, to nine, to eleven, and finally to thirteen Bhiimis. The general

outline of the stOpa was no longer dominated by the dome but determined by

an upward movement which raised and multiplied the substructure, narrowed

the dome, enlarged the Harmild and elongated the spire. The direction of

the religious outlook had turned from a completed past to the growing future,

from the ideal of an accomplished Buddha to that of a becoming one, from

the world as it is to the world as it should be and as it had been dreamt of in

the vision of mount Meru's .supramundanc realms. In this vision the religious

aspirations of the Buddhists and the followers of the Vedas met » on

this ground only their compromise was possible. We are therefore justified

in thinking that it was not a mere accident that at the time when Mah3y3na

was in its bloom, at about the fifth century, a type of rcbgious architecture came

into existence which realized the spiritual and structural tendency of this vision

(which was embodied in the crowning parts of the stupa) in a parallel but otherwise

independent form, developing into what is known to us as the Sikhara type of temple.

The earliest stages of this type are still wrapped in darkness. It seems

that they did not originate before the Gupta period. The earliest example

dating from the fifth century is a votive Sikhara temple found at Sarnath.

The village hut itself is the prototype of these shrines. And as the hut

serves the earthly life, the shrine serves the cuh of bfe-giving and life-

preserving forces (generally personified in the sun-god). It stood in the shadow

of the sacred tree and was surrounded by a fence as a demarcation of the sacred

* See J. I. S. O. A.. W>1 V. PP- 57—105-

7
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place. The ground-plan of the shrine, like that of the altar, was almost square

and the roof high, either on account of the fire or in order to distinguish it from

ordinary huts. The development of pyramidal and conical forms (as in the case

of the spire of the stupa) was more or less pre-conditioned.

The temples were erected within the village, while the tumuli which served

the cult of the j dead were built outside their walls. The Buddhist stiipa which

combined the elements of the village sanctuary with that of the ancient tumulus

recogniied in its form that life and death are only the two sides or poles of the

one reality of the world, complementing and conditioning each otheT, as the

co-existent principles of Vijnu and Siva.
1

To think them separate b illusion and only as long as the veil of MflyS

has not been lifted, the worship of these two forces proceeds separately, some-

times even as two different forms of religion. But once it has been understood

that the plant cannot be born to the light before the seed has perished in the

dark womb of the earth, that the egg must break in order to give life to a

new being, that transformation b that which conditions life, "that wc arc living

our death and dying our life”— if this has been understood, then the great synthesis

takes place, and the foundation of a world-religion b established. Existence is

constant transformation, i.e. it combines the elements of stability and change.

Transformation without constancy, law, or rhythm is destruction. Constancy

without transformation means eternal death. He who wants to 'preserve' his

life will lose it He who does not find his innfcr law (dharma) will perish.

The principle of 'Siva' without the regulating force of 'Vijnu' is destruction. The

principle of 'Vijnu' without the creative dynamics of 'Siva' b stagnation. The

same holds good for all the other pairs of opposites under which the universe

appears to us. Their mutual relations and their interpenetration in every stage

of existence are illustrated by the architectural composition and development of

the stdpa and the ideas connected with it.

The hembphere stands for the dark and motherly forces of the earth, the

transforming power of death (and rebirth), the concentration of yoga and asceticism

(ascetics and yogins always preferred cemeteries).

The cone as well as the similar pyramidal forms, characterised by one-

pointedness and vertical direction stand for the forces of the sun : light and

life, represented by the fire-altar (harmika) and the tree (spire). The tTee later

t. > *** t* tndenroerf. Iwwevw, that while censiJeing the prrtiple of $h» Vijnu « Ktnx
so ranch ccooenved w#i ** haraancal wpta el uriweetuie bu wth the Uu: unJercm cl their Wwrent sjmfccUsm.
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sn includes all the other symbols representing the universe (mount Mcru).

J1k sun and the stars are its fruits, and its branches the different world-planes.

Tree worship has been preserved in Buddhism until the present day, the

worship of light in that of AmitSbha (the Buddha of infinite light, the sun-Buddha,

who emanates innumerable 'enlightened beings', the worship of life in that of

AmitSyus (who is only another form of Amitibha). The idea of the Adibuddha

and his emanations shows that with the advent of MahSyina the symbols of the

solar cult came again to the foreground.

VI. Relations between stOpa and Hindu-archffecture

With the revival of Brahma 13ism Siva became the exponent of all those

principles that were connected with the hemisphere of the stflpa while Vi$nu continued

the tradition of sun worship as represented in the conical or pyramidal spire.

Siva is called the

yogin among the gods

»

he unites in himself asce-

ticism and ecstasy,

concentration and acti-

vity ; he is the liberator,

the destroycT of the

world of illusion, the

transformer, the creative

principle (lihgam), the

potential force of the

womb (therefore moon

and water are his

attributes).

Vijnu represents the

law, the direction in

movement, the sun that

rotates and moves in

its prescribed course

,

he is the preserver of

life, the protector of

the world, the illumina-

tor, who rides in his

sun car (vimSna) from

Ctitlrtf of the CharmarIja rath* n Mavalipt*am as an compi* of the

Venftno-typt of temples. In which the cupda Mpi) or p»*lk»^tnc*k

governs the system, and in which each unt WKprwtm centraikaio^ fc the

general compoteion the honxonul. character stronger then the upward

movement.
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horizon to horizon, the loving friend and helper of all creatures (cf. avatars).

His main attribute is the wheel of the law (dharmacakra).

The south of India is mainly Sivaitic and has preserved the dome as the

crowning part of the temple. Up to the present day the technical term for this

dome or cupola is "*tupi" (see drawing on p. 27). The north, however, which is

more inclined towards Vijnuism, prefers the Sikhara (see drawings, below). This

fact proves, that psychologically and symbolically the cupola is closer related to

the principle of Siva, the Sikhara to that of Vitftu.

Archtucft.nl ird b<f*wr tb# Sildur* Mid

*>e crowing pirt of toe ?Op*

Simpliied dosttka of *n Or*»» (f*. 3) with if* fw BhOmo. compa/Able

to the RCpik>k*'thCr-«* of the p•ychocoimj*. by the spire of a stGp*

w*h terAirive recoretrjction of »n (F$. 2l. F«. 1 shows a

svrilar tenrinetKn of a modim Ntpilou The combination erf Amelia And

TripoiidhAr* iFig. 51 Km 0Mn prmrved m the ttrmmAtion cf lb* Tibefan sQp* (rrchcrun)

• Fig. 6). Ti^ct^hlrA is here replaced by An Karaite uinbfellA fron which moat probably

h his been dsr-ved. Tne shape of the Tfi|Mttdfaif* e esict'y the teme »i that of the

aipnal honarifc aatnih iPig, 4 And upper port of Fig. 5>.

The crown-

ing spire of a

s tilpa with its

Bhumis or strata

of world planes,

in this respect

corresponds to

the Sikhara. In

the Orissa tem-

ples (Fig. 3) it

is divided into

five Bhumis,

which are sub-

divided again

into smaller

strata (just as

the Bhumis in

the psycho-cos-

mic world sys-

tem of Bud-

dhim : there

arc, for instance,

five Rupaloka-

bhOmis, each of

them subdivided

into three and

more classes).

The Bhumis culminate in the Vedikl, the sacred quadrangular enclosure (Smh.
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"hauraes kotuva," corresponding to the Harmikfl and the Vedic altar), which
is crowned by the Amalaka or Amaasflra, the 'pure kernel', upon which the

AmftakalaSa, the vessel with the water of immortality—which is also the

attribute of Buddha Amitayus is placed. According to the Div\3vad2na the

primitive Cartya ended in a kind of pot, which was called KaiaSa (Tucci, "iado*

Tibctica" I, p. 47, nl).

There can be no doubt about »Ik symbolical relationship between the Maha*
yAna-Buddha Amitabha, the Buddha of infinite light (and life, in his aspect of Ami-

tiyus) and Vijnu, the sun-god. Both of them arc supposed to incarnate their love

and compassion in the form of helpers and teachers of humanity : as Bodhisattvas

and avatars. Both of than have the wheel of the law as their attribute. The

Dharmacakra is also ascribed to the historical Buddha Sakyamuni. But it was
only used to represent hrm in his Vrsnaitic aspect, as the estabiriher ol the Dharma,

in the act of setting in motion the wheel of the law at his first sermon at Sarnaih.

The other great events of his life, his enlightenment and his ParinirvAna. were hinted

at by the tree of enlightenment and the Caitya. Thts means that the historical

Buddha cannot be connected exclusively with cither the Vijpuitic or the S.vaitic

aspect. He represents the one or the other according to the period of his life. The

orthodox school has neveT given any attribute to their Buddha image because their

worship was centred on the one historical Buddha and even when his predecessors

were depicted he could easily be recognized by his position. Later on, when other

Buddhas were introduced by the MahiyAnists, Sakyamuni was characterised by the

alms-bowl, the symbol of the ascetic, which shows that his quality of a yogin, his

Sivaitic aspect, was felt as his main characteristic by the followers of MahAydns.

And in fact the orthodox schools themselves emphasised strongly the ascetic side of

Buddhism (vinaya) and in their architecture the tumulus or dome shape of the stOpa

prevailed. The followers of the MahiyAna on the other hand tried to avoid the

exclusiveness of asceticism by taking the whole world into their scheme of salvation

and emphasised the Vr^nuitic qualities of the Buddha which transcend the historical

personality and remain a permanent source of light to the world. Thus the solar

symbolism of the world tree came again into prominence, while the hemisphere of

the stupa became one clement among others and the vertical development of the

monument proceeded further.

VII. Fundamental form-principles

Before we continue our description it may be useful to summarize the main

ideas suggested by the two fundamental form-principles, hemisphere and cone :

8
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the former standing for centralisation, the latter for vertical direction and onc-

pomtedness, which may also be represented by tapering pyramids with square or

polygonal base.

Hemisphere :
Cone :

lunar worship sblar worship

motherhood—earth fatherhood—sky

symbols : moon, taurus. Trivia, yoni-

lingam

symbols : sun, disc, wheel, lotus, tree

night (unity of interpenetration) day (unfoldment, differentiation)

cult of the dead cult of life

tumulus village sanctuary

hemisphere of the stupa conical or pyramidal spire

cupola, pavilions, barrel-vaulted roofs pyramidal and conical towers with

square and polygonal bases

horizontal development vertical development

concentration emanation

inner activity outer activity

inner transformation inner stability

asceticism (hermit life) worldly or practical morality (family

life)

revolution (pardvrtti) evolution.

intuitive discursive

yoga puja

help from within help from Without

self-deliverance deliverance by grace

belief in the divine quality of man belief in the human quality of god

Siva, die yogin Vi$nu, the solar god

the transformer the preserver

creative (potential) stimulative (growth)

becoming and dissolving being

freedom (nirvana) law (karma)

These two categories of principles complement each other and were never

completely separated, as the history of religion and religious architecture shows.

There was, on the contrary, a constant tendency towards fusion which succeeded

more or less in the periods of highest religious culture and experience. But the

equation Srva-Visnu was never completely solved, because there is an irrational
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residue beyond expressio n and calculation which has its root in the fact that the

world cannot be divided into equal halves, because there »s a third principle which

ta!<cs part in the other two. In this way there arc no complete contrasts—even in

opposites there is somethin? in common—and on the other hand there is no absolute

identity between anything existing in the world.

The third great principle which partly overlaps the other two is the BrahmA

principle. Its main features ate those of extension, unfoldment, birth, manifestation,

materialisation, universal expansion. In its expansive character it is not determined

by one direction like the Vi$nu principle, but acts m ail directions simultaneously.

Its stereometrical equivalent is the cube.

We have not yet spoken of this fundamental form, because it has been com-

bined with both the other principles of architecture and has no deciding influence on

our classification. Just as in Hindu religion, Brahma is supposed to be inherent in the

aspects of Siva and Vijnu, and is not considered and worshipped separately, so the

principle of Brahma, of materialisation, is immanent in the other two principles, in so

far as they take material shape, come into appearance and unfold themselves.

The Buddhist starts from the experience of the world of sense perception and

frees himself from its overpowering diversity and its unsalable thirst of becoming by

analysing its elements and reducing them to then fundamental laws. He thus over-

comes the Brahma aspect of the world by the Vi$nu aspect of the law

('dharma' in its noumcnal character, karma' in its phenomenal appearance, in its rela-

tion to action). This struggle is the foundation of the Buddha-sAsanA, represented

in the basis of the stapa, the mass of which is reduced step by step, from its greatest

unfoldment to its greatest concentration. The personality of the seeker of truth,

however, with progressive understanding loses the narrowness of particularity. He

becomes the embodiment of the ineluctable law, of the living and yet so rigid proce-

dure of the world. And so the new aim presents itself, not only as freedom from

the limitations of personality and the impulses that form and maintain it, but

equally as freedom bom the law of the world, which is the world itself : for the

world does not possess this law as something additional but consists in this con-

formity to law, i.e., in action and reaction (karma-law-cosmos-world). In this

sense the Enlightened One is able to overcome the world within his own being

by the annihilation of karmic tendencies tsamskAra) and the chain of dependent

origination (pratuyasamutpada) by which nirvana is realized. This is the last step

from the principle of Vijiju to the principle of Siva— as symbolized in the stflpa's

hemisphere—the deliverance from the formed, to the un-formed : the ultimate transition
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from law to freedom. While the first stage seeks freedom in the 'cosmos', the

deliverance from becoming into being and from the undirected and indiscriminate

thirst for existence, the 'chaos', to the consciously directed existence, the last stage

seeks freedom from the 'cosmos'. The term cosmos as used here, denotes the

experience of the world under the aspect of the law. Buddhism itself also belongs

to the 'cosmos , that is, as far as its mental form fe concerned. Only in meditation,

with attainment of the Arupaloka stages, does the breaking loose from the 'cosmos'

begin, and nirvana lies beyond these.

But in order to be fired from the 'cosmos'—the ultimate object of suffering in

the stage of the highest, most refined consciousness -one must be capable of ex-

periencing it, must really experience it One must first have found one's way to

freedom in tlie law before one can attain to freedom from the law, that is to

freedom final and complete.

The PannirvAna of the Buddha becomes the starting point for his followers

and for the future world, to go his way again, on the basis of his Noble Eightfold

Path, into which he condensed his experience. This new basis s represented by

the Harmika from which the tree of life rises as a symbol of future attainments,

fulfilling the sacrifice and the message of the past. The spire shows again

tire gradual reduction of the world (cosmos) until it reaches the point ol complete

unity which transcends all cosmic' experience and realizes the perfect Sinyata or

metaphysical emptiness. The cone ts crowned with ‘a ball* (kacraella) or similar

forms ol the Sivaitic principle.

It goes without saying that the formal and symbolical development in con-

formity with the principles of Brahma, Visnu and Siva took place automatically,

i.e., ai accordance with the inner necessities of the human psyclie, without being

conscious to the originators of those monuments,— at least not in the earlier periods.

Later on. specially among Indian Buddhist architects, these principles may have

become known to those who were initiated into the esoteric meaning of architectural

forms and metaphysical symbolism.

In the MSnasara the four-sided pillar b called Brahmakanda. the

eight-sided one Vijnukigda, the round column CandrakSmJa (candra, the moon :

symbol of Siva). This liarmonixes well with our respective classifications of the

main elements of the stOpa (though we arrived at our conclusions in a different

and safer way) : the Brahma character of the square platform and (later on)

I. Perhaps deri/ei from the kiliiA.
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the square terraces of the base , the Sivahic character of the dome , the

Vi^nuitic character of the Harmilrf which, as we shall sec later on, was identi-

fied with the Eightfold Path. But we have to keep in mind that in architecture the

ground-plans of the different parts arc not alone decisive, but there is also their deve-

lopment in the third dimension and die relations among themselves, which are deter-

mined by their architectural composition and modify their meaning. The cubical

Harmika, for instance, which starts already from the principle of Siva (hemisphere) can

not have the same symbolical value as a cubical dement in the actual basis of the

monument. The basal terraces grow narrower with every step, which means that the

Brahma principle decreases and gives room to another. The vertical and one-

pointed tendency itself is a feature of the Vijnuioc principle. In the ground-plan

the hemisphere and the cone show the same shape, which means that also symboli-

cally they have something in common, namely the S iva tic principle : but in the third

dimension the cone is quite different from the hemisphere, expressing a one-pointed

vertical movement, which means that the Viynuitic principle is combined with it

In this sense we can say that the cone itself represents the Vijnuitic character and

that the shape of its ground-plan only modifies it towards the principles of Brahma

or Siva.

In later Buddhist symbolism the four-sided pillar is associated with the

Buddha, the eight-sided with the Sangha, the sixteen-sided one or the round

column wrth the Dharma. Buddha lias been put in the place of BrahmS, because

he is the originator, the creator of the Buddhist religion, the Safigha is compared

with Vijnu, as the preserver of this doctrine, and the Dharma is compared with

Siva, because it is not the world-preserving law of god Vijnu but the law that

proclaims the impermanence, the suffering and the non-substantiality of the world.

This transformed terminology is of no importance as far as our architectural

definitions go and is interesting only in so far as it shows that god Vijnu's Dharma

is not to be considered an equivalent of the term Dharma as used in Buddhism.

VIII. Scholastic symbolism

Scholastic symbolism though it had its origin in the philosophy and psy-

chology of orthodox schools existed side by side with the symbolism of later

periods.
1

I. The divmon of Mahtytna ar«J Hfatylna has nrofcably never bean k> nria « axne afo'an believe and if ««

tie to UM lean V»c shedd be osfitdcna of thdr Smiled hisxeKal maw^n*. Thar orairated U Kani^’i bamoul

cowcil. whec a lijcuiscm area* about the ideals of Buddhism. Aeaxdri *» Tripok*. Rer»S» can be attained in

9
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The extension of the name MahSySna was, and is, of a vague and fluid

kind. Those to whom h was applied formed no closed unit. And this is

true of most of the so-called 'sects'. They frequently overlapped in their heretical

views."')

This overlapping can be observed also with regard to the symbolism of the

stupa and there to an even greater extent, as architecture is more apt to express

fundamental ideas than small dogmatical differences. These fundamental ideas

three wayi : by chat of an fisihux by that of a Pac^kaS*3cha, and by that of a S^naOuAixiobhft. While the

S*niml»a*fcudHh* How noc trow Pi/miakin* beferw Hiving tau^c to it* worVJ the DWra* which he his found through

ho own efforts in irwjmeraW* exutenoci, the PaccdU4;udHh* and the Arahan are realiziftR thtt Dhamma <tbe former

tadtpendemly, the Ueur under the pddarat oi i SanunAsambuddhi) in the shcesat passible way. w*hxe paaciar*

or culir/ating the faculties of a world teacher.

It seems that originally the Arahen, ihe Pio:e and the SemmisembuHHha wsve mar*ly daatifirrl is

three types of men, ufnle h Kkri} ka*i time they an-»a ©orcehed is idaafe, and from this pare of view there ©aM be no

doubt chat the ideal of a Perfect ErAgfaenwH One wm the hishe*. k h no! proba*l« that my Boi^ntt school rented

this kies , but there ray have been mdhnduik who preferred the ahortar way of in Arihan t4ut because they found

k morn congenial to their own «aniper*meni and ch«raa*r or because they though! that there was Iatie chance of

r/er ati»«vrg the hgheit ideal. Thus in each school of rae muse haw been fa*.owcss of che greater

(mahlyini) u wall as cl the leaer ihlna^ftnal ska).

In fact even rowadsyi it « a custom in the southern cojnire* of Buddhism, that all those who are earnestly

interattad in their rc.#on choose one of these •owls, and most of them dec** for the ideal of frsi^uhoad, the

Bcdhiuttv«ma*p. The Mahiyin* ideal is reooinaad and followed evan in the countries of so-called Htnayina

Buddham and rhs ter*ns H rwyftna and MaMyfna should not be vised as dstinctn* cha'icterotioi of two separate

0«upi or schools of Buddhier but only in the etnse of individual ideals or in the strictly historical serve of the

IWD part** at Kanaka's council el wheh. by die way. the T herav4dmt. though they wrn lairr on wror^ly identified

with Hi'naylnnu. «vi nee pre*!nt. whle from those who were present only the followers of the cxcVuave Mah4>4na

ideal have suryned. The different schools diould he calkd by the runes they gr.« to themselves, and ai there

are nor^ call their school Hinaytna this cera may be dropped altogether.

The fact that the Therevtdim Hid not freer into the diacusucn about tb«e two aieab is not only awwted by

6* impartial altitude of the PU Totaki whch leaves the chorse to the ndhiduaL but also by the Keihdvtnhu, the

latest book of tie Abhrfumma. dealing with the pants of controversy unth regard to che early eighteen schools of

Buidr;iim, arrmnf which r*rhcr tSe term Mahlytr* nor Kinsytrva occurs.

V^Tieic among all thrye schools dxn tht rise cf Mahiytnivn eorm in ? The Chinese pilgrims speak of Mahi-
>tn«» and HlneyMw, cf MahsslPghuis, -M.hif1ui.sa.Ur Sar.i«rvidrr« ard SutwkSyh cf Schavrai, Lnkatara-

\tdrs. of tht Pubbasda and Apamela Vihlras. The due asegned to Fa-hwn tt about A D. 400. The commercary.

as we have it, wnnen ether by Bodhidv^a or, peasibsy, by 'one of ha school
1

is probably half a century liter.

Why art these well-known drritiom in the Buddhet work ometed by the lanar wriser ?

One thing seerm fairly dear m tbs ytf urtadvad problem, ramdy that Fa-Han and YjaA-Chwarg whosa
chmcles brought the Mrofbn into praadnanee have even che Chinese vmom of the names M*h4y*na and
HinayHa to institutions they ^oirjzsi as such, eiilvsr by nrsc-hand observACom or by hcanay, institutions

whch n B»i3haifv>sa
4

s adiool were known under quae des^satfons.*

I. C A F. Rhys Davids. •'Pdnts of Controvert/* <Kaih^VMhal. pp. XLV-XLVl
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were those of the Abhidhatnma which contains the philosophical and psychological

foundation common to all schools of Buddhism, whether realistic" or idealistic,

empirical or metaphysical, objectivistic or subjectivistic, etc.

In this way we find in ihc Tibetan Tanjur a description and explanation of

the stOpa (mc'od rten)
1
in terms of the orthodox Abhidhamma, which throws a new

light on the ideas that were connected with the stupa even in pre-MahaySna times.

As we have seen in the case of the Ceylonese Dflgobas the socle of the stflpa

which was formerly of a low cylindrical shape had been divided into three steps to

which later on a new basis was added, while the three concentric steps slowly

merged into the cupola in the form of 'ornamental bangles

.

A similar process took place in the development of the Indian stupa : the

cylindric socle was first raised and iatcr on subdivided into a number oi steps, but

instead of losing its independence it gained in importance by taking in the railings

and Toranas. The railings became decorative elements of the surface of the elevated

substructure and in place of the Toranas there were staircases leading from the four

quarters of the universe to the terrace on top of the socle.

These staircases which emphasised the universal character of the monument

were apparently fore-runners of the square basal structures, which led up to the

cupola in several steps. This change coincided with the advent of MahflySna

Buddhism and was, it seems, equally accepted by all Indian schools of Buddhism just

as the universal attitude itself of the MahaySna.

The symbolical meaning of the different parts of the stOpa according to the

description of the Tanjur is as follows (cf. scheme, in elevation on p. 36, and in

horizontal projection on p. 40) :

I. The first seep of the four-sided basal structure, i. e., the foundation of the

whole building corresponds to the Four Foundations of Mindfulness (cattiiri sati-

patthanam), namely :

(1) mindfulness as regards the body (kdyAnupassani satipaRhanaip) ;

(2) mindfulness as regards sensation (vedaninupassanS satip.) , (3) mindfulness

as regards the mind (cittiJnupassana satip.) ; (4) mindfulness as regards the

phenomena (dhammanupassanS s.)

1. Cf. : Ind>-Tib«ic* 1 : "Hr'od rttn 1 1f'» !»'• n«< Tim kidana ed OscdeMjle"
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II. The second step of the

four-sided basal structure corres-

ponds to the Four Efforts (cattAri

sammappadhanAni) :

(1) the effort to destroy the

evil wilch has arisen (uppannAnarp

pApakAnam pahanAya vayAmo) i

(2) the effort to prevent the evil

which has not yet arisen (anuppan-

nanain pApakanarp anuppfldAya

vAyAmo) , (3) the effort to produce

the good which has not yet arisen

(anuppannAnarp kusalAnaip uppA-

diya vAyimo)
, (4) the effort to

cultivate the good that has arisen

(uppannAnaip kusalanarp bhlvobhA-

viya vAyAmo).

III. The third step of the four- sided basal structure corresponds to the Fout

Psychic Powers (catttro iddhipAdA)

:

(I) the desire to act (chandiddhipado) , (2) energy (viriyiddhipAdo)
j (3) thought

(cittiddipAdo) ; (4) investigation (vlmatpsiddhipAdo)

.

IV. The fourth step or the top of the four-sided basal structure corresponds

to the Five Faculties (paftcindriyAni)

:

(I) the faculty of faith (saddhindriyatn)
; (2) the faculty of energy (virfyind-

riyarp) , (3) the faculty of mindfulness (satindriyarp) •. (4) the faculty of concentration

(samAdhindrryarn) , (5) the faculty of reason (paniiindriyarp).

V. The circular basis of the cupola corresponds to the Five Forces (partca

balAni) which are of the same kind as the Faculties, namely the forces of faith, energy,

mindfulness, concentration and reason. These two groups represent the passive

(latent) and the active side of the same properties and they can be regarded

practically as one category. The same holds good of their architectural counterparts :

they were originally one clement, the mediator between the cubic substructure and
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the hemisphere, and were split into two according to the usual tendency of later

periods to subdivide or to multiply the original elements.

Obviously only the three fourfold categories were to represent originally the

cubic basal structure and in fact the older types of square-terraced stuoas show only

three steps, as we can see from the usual Ceylonese, Nepalese and Burmese Digobas

and from certain Tibetan Chortens which represent replicas of ancient Indian stupas.

A good example of the latter kind is a Chorten built by one of the kings of Western

Tibet at Sheh in the Upper Indus Valley (Plate V).

VI. The cupola (anda) represents the Seven Factors ol Enlightenment (satta

bojjhaftgA) >

if) mindfulness (satisamboilhaftgo) s (2) discerning the truth (dhammavicaya

sambojjhango)
, (3) energy (viriya sambojjhahgo) » (4) rapture (piti samboji'hafigo) *

(5) serenity (passaddhi sambojjharigo)
, (6) concentration (samftdhi sambojjhaftgo)

:

(7) equanimity (upekkha sambojjhaftgo).

VII. The Harmika corresponds to the Eightfold Path (atjha maggarig4ni) :

(1) right views (sammd di(thi) * (2) right aspirations (sammS sarpkappo) t (3)

right speech (samma vaca)
, (4) right action (samma kammanto) ; (5) right hvelihood

(sammi 3jIvo) ; (6) right effort (samma vay3mo) , (7) right mindfulness (samma sati) ;

(8) right concentration (samma samidhi).

VIII. The stem of the tree of We corresponds to the Tenfold Knowledge

(Mnatp) :

(I) knowledge of the law , (2) knowledge of other persons' thoughts , (3)

knowledge of relations t (4) empirical knowledge t (5) knowledge of suffering

,

(6) knowledge of the cause of suffering , (7) knowledge of the annihilation of

suffering , (8) knowledge of the way that leads to the annihilation of suffering ,

(9) knowledge of the things connected wirh despair 4 (10) knowledge of the non-

production of things.

Up to the Harmika or the seventh element in the construction of the stSpa,

the Tanjur follows word by word the enumerations of the Pali-Abhidhamma as

found for instance in the third paragraph of the seventh chapter (Samuccaya-

Saftgaha) of Anuruddha's Abhidhammattha-Sarigaha. Though this work cannot

have been written before the eighth century A. D., it is exclusively compiled from

the canonical Abhidhamma books and if we see a Tibetan text like the one

mentioned based on a parallel Sanskrit version which does not only have the same

subject-matter but even the same arrangement down to the smallest details like the

10
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order m which the respective terras follow each other, we witness the faithfulness

of tradition and the accuracy of Indian and Tibetan compilers and translators. While

Thera Anuruddha was compiling his Abhidhammattha-Sangaha in Ceylon, thousands

of miles away in Tibet pious monks were translating Sanskrit texts into their own

language. And though both drew their knowledge from a source that lay at least

thousand years back, their results were in almost perfect accordance I Where however

certain differences occur, they cannot be attributed to misunderstandings but to

later additions which are necessary expressions of a historical development.

In our particular case for instance, it is characteristic that the categories

representing the stflpa up to the Harmikl are identical with those of the orthodox

canon while those which correspond to the tree of life show certain deviations.

This indicates that the development of the more elaborate shape and symbolism of

the crowning parts of the stOpa (hti) took place in later periods and under the

influence of post-canonical ideas closely connected with the growth of MahSyina.

The deviations of the post-canonical categories can be seen by a compari-

son with the corresponding group, as found in the Pali canon (Digha-Nikaya

III, 33)

:

(I) dhamme i«naip i (2) anvayc fianarp , (3) pancchede ftUnaip » (4) sammuti

nanam , (5) dukkhe nJnam , (6) dukkha-samudaye Mnarp , (7) dukkha-nirodhc

Mnam : (8) magge iUnam.

The last two items of the Tibetan classification are not contained in this

group, though they may be Found in other combinations (for instance as anuloma

and pa(iloma paticcasamuppida). More typical deviations are to be found in the

next group, representing

IX. the thirteen discs or layers of the tree of life which correspond to the

mystical powers of the Budda. Ten of them arc mentioned in A/iguttara-NikSya,

Dasaka-Nipata xxii.

The 13 mystical powers according to the Tanjur :

(I) The mystical power, consisting in the knowledge of the places which

art suitable for the preaching and the activity of the Buddha , (2) the knowledge

of the ripening of the different kinds of karma j (3) the knowledge of all the

(states of) meditations, liberations, ecstasies, and unions with higher spheres :

(4) the knowledge of the superior and inferior faculties , (5) the knowledge

of the different inclinations of other beings
, (6) the knowledge of the different

spheres of existence
, (7) the knowledge of those ways which lead to any
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desired end . (8) the knowledge and recollection of former existences » (9) the

knowledge of the time of death and of rebirth s (10) the destruction of evil forces »

(If to IB) the three foundations of the particular mindfulness of the Buddhas

(Sver.ikasmrtyupasthaua).

The 10 powers (dasa-tathigara balini) according to Aftguttata-Nikaya :

(I) The Enlightened one perceives what is possible as possible, what b impossible

as impossible in accordance with reality , (2) he perceives the results of actions

done in the past, the present, and the future according to circumstances and causes,

etc , (3) he perceives every result, etc. s (4) he perceives the world with its different

elements, etc.j (5) he peiccivcs the inclinations of other beings, etc. » (6) he perceives

the superior or inferior faculties of other beings, etc » (7) he perceives the purity or

impurity of the states of trance and of liberation, of concentration and its attain-

ments, etc. , (8) he remembers innumerable former existences, etc. , (9) he perceives

with the celestial eye, the purified, the supra-human how the beings re-appear

according to their deeds, etc » (10) by conquering hb passions he has attained,

perceived and realized by himself the passionless liberation of heart and mind, etc..

At first sight this scholastic symbolism will appear rather arbitrary, but if

we examine it more carefully we find that it is consistent with the constructive

principles of the stOpa and their ideology. It represents the way to enlightenment,

revealing the psychological structure of the Buddha-Dharma and the qualities of the

Enlightened One in whom the Dharma is realized. The sti)pa, accordingly, is as

much a memorial for the Buddhas and saints of the past as a guide to the enlighten-

ment of every individual and a pledge for the Buddhas to come.

As the stiJpa consists of three mam elements, socle, hemisphere and crowning

parts, the spiritual development also proceeds in a threefold way. The first part

(foundation) contains the preparatory, the second one (hemisphere) the essential

conditions or psychic elements of enlightenment, the third one (harmJci and tree of

life) consbts in its realisation. Each of these main parts has again three subdivisions.

The first, preparatory step b mental and analytical. Just as die foundation of

the monument rests on the natural ground, the foundation of the spiritual building

of Buddhism rests on the experience and analysis of nature as far as it b accessible

in the psycho-physical constitution of man.

The second preparatory step b moral : morality based on the insight into the

nature of life.
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The third preparatory step intensifies the mental ana moral achievements and

converts them into a psychic dynamism which arouses those latent forces which are

the essential conditions or elements of enlightenment.

These elements form the static axis of the Buddhist system and occupy the

central part of the stupa : the hemisphere, its basis and the uppermost terrace on

which it rests. The fact that the latter represents the same five psychic elements as

the circular basis of the hemiphere justifies its combination with the central group,

though from the standpoint of architecture it forms only the link between the

original substructure and the hemisphere.



Tire first step of the upper triad (the harmikfl) corresponds to the three steps

of the substructure : it starts with right views and aspirations (satnm5 diffhi and

samma samkappo) which are the outcome of the analytic knowledge (pafifia)

prepared in the first step , it continues with right speech, right action, and Tight

livelihood (samma vac3, s. kammanto, s. apvo), which is the fulfilment of morality

(sflaip) ; it culminates in right energy, concentration and meditation (sammA vflyflmo,

s. sati, s. samAdhi) in which the dynamic forces of psyche reach their greatest

potentiality.

Tt
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Knowledge, morality, ar.d concentration (pafiria, silain, MtnSdhi) are tl>e pillars of

the Buddha-sisaniS. Morality has no meaning or value without knowledge. There-

fore knowledge is placed before morality. Concentration on the Ollier hand without

morality is like a house without foundation. Morality is the discipline in die outer life

on which concentration, the discipline of the inner life, is built up. Morality thus has

to precede concentration. Concentration again is of no value in itself , it is an instru-

ment for the attainment of insight (vipassanS) and wisdom (pafIM), which in its tarn

produces a higher form of morality and concentration until by this spiral-like progres-

sion (in which the same elements re-appear on each higher stage m greater intensity)

Bodhi or enlightenment is attained. On the first step PafiftA is not more than an in-

tellectual attitude, based on investigation aid reflection (vitakkavicAra). On tire

corresponding step of the higher triad it is wisdom based on the experience of

meditation (inner vision) and in the last two stages it is enlightenment as the true

nature of a TathAgata. These two highest stages (represented by the stem and

the 13 Bhiimis of the tree of life) correspond to the factors of enlightenment

(bojjhahgS) and to those faculties and forces which form their basis.
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Tlie parallelism is also obvious in the architectural forms arid in the numerical

composition of their elements. The ground-plans of substructure, intermediate part,

hemisphere, Harmika, stem and cone of the tree of life are : square, circle, circle,

square, circle, circle. Their further relations may be seen from the drawing on

p. 42 and the following table :

ground -plan : square circle circle

function : fundamental mediating essential

upper

half:

formal designation :

numerical designation :

harmikA

4 + 4

stem

5 + 5

cone

13

lower

half :

numerical designation :

formal designation :

' 4+4+4

substructure

5 + 5

intermediate

parts

7

hemisphere

sum of elements : 5x4=20 4x5 = 20
,
I

13 + 7-20

1

60

The fundamental functions are expressed by even numbers, the essential by

odd numbers, and the mediating by even numbers (10) composed of odd halves.

The intermediate parts belong essentially to the next higher elements, i.e., to the mam
parts of the stilpa (hemisphere and cone : stupa and Sikhara principle). This is

proved by the fact that the hemisphere includes nearly all the elements of the prece-

ding two steps, namely Viriyam, Sati, Samadhi and Paftfti (in form of dhammavicAyarp)

and the cone contains similar elements as the stem, namely different aspects of Pafifia.

In the stem they are more fundamental and general, and in the cone more differentiated

and specialised.

The symbolism of numbers is well developed in Buddhist philosophy, art

and architecture. The following example may suffice to give an idea of the

numerical relationship between the scholastic stilpa and the co-existing psycho-

cosmology. Within the three worlds (ti-loka) or main forms of consciousness

(cittani), Kama-, Pupa-, and Arupa-loka, there are fifteen word-planes (six in kinta-,

five in rOpa-, four in arupa-loka), thirty classes of beings (ten in kima-, sixteen in

rupa-, four in arilpa-loka, according to their states of consciousness), and there
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are sixty elements of spiritual development, as represented by the stilpa. In figures
1

:

3= (key-number)

I) 15 = 5x3 =V
II) 30-5 x (3+3) =V

III) 60 = 5x(3 + 3 + 3 + 3)«60

These sixty elements constitute a continuous way ascending through the three

worlds and its different states of existence in the form of a spiral, spiritual

Pradakjin5 -paths. This idea has been materialized most perfectly in the

great terrace-stQpa of Barabudur. Though this monument belongs to the later

MahaySna penod (Vlllth century) it can be seen from the drawing on p. 41 that

tire actual ground -plan of Barabudur fit* exactly on the spiritual ground-plan of the

orthodox stupa as explained by scholastic symbolism. Barabudur has the

unbroken tradition of a millcnium, and instead of more or less justified specula-

tions which have been made about its symbolism, we arc now in a position to

know at least the fundamental ideas which were accepted by the Buddhists of all

schools aud which hold good even for the Burmese and Siamese pagodas of later

periods, in which Mahayflna and TheravSda meet in a new synthesis.

I. Cf. pvt III pnjpomem of tho Dt^oht : Tho urivtml aspod of tho Ohm* which I competed id the

dimemioo of >p*c*. « cxprct»«d by coiflfantt in which ih* rumbor thru pre*»ib in the same tense os in the ve?tn*l

development c* conpaifeton of BoddNti irehhvxut*-



THE SOLAR WHEEL
AT SARNATH AND IN BUDDHIST MONUMENTS

B* J. PRZVUJSKI

This is how the capital of the Sarnath pillar is described in the SimSth

Museum Catalogue :

"Capital of Asoka column (ht. 7 ft , width across the abacus 2 ft. 10 in.).

The lower portion, 2 ft. in height, has. as usual, the shape of a bell decorated

with conventional petals in Persepolitan style. They are sixteen in number. The

necking above the bell is circular in horizontal section and has a torus moulding

with plain surface. The middle portion, which is fashioned into a circular abacus

resembling a common drum 1 ft. TJ in. high, is decorated with four wheels, of

twenty-fouT spokes each, in high relief. The ends of the axles are left rough, from

which rt may be surmised that they were originally covered with caps probably

of precious metal. This is proved by the existence of three fine holes pierced into

the rim of each axle, into which metal pins were evidently inserted to keep the

cap in position. Tire spaces between the wheels are occupied by the figures of

an elephant, a bull, a horse and a lion, following each other from right to left in

the direction of the Pradaksin3. Three of these animals are represented as

walking, the horse as running at full gallop. These figures are all more or less

damaged, but they are wonderfully life-like and their pose graceful.”

"The abacus is surmounted with figures of four life-sized tons placed back to

back, so that only the fore- parts are shown. They are each 3 ft. 9 m. high. Two

of them are in perfect preservation. The heads of the other two were found

detached, and have been refixed. The upper paw of one and the lower paw of

the other were not recovered. In place of eye-balls some sort of precious stones

were originally inserted into the sockets, as is clearly shown by the existence of

very fine holes in the upper and lower lids, which received thin iron pms to keep

the jewels in position. One such pin still remains in the upper lid of the left eye of

one of the lions.”

12
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'The capital was carved out of a single block of sandstone, but is now broken

across just above the bell. It was originally surmounted by a wheel (cakra), the

symbol of the Buddhist Law, supported on a short stone shaft. The latter was not

discovered, but its thickness can be estimated from the mortice hole, 8 in. diameter,

drilled into the stone between the lions' heads. Of the wheel itself, four small

fragments were found. The ends of thirteen spokes remain on these pieces. Their

total number was presumably thirty-two - - - - The material of which the capital is

made is a black-spotted, buff-coloured sandstone from ChunAr, but of a much

finer grain than the ChuoAr stone used in the construction of houses in Benares and

its neighbourhood.' (I)

In order to understand the significance of the Sarnath monument, one must

compare it to the great cosmic pillar of which it is merely the reduced image. Among

the many allusions to this mythical pillar scattered over Indian literature, one of the

most precise is found in the eighteenth piece of the "Thirty-two Tales of the Throne" :

"On the summit of mount Udaya there is the shrine of a deity , before it

stretches a lake which has yet never been seen, and to which one descends, down
the four sides, by golden steps, resplendent and enriched with precious stones,

with pearls and with coral.'" In the centre of this lake stands a column of gold,

and on this column there is a throne, of gold also and inlaid with various gems.

From sunrse to midday, the column, bearing the throne, ascends gradually until it

touches the disk of the sun s from midday to sunset, it sinks down until it is back in

the middle of the lake as before. And this takes place every day."*

The mythical column mentioned in this tale is not without some analogy with

the monument which we are studying here :

1. The Sarnath pillar, like so many other columns belonging to the same

type and the images of which ornate the stupas was crowned by a wheel with

thirty-two spokes. In the "Thirty-two Tales of the Throne" * we sec that the top

part of a column of gold touches the solar disk at noon. The wheel which sur-

mounted the SAmSth pillar was probably intended to mark this conjunction.

2. I he golden column is surmounted by a throne. Below the solar wheel,

the Sarnath pillar has a group of four lions which support this wheel and, conse-

1. One m»y suppose ihes here the text hu beer .Itered, ««jn»l/in wcrdln* d«ribed fa* d,«,
<rf aUf*. taefi adorned vnti a different rvtna.

2. Transition by Feei, pp, 127-28.

3- Mark the raoritnc* of the number 32.
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quently, act as a throne tor the image of the god Sun. The throne made of lions is

a very ancient dement in Indian civilization.

1

3. In Indian art, the lotus is frequently used as the support of a deity.

Its flower floats on the surface of the watCTs and opens out according to the

intensity of the light. The eighteenth of the "Thirty-two Talcs of the Throne"

suggests the vision of a gigantic lotus stalk which would rise out of the lake so

that the sun might rest upon it at midday. The $dm£th pillar, surmounted by

a solar disk, bears precisely the image of a lotus flower absolutely full-blown

because its petals arc thrown back downwards.

In Babylonian astrology, one finds, below the great triad : the Sun, the

Moon, Venus, a group of four planets, every one of which is in relation to a

point of the compass and to a given colour : Mercury, Mars, JopiteT, Saturn.’

On the Babylonian monuments these four planets are pictured by small roses,

all alike. At Sarnath we see four small wheels between the symbolical animals.

These wheels may represent the four secondary planets, because they have twenty-

four spokes only, while the big solar wheel probably possessed thirty-two.

Besides, we know that at Babylon a particular gem corresponded to each planet.

At Samath each one of the small wheels was provided with a precious cap.

The symbolism of the Sdrodth pillar may then be explained according to

a cosmology, one of the essential features of which is a correspondence between

a point of the compass, a river, a colour, a planet, a precious stone and a symbo-

lical animal. 1 have already pointed out the signs of similar conceptions in the

traditions relative to the city of the Cakravartin, and I have sfiown that their

origin must probably be sought in Babylonian civilization.’ At Samath, every-

thing invites us to look towards the 'M'est : the cosmic axis, the lions, the capital

and the whcels.(2)

In his monumental work, "Barabudur”, which the Bulletin de f Ecole Fran-

caise d' Extreme-Orient is publishing presently, and which affords such an important

contribution to the study of many problems of Indian art and civilization, M.

Mus considers that our conclusions relative to the SArnftth pillar are "acquire(T(3)

I. Cf. ttjihlsan&arhfonc. For ihii f,pt of teprttenuixrc, in lnd» and n crvUsadoni of iSt Nur-Oncrt,

of. IW and Qripie* "Hiaakt 6t V Ait**, V. p. 713.

Z Jeremus, Huxfouch*. p. 175.

3, ‘1a vile &i CtVuvATtin, riiucncei fc*b>vc*wmes w U c'*ifo*tion de I 'tak**, Rocxak Oijcnsalxaytifty, V,

PP- 16545.
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and he strives to complete them. It docs not seem sufficient to him to see in

this column just a support for the son. We are of the same opinion because

we said that the column of gold which stands in the middle of the mythical lake

b no other than the cosmic axis. Moreover. M. Mus wants that this column

should indicate the zenithal direction, and this is evidence itself.

"The four planets, proceeds M. Mus, are the regents of the four orients,

owing to the bare fact of their mystical conjunction with the sun, tlieoreticaily

at the four points of the compass, and at the four seasons of the year. Now,

we are told that at $arn3th each one of the small wheels possessed a precious stone

which capped the top of die axle, and that, in all probability, each separate little

cap was made of the gem which corresponded symbolically to one of the planets.

But may not these precious stones have actually embodied in this way the stars

which rule the four quarters? The wheels placed behind them, like the wheel

on the top of the monument, would then be so many reproductions of the sun,

pictured by the radiant image of the magical pole, which, in its turn, is no otheT

than the opening which allows the light to penetrate in this world. The sun

would be shown here soaring up in conjunction with each one of the “solar

planets which divide the year : and it is the place to recall king Samghatissa

putting, says the MahSvaipsa, four precious stones in the cenue of the four "suns'

of the MaMstOpa. This allusion restores their full meaning to the axle-caps of

Sdmath

"It is no longer permitted to dcxrbt that the crowning wheel of Samath

is the sun, and consequently that the four smaller, but similar, wheels of the

four orients, are also, and owing to this analogy itself, the sun passing at the

four orients : we have indicated the meaning of this disposition in the bounds

of the annual cycle. If they arc not the consequence of mere material conditions

of execution (would it have been possible not to give tlie crowning wheel larger

dimensions than to those which decorated the sides of the abacus ?) the

differences in their size and in the number of their spokes may be explained by

the religious preeminence of the zenith i but all five symbols illustrate the same

object. "(4)

In short, M. Mus believes the five wheels of the S3rn3th pillar to be

equal symbols of the sun, and he thinks to find the proof of this in the Mahflvaipsa,

chap. 36, verses 65-66. Let us test the weight of this argument

:
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visuqi satasahassagghe caturo ca mahflmanl

majjbe catunnatp suriySnaip {hapapesi mahipati,

thupassa muddhani tatliA anagghaqi vajiracamba^aqi.

"the king put four great gems, each worth a hundred thousand (pieces of

money) in the middle of the four suns, and upon the spire of the stupa a priceless

ring of diamond.”

In the Pali text nothing indicates the place of the "four suns". Geiger

translates the middle of the four suns (which were placed on the four sides

of the "tee")” and this translation is adopted by M. Mus. But there is no document

to back liim there. Ve do not know of any stupa the "tee” of which is decorated

with four suns. True, the stupas of Sitici and of Amaravatl have often enough

a wheel supported by a column, and this wheel, like that which crowns the SflrnSth

pillar, is probably a solar symbol, but it is not placed upon the "tee” of the stftpa.

Let us sec where those wheels may have been placed.

"In the surroundings of the stflpa. says M. G. Combaz. as well as in that

of the sanctuaries, there were isolated pillars supporting, above a capital in the

shape of a bell, various emblems - - - Around tl»e great stflpa of SflOcl. five or six

of those have been discovered % they seem to have been placed near the Toranas

by the side or in front of them.

"Their real place in regard to the monuments is sometimes rather hard to

make out, because many of them have been displaced and others arc left as the sole

remains of the monuments which they accompanied and which have totally

disappeared.

"Besides, the most ancient sculptures show us the stupa guarded by two

(or four ?) pillars.

1

"If the Gandhara rums have not yielded complete models, one may however

suppose that the few' Indo-Hellenistic capitals found there must have belonged to

columns. Gandhiran sculptures testify to the existence of pillars arround the

stupas’ as well as around certain sanctuaries.
3

"It seems to result that the pillars, either single or in pairs, were generally

placed by, or in front of, the entrances. But we do not posses enough elements

yet to be certain of their true significance. (5)

1. Ai BuHuc, VV. Cohn. op. c pi. 6 5 At Mathura, Vog«l. op. oi-. pi V.

2. A. Fcuchor, op. tit., fiiJ. 23. 24.

3. Ibid., 6* 41.
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If stone pillars, sometimes crowned by a wheel, where often placed by the

entrance of the stlipas, it is likely that the "four suns' mentioned in the MahSvarpsa

were four solar wheels placed, not upon the "tec" in the middle of the stupa, but

upon four columns of stone erected in front of the four entrances.

This induction seems again more probable according to the fourth talc of the

Sfltrilarpklra, which we give here abridged : In the kingdom of Ceylon, a man had

obtained a pearl the size of his knee. He offered it to the king, who went to a

stQpa and "placed the pearl upon the pillar of the stQpa door. There it shone

brightly like a great star. The Icing's palace was lighted up by it as by a rising

sun - - One day a burglar climbed up the pillar, stole the pearl, but fell down

afterwards and broke his leg. The king opened an inquest. Bloodstains were found

at the foot of the door pillar, and the robber was discovered in the end.(6)

In this tale, the king of Ceylon, when he puts a big gem upon the pillar of

the stiipa entrance, probably in the middle of a solar wheel, acts like Sarpghatissa

did, who placed "four great gems ..in the middle of the four suns of the Mahistupa.

Far from explaining the significance of the four small wheels on the SimSth pillar,

this instance merely confirms the symbolism of the big wheel.

True, the Mah5vatpsa mentions "four suns" which must have been at the

four entrances of the stfipa, and consequently at the four points of the compass.

But this testimony b a late one, and we can not be allowed to use it as an argument

for the explanation, m a monument much more ancient, of some elements the purport

of which is quite different.

As far as we know, the SJmiith pillar is an isolated monument, probably

anterior to Asoka. This monument bears five wheels on its top. Later on, the

stDpas arc flanked by pillars supporting a wheel. The number of these pillars

vanes greatly from one stiipa to the other. Of course one may compare the big

wheels which surmount them to the big wheel of Sam3th, but it has in no way
been proved that at Slrnith the four small wheels should be suns as well, and we
believe that in the present state of our knowledge we should best look upon

them only as planets.(7)

NOTES

(1) OuaMd by Man*h*n, 7h« «w|r history of Befipl. p. 223.

(2) For farther cro<cfm»r*t of the*- idee*, cf. Le symbofhnie du piTier de Sir nidi. Etude* d'orienca'ame

pub&ees per ie Mi^e Guiacf 1 1* trUmar% ae R. Lrow. t. II. pp. 48M9B. I hAre shown in tKi artde that the

fair irimils of the Sl/nfch pill*/ «*y be found n in the Indian traditions relative to lakt Anav^upuu
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(3| P. Mm, B4r»bu*jur. 8EFE0, c. 32, Pl 4ld.

*4) Borefcutju-, «bd- p. 472-423.

(5) 0. Comb**, t'd*ok*»on du itflpa en Atie, p. 212.

(6) SOtrllamkVm, TrmUfen by 6. Hubtc, p. *042.

|7> For the large* wfuel of Slmlih. M. Mui * jmMe symbolism : c would illume b:ri the Sun end

lh« pUnet V<nu», in h«r quolr/ od Qu*«n c4 H«*ven erd Mother of the Cods. [3*refcu4ur, fcid.. p. 41 7i. We
belev*, hj*mx, then one imxst thorn*. If in* Great Goddc*s is represented by the aooe columa then sb* b rSi

cosmic prop *h*^i suttees the Sun end the c*k»iiaJ world. As wch, she b dw oxner cf the fpds sii ranks

fiist in the ur*wfse. If, on the coaster,, the aft the plim Verus, her pasiuan is subaltern only. These t*o

concept*™ arc i«*ifc:d Satchielly, bj:*td#:rem peredi or remans. It seems bird!/ like!) that they could have

be«n expressed al the seine time, end on a w^U nxrwmarl.



VIDYADHARA

By JITENDRA NATH BANERJEA

The relief (PI. VI)
1

in grey sandstone from Sarnith shows a male and a

female figure flying through the air. They carry offeiings in baskets in their left

hands, the right hand of the male figure is in the Vitaika mudra and that of the

female figure holds an offering which she has evidently taken from her basket.

The female figure is being earned by her companion on the back of his right kg
which is stretched out to its utmost extent while his left leg bent at the

knee touches his waist. The craftsman has emphasised the smooth wave like

movement of the figures through the Antarikja region. Both the figures are

sparingly ornamented, but their modes of dressing the hair require special attention.

The mass of hair on the head of the male figure and the heavy tresses

shown in descending tiers down the head and shoulders of the female one remind

us of the modes of hair-arrangements frequently to be found on the Gupta
figures of the 5th and the 6th centuries A.D. A comparison can be made with

the varieties of coiffure on the heads of the Ganas depicted in the carved

fragments of the dado of the Siva temple discovered among the ruins of Bhumara.

The flying figures on cither siJe of Siva's bust in the lintd of this temple have

their hair arranged in exactly the same manner and similar are the hair arrangements

of many of the imperial Gupta sovereigns in their portraits on their gold coins.

The tipper parts of the bodies of the two flying figures are left bare, while the

presence of drapery below is suggested by means of two incised parallel lines at

regular intervals. The expression on the face of the male figure is serene while that

on the face of his companion is illuminated by just a happy smile. Both of them

arc shown looking intently on some object which evidently was the central figure

in the composition, the cuft-picturc—a Buddha, a Visnu or a Siva. The relief seems

I. The cr»r*l s in she Indian Wwv 0»kutu (No. 9513). k is titered “CandSwu hmrrtj witS

flewm in rtwr Kinds ; cemufks A- D., S&fnlch." hweis C
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to have formed either part of the upper portion of the PrabhivaB of an image

or more likely it might have been a part of a lintel similar to the one with the

flying figures over the main sanctum of the Bhumani temple1
referred to above.

Such figures appear as accessory ones In early and mediaeval Indian

arL Even sometime before the introduction of the cult-picture in iconic form, when

its presence m a particular relief is indicated by means of symbols, these figures

occasionally hover to either side of them. The early Buddhist monuments of Barhut,

SAAci and Amarlvati, etc. and the Jama caves of Udayagin near Bhuvaneivar clearly

show this. To refer to one or two typical cases from Barhut, SaAci and Udayagin :

The flying garland bearers on the oftreproduced Bodhi-trcc shrine from

Barhut* and similar other figures on the lintel of the eastern gateway of Sand*

are hybrid in appearance * the lower halves of their bodies are bird-like while

the upper halves are human with wings attached to their shoulders or waists.

4

But the elaborately dressed flying figures on either sides of the Toranas in

the animated scenes on the friezes of the rock-cut temples at Udayagin are

entirely human. And a glance at one of the reiiefs on the eastern gateway of

SaAci, as well as at those of Buddha's visit to Trayastrirhia heaven and hts

descent at Saftkisa on one of the Barhut uprights* will prove that even at this

period a distinction is made by the craftsman between the hybrid and the fully

human figures flying towards the centre of the relief. When the Iconic form

of the cult picture is introduced, these figurines become more regular in their

appearance on the top comers and gradual developments arc discernible. Thus,

the early Mathura artists make frequent use of these two types and their

1. R D- B*nerji The Temple of u Bhumlfi* Memo* of ih* Arcta*:lct»:*L Sutvey of tndi*. No. 16

PC IX. b. Oir relief flight also hive belonged to a oifcadiiry rvche on the outer side cf the rmin shnre. Two
•uck •‘chei oi the ruined OoptA temple at EXiogiih. o-»? contArvAi the fgures of Neea And NlrSytnA And the other

the Ken-vMAxle fur-* of V^r«, exAcdy samlar flying couples on their lop sections. The third niche of the

s*mc urr*J*, with the figure of Scfefilyi Vijnu in k, shews dmnities Ifce Ki/^Plrveri. And Klntikty*

firing n ih* kit ; th«y Are %-otrd on their respective ^oertt which, as their tensov «r»»-*d leys And bodies itow, ut

soering thfOjyh sp*e*. For pdjoes. *ce T. A. G Raa Elements of Hindu lccnOf«yh>, Pis. XXXII, LXXI ; Wiliun

Cchr>. traische Pliiiik. pi. 2l
2. Cunningham. Th« SeupA cf fiber hut, ^ XID. outer ftoe.

5. Gcnwedd Buddha! Art. fats. 4 gnj IT.

4. Cf. Ganwedei's raror kt About th«m. op. dt. p. 47.

5. Giin«*dd, op. etc* fig. I T ; CenniOfhAm. oo. dt, pi XVI. cf. aUo plot X3I triddk $s*e ird pUi« XXXI,

fig. 1. where on the proper rigN w« find the hyhhd g*r(Ani-bcAfV? npjre while on tn pro*** left a the firing human

figure.
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tendency to differentiate between them is manifest

1

Bjt they seem to have gradually

discontinued the practice of making use of both the-* motifs ; they retained

the human flying figures*. By the Hellenistic craftsmen of Gandhara also the

garland bearing cherubim and female flying figures were frequently employed. The

indigenous artists of the Gupta period, on the other hand made occasional use

of flying pairs of human figures, like the sculptor of our relief *. Sometimes, how-

ever, the male figures in these pairs hold swords in in their hands'. The sculptors of

the mediaeval period introduce a new canon in their usage of these motifs. They not

only retain the use of both the variants but allot well-marked position to both in

their comprehensive scheme of the decorated stela (prabhavalf). The hybrid couples,

not now in the usual flying pose arc shown playing on musical instruments just above

the Makara motif on either side of the central figure, while the entirely human

garland bearing figures, somet mes singly and at other times with their consorts borne

on their legs arc shown hovering on either side of the Kirttimukha , thus in a fully'

complete stela, the order of arrangement of the decorative motifs from the

pedestal (pifhiki) upwards is first the leogryph (lion upon elephant, gajasaidula), then

the Makara transom, above it the hybrid pair playing on lute and dancing, a little

higher up the flying garland-bearers and lastly the final, the Kirttimukha. But now

almost invariably a new feature is introduced in the flying figure motif , that these

figures are soaring through the Antankfa region is now not only indicated by the

distinctive pose of the legs, but also by the conventional representation of clouds

for their background
1

.

As regards the exact nomenclature of these two motifs, previous writers on

Indian art were not sure about it The hybrid flying figures arc usually described

as Suparnas while the human ones as Gandharvas, Dcvas or flying angels,

the latter sometimes as VidyAdharas. We are not certain how they were

1. V. Smith* ‘Jana Smp* and oihrf in of MilHurA'
;

pi. XVI fig, I. Two filing famines tic

by *k. tre erw fo the kfc wen ha muiiaeed he* u p;r**y *4u1a the c«h«r h a mix»j being. Smith

renuks i
L
.cut eh? formn : *Th« malt to the l*t of the umteeJU sotrm w b* inicnH'ri fix a Gh*>Jnirva\

2. Cf the BolKuuv* tujdu from Ktira
;
Vo*d. MaiKsa Muiet_-n G.!ab*ue, p. 47, PI. vi

; cf.

B&vef’s it*;np4inn of &* J uru bftppia cf an unknown <fc»rrcr, E>r*phu W4ca. vol. II, p. 311*313, pL I, b t inode

ihc <x«f frng* cA the cird« ue ihe fi^-res of che «ird tree wthin rafing and sttpt, wth pan of well-dressed

{fewer tr*i farUnd bear »r*a hwvwi oruplw ffyrg towards the central pocc.

3. They were still n the habit of «mp!o>ing on rare occasions the hybrid ^tee ; cf. R. 0. B^*cr ji.

Bas-relief* cf Bidari, p. 56*7.

4. R. D. Baneri. op. pi. XV, fig. a ; Garu^a on cornice, two flying coopts, one on cither ode of it, <Se

rr.de ftjuies cvvying fwwd*.

5. R. D. (Unwiv The Ensittn lthcol of sculpture, Fu XLV. Up. a, c, etc.
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known to the artists of early period , they seem to have been included within the

class of secondary gods or attendants mentioned in Brihman, Buddhist or Jain

mythology'. In later iconographic works however they are distinctively mentioned,

and the manner in which they have becen described in some of these leaves little

doubt as to their denomination, the hybrid being a Gandharva and the human
a VidySdhara. To quote a few lines about the VidySdharas and Gandharvas

from the section on yaksa-VidyAdharSdilakyanaih from MAnasSra : Evam tu yakja-

rtparh sySd vidyidlwramasananvitaih //7// Puratab prijjhapOdnu ca lAhgalaka-

rau eva ca/ JlnviSritau hastau gopuroddhftahastakau //8// Evam vidyadharAh

prokuih sarvabharanabhajitifi/ N[ttam va vainavarh vfipi vaiSakham sthanakaih tu

vA 1191/ Gita vlna vidhAnaiSca gandharvA&ceti kathyatc/ Caranaih pa$usam3nam

cordhvakayarh tu narabham //I0// Vadanaib garikjabhavam bahukau ca pak-

yayuktau//.* Making proper allowance for the difficulty of accurately rendering

these poses by words, one should observe that the author has in a faithful

manner described the peculiar flying poses of the Vidyadharas, the epithet

brtgaldkarau (plough share like) applied to their legs being very significant :

hb description of the Gandharvas also clearly testifies to their hybrid

character. We may remain in some doubt about attributing these names to

earlier representations of these motifs in Indian art » but on one of the lower

reliefs of the so-called Prascnajit pillar of Blrhut,
4

is shown the Vidyidltara,

though not in hb usual pose. The relief bears an inscription which, as

correctly read and translated by B. M. Barua, is "Vijapi vipdharo,' L e. 'the

spell-muttering VidyAdHara.' It depicts the Vidvfldhara, an artful magician,

standing on a rocky ground, tying his turban , a female figure, by his side, holding

1. GriJrwM. cfK. pf, p- 47. f»* n. 2. TSt author enumerates »x daises of wooraiafy «n Brlhnen

«x r (I) iGmwat, (2) Krfcpurustt. |3) Gandhtrvas. (4) Panna-gat or Nlfts, 15) Stilus. fSl Vdyt^

dhara*, with a short description c4 each. These rorftspxd mart ce to the Vyirwi pads nf »ht Jaim. vii. Pllixx,

Bh?u<, tunrwji., Ki^OJtujas. Mohoragas and Garvdh*v»s. The da»9*« of dtmijud* anurmraiud

in Buddmst literate i/e Dwis. MSgis» Gsndharw, Asuri*. Centra?, Kmnaras, and

The list twj iists do net zvnlw) pm name of the 5:h in tPe BrAVenanical one.

2. P. Kr AsHtrya. Ml'mia. p. 370i Thf Ar*?*lV* wHi «*» i VinlHeetl Kefcvwril) fyurmlliviJ-iitwiiaa

khf, cS. 51, v. J7, evident*-/ run dier-guistinc b tno GandhwvM and Kinntrat- T.M MlfUil/i wo docs net

discr^jtth ottvrran rn«m. 8* tH« Mtfty* purtn* orr^juim the fv#a and maniiom the Vu/idh-ra* also,

thour> h not f^nnh at wah Ihe detail* cf their Ick. 259. v. 21) The V^nudhumontra <ch. 42, v. 9d0i

also describe* the VkMdharm, tne d*<hpn3n deady fallowing ihat represtrtatian in later irt : Ru iupr*7*nln

lumby&*t*lhA nfp*// vapalnik&kale klry]l mlJylJaMaeadhittnih f)9J/ iS+jthhtStlKtft k&ryl Mtnrdlfc*

oi bhuvi.

3. Cunrin*Sam, ap. c*«, ?I. XV, siie. Hi could .not Uans’tt* the in^riprioci uvi his r;adi-»j of H al*o

(auk/. The tofneix naJini aeid transkiian are rtfind to *bc%«.
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in her ri^ht hand throe flowers , hb sword and armour arc shown hanging from

a tree behind him. Barua thinks that this illustrates a scene from the Samugga

Jstaka ( F. 436 ), narrating how a demon was outwitted by a tricky

VtdySdhara.

1

The Vidyldhara in the story is referred to as 'Vfyuasa putto nJma

vijjSdharo sannaddhakhaggo akasena gacchati'
1

i. e. the son of Vsyu, who was a

magician, girt about with a sword, was walking through the air.'
1

Thus, wc see,

that the Vidyadhara motif seems to have been known by this name to early

Indian artists, though in this particular relief, the Vklyidhara b shown in a standing

and not a flying pose. In later literature the Vidyadharas are frequently referred

to as dwellers of the highest peaks of the Himalayas and as sky-rovers, semidivinc

beings, attendants of Siva and masters in the arts of magic/

1. B. M. BmiL Birhui. Vd. II, pp. 1 32-33.

2. FiustctJ, Ju«Ja. vol 111. p. 52SL

3. Jltaka, T rarwUHnn, vol, IK, p, 314.

4. C H. Tawnty, Trarelitryv Marry are the nonet hare n*rr*!*d about the VJyliHar&i.

JnnaiAhmm, wo of JUo*ab»*v, the king of the Vid/ldharu, ay* on one eceakon ‘Fom-rV I vrw a sVy-roeming

VtiylihtrA ; end on* on a *** I wW pawr* over a pcik of the Htmllaya. end then Siva who was bdow, tperting

with Curl, b*«* anfy 1 my pas*H abow him. cured mt... .»• Tawney, voll, p. I 76.





PAINTINGS AT BADAMT

By ST. KRAMRISCH

The earliest Brahmanical wall paintings yet known in Inda were noticed by the

writer and subsequently photographed in the large Vaijijava cave (known as cave III)

m Badimf, Ksladgi collectoratc. Btjlpur District, Dcccan. The cave has a dated

inscription of MaAgalUvara, the Ca|ukya kin*. It records the completion of the

cave in the year Salca 500 (578 A.D.).1 Apart from being the earliest Brahmanical

wall paintings, these arc also the earliest records of painting in India which are

definitely dated. The Buddhist wall paintings at Ajanta can be dated on stylistical

and epigraphical grounds, and there is a considerable affinity between the laser

work at Ajanti and the BSdSmi paintings. The cave has been visited frequently

and has been commented upon exhaustively in archaeological literature. But while the

sculptures at BadSlfl? were the subject of a monograph (R. D. Banerji, Bas-reliefs

at Badimi), these paintings were not dealt with.
1 They occupy the concave surface

of a heavily vaulted comice, which affords protection against the rain and the

strong light of the sun, and the latter may have blinded the visitors to the cave.

The paintings though faint, are of a high quality. Their subjects apparently are

Sivaitic , there is in front of a red curtain a figure of a pale complexion dancing

(&va ?), the right arm raised, with Ka(aka hasta, the left arm thrown across

his body (gaja hasta) and the face dance-intoxicated. Massive red columns with

white cushion capitals emerge above (PI. VII).* This scene, however, is less

1. cf. hwn Antiquary : Buries*. Rxscccut tempos ai BUi/ni, vcA. VI, pp. 363, 364 j Reel, Sandant and

Old Canartae nwripw*. val. X. p. 57.

2. Burgru, ArrHieolcgcal Survey of WfiVn India, fUpo-t, vol I, p. 20, meroons only "Remain* of

palriir^ art ttP. dnHoctftr raceable on the underage of the caves fsee p. 58, note 4) and on the carved roof of eh*

vtfandah. ftwibly traces *n«h« also be discovered on the larger images, bat unfartonaftvlr they haw btm baamaasad

v%ith wheewash by iome photographer." 'Remains of frescoes at BldR-nT ire alt^ mentioned by Codnr^xv "The

cukure of roeduevaJ Ir.jia as illustrated by the Aaanca frexoes,* Indian Arr*jj«rv. vol. UX, p. 159. Nacnms hr fher

is said about them

.

3. To rhe left and not shown in the reprorfuowrv on on* Uvd with the capeaa of the Urge coWw there is a

hjm§n face Urge rou>d eairirg* (paara bun^a), its body famdy vidbkand poagbly holding a drum (mrda^ga^ in

<b* erection of the dancing fcgur*. "Dm figure appears to he larger than the dancing one. The painting in the?* p*ru

is
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dearly discernible ikan the one next to it, which is also set in front of columns.

It shows a group of heads, and amongst them those of biva and Parvati may

be recognised' (Pis. VIII and IX). The figure to the left proper of Parvati

could be her father, ParvatarSja. A sugar-cane seems to be held by another

figure. The two main figures, Siva with matted hair,' and Pdrvatl with a veil,

stretch out their hands in the ceremony of panigrahana'—i.c., the taking hold of

the hands in the act of betrothal (kalyanasundaramurti). Women look down on the

scenes from a gallery.
1 The figures are pxainted in what looks now a pale buff

shade (Siva, Parvati) or dark brown (an attendant figure with fly-whisk) or else a

greenish blue. They are fully moddled in colour, with high lights. Divided from

the scene by a Sardula carved in the round, a flying couple of Vidyfldharas arc placed

against a feathery cloud and the wizard Vidyadhara raises his delicately shaped left

hand in MrgaSrr^a mudra (PI. X). There an' several other portions of paintings

preserved in this cave as well as in the smaller Vai^tjava cave (cave ll)\ Wherever

tKMttttf * »*iy faint and dimigol. TW Mil curtain n i « i nlln from a

i

th« cokjara. u Mr* diainrc

the cieiul. ml etwnis behind the ihaulJar of ih« Urg. fifur*

1. The ptiruirc hu peeled ev/ay to #k nefi proper of We tni the nfhi half of 4 dark brown mel-* figure with

4 4y-*h«sk can be cis!r#-*hed beyond < ; above the bere peich there are potsiMy of the upper pert of one

more head. Cf. alto 'The llluoreicd London Newt,* 8th. Augu* 1936 p. 249.

2. The Mmt type of JatJUnakute can be dneerotd on the dexin» hjure in ehe preceding iccne (PL VU) with a

loose braid of hair fa.I*« to the shoulder.

3. The manage of &ve end FlivaCt' b repree**fc- in relief in cave I {&*na;tr op. cit. p. I0|. The

version there, bow.ver dffen. The p*>rae*. inccmptat end dami^d at if i» end bttdo not altOfctlver in keeping

woh itf of iht blown ye rains of thb scene in sciftarc or m %ivm in the wnctl. they yet be correctly identified. The

other veniom of ihn ecane in Bephtnu. n Blare in the Dhamar end RLnek/eia caves end t’wwete (cf. T. Gopineth*

lUo. E.fnems of htndu Ciifrtffiphy, far inn. vcL IL pert I. pi. C1I, where Pirvtn b shown to the left of Siva, »
in the EfijUnl c*irc» « end i.i the fexts, wfwreas she appears cn his r«h. m the other reliefal show dtscrep*ncie*. n detail*.

The retenve wee of the figtva* win from the standard. Thai of Pliv«h should be es high es the eye,

<hin. the *hculder or the chest cf $***. when** she is at leest epjal to Siva's fgur* in the pirtng. AH the heads,

mareewrr in ihs group ere acre cf Its* on one level if net of the seme size and this refers also to the fgurt wirh the

fiy-whick to the right ptoper of Sn/e.

The posecr of Par.eci may be imetprtied an seeled on the lap of her father cm e raised cr as

having rrjcrvjr4»d a store (cf. Vrcic Index l p. 4841.

^iveiiic k*rm ard figures do not occur in perru/i< abne m the Vai^iave cave. They are aho carved on

brackets of ih* pilhn cf the verandah. Snre and Pl/vafa for in*, on the wetfern id* of the (ml p«U/ from ehe east,

Aicr*s h ikvare on the <e;tem hw of the seco-kd pillar ftor* the eeu. And Cn ethers $ire. Pltvati and Klrttikcye and

««ajn $ ve and Pl*vau (cf. R. D Benefit, op. cc. pp. 33, 34.)

4. They ere on the owing of cay* II ; a melellioi far inaanoc. m treemt e with ViK»u on Garuda bfinj

cerve^l Icf. Baner. op. ou K. XIII a) tm rot of #»e pend filled vwth perairt^ vd on a back wall then* are ouHines of

tatfe hgures. In cave li aome mara freg-nertary races of doudt atth flyir^ 6juntt are -aft on the undfrtida of the eaves,

fma vole end Wiian red are the odours best preserved alto or. the reWfa ot tha wharx&s the large figures of

the wall panels arai on the brackets of the pilen were cleaned of tv»ry irao# of oolour and casing. Th^
rock fci*lf b itraabeo in dnorci bands of l«ht and carlt bal and tnaae appear. Wid bare 41 they now aw, to tear asurider

the plasit enreroty cf the figures.
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the walk of the cave were not sculptured they were covered with paintings.

Moreover, the sculptures were altogether painted and the same colours were used for

both. The pbstic form was painted (there are abundant traces to show this),

the painted surface in its turn being fully modelled with all the means available to

painting. Sculpture and painting in India are closely connected. Sculpture is the

primary art and painting conies up to it with its own means. The interconnection

and collaboration of the two is preserved nowhere as clearly as in the large

Vaisnava cave, BidSmi and also in cave II, Ajanta 1

where votaries are painted in

front of rocks and between plants, in large panels at right angles on either side of

a sculptured group on the back wall of the bay, with HiSritl and Pflftcika carved

as mighty gods. The painted votaries in the lateral panels arc shown approach-

ing them. The carved figures are still with traces of plaster, etc. while in-between

them foliage is painted on the flat ground.

The whole cave must have been painted as soon as the carving was finished

and MarigaliSvara's inscription refers to the completed cave, hilly painted in its

sculptured parts and bedecked with painted scenes where the walls wctc smoothed

into surfaces. These are not always large. Even in-between carved figures,

as those of Garurja* and that of a $3rdQla (PI. X) the intervening part of the

curved roof has painted figures ar.d the two Vidyadharas hovering in front of

clouds are part of the plastic conception of the whole. In other instances (cf. p. 58,

note 4) the major part of the composition was carved and the rest painted on the

flat wall. Carving and painting here are as closely connected as for instance drawing

and painting. The paintings, quite apart from considerations of style could not

have been added at a later date. They formed indispensably part of the entire

"most wonderful workmanship” which according to the inscription was lavished

on this cave. In painting as in sculpture the same effect is sought. The roundly

modelled form is "bodied forth' from the rock (
tangibly rounded in sculpture, model-

led in colour and with high lights, in painting. These high lights are not the result

of 'wiping out'
1 and also in Ajanta they arc laid on. They mark not only the

places which have come forth to the highest degree, but they arc also put in finally

by the last strokes of the brush and arc highest on the painted surface.

1. pi». xxxm, xxxiv.

2. <S. 8*n*ii,op.«,F1.XV*.

3. chap-r XU JAOS, vol. 52, p. 18. not* 9 ; Knyoo . Ys*km. >Wua,

vol. I. p. XV. Thpl tSe h«h 'njhu wer« •ipon|*J Ouf d set-«liy *n triot* jus i™^***^ as Br^n Kiimelf
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The paintings are technically of the same type as later paintings in Ajanta.

They do however not exactly conform to any of the styles represented there.

The figures resemble to some extent those shown by yaxdani, Ajanta II. PL XXIX.

There however the modelling is more Summary and massed up into broad surfaces.

A pattern-like regularity hardens its texture. In the majority of the Ajan^ paintings

there « coherence in the way the volume of the face is driven forwards. Tightly

the skin fits the firm modelling. At BddamI plastic modulation hovers on its

expanse arvj its delicacy rests there. In it the impact by which it has been bodied

forth, spends itself. Risen to the surface it makes it appear as if breathing.

Modelling hovers on the surface of physiognomies of variegated type and

makes them sensitive in texture and expression. With the quality of the modelling is

combined a line of a similar nature. It does not clasp the contour tightly. It assists

in modelling an evanescent volume. Varying in thickness, it is clastic and nowhere

calligraphic. Curvedly ambient, its speed is slow. The outline which is finally

drawn on top of the first outline and after this has been filled with colour at

times deviates from it This is conspicuous on PSrvatf's chin for instance where it

adds softness. A movement in suspense lingers on brows and lowered lids.

The arch of the brow may be doubly drawn, a -tremble in its two-fold curve

1

and close to the flutter of PSrvatF's veil, and the metal lustre of the large,

round earrings'. They gleam in the warm atmosphere, in the wilting fragrance

exhaled by the faces. N

Limpid face rests next to face. The mouths do not add a word to the eyes

listen-ng to the silence of the bodies. They are formed in keeping with nose, angle

and stupe of the face. Flowers to a bunch contribute similarly organic form, each

of its kind.’ One mood variously refracted pbys over the entire instrument

of this figured presence. Intense and benign, Siva holds out his arm. Of

the hind which is seen below the right arm stretched out by Pirvati the

I. The drviifion of the cow* end of the CAlIgtephic Inc of the eyebrow of iHe if*c of Pcd.rupAni or

of that of the CiruraAhi/ltaklyJtA (AbhadhirmAiuafc. III. 62. d) in otvt I (Yczser-i, A*Antt, *ol. U XXVI *r»d

XXVtfl from the Inc beta*, a by wav of tn improverne* of trtt :u> .tltncir swwp A>d not meant to ww<y a moaner*

in r%4p*n« when is the underlying mx>i of the BiJtml caif.tr

2 d. Ajtmi, |. c. Pis. XI. XX. XXXI L There s however no enirt c0'**«rp4* of the ^upe of herdawdem.

3. Tbe hc»ia apprar lo be eppoaimiiel/of human size. The f»ce of $r-» he* a Driven cast. Frwm the

ViirodiAmtouirA. ciu 12 *m*n iKold be ptirioa eocordini to thev country', it is evident thee a knowledge of the type*

of the peop4 aHn^ was related of the peirnsr. h tf%e^ rrAges th: gods v: lent, to on Alluwe cweni, the train of

the people who worship th».

The curved shioe Above the h**d of Pirvsti rmins ur-dentiled.
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fingers arc as delicate as the flutter of her veil. She bends forward with heT

arms hi his direction. This movement her father communicates to her. He
gives her away , her body is yet held back while the inclined head gravitates forward

heavy with the knowledge of Siva's presmee and not turned towards him.

As a group however they all cohere and so does the group of women with their

transparent veils m the gallery above 1

. Some rest their hands on the balustrade.

Maybe they dropped flowers.

It should be kept in mind that the paintings are on a vaulted roof, ks

smoothed and concave surface must have been covered with them throughout fts

length. None of the other wall paintings hitherto known are on architecturally

curved surfaces. The technical achievement rests, no doubt, on a widely practised

tradition.

J. Capital* of oskrtrn emerge Above their heads. Tbo*e of the gallery topped, ii H*m», * *A

•0 the Ur 2* 'cushion* by a second ring shape, And the part between the two look* •trtight in om cm Aftd fcecodera

to*ertis iha top with a oonc*ve pc ofile, in Another. The Burn eoiunrn however atx hea«ry <Pl VH ; PI VIII

exirtme hjttf). There is no bulbous part bekw» the oahian. a iftqmrt feature of the deader coUm in she A+r*k

painting*
; the espials of oohimns painted in cave I. Aum (d Grilfkh. Ammi, PI. X. Q) and In cam II lY^p. ca.

Pan II, PI. XIX| feu* *x the bufcous ending of the shaft are very timiW ; their proportions and the shape of the capital

•bov« the 'cushion’ vary.



A RELIEF OF RSYA SRNGA IN THE MATHURA
MUSEUM

By V. 3 AGRAWALA and B S. UPAOHVA

On railing pillar No. J. 7 in the Mathura Museum is carved the figure of a

boy (PI. XI) which Dr. J. Ph. Vogel has described in his Catalogue of the Mathura

Museum :
"—a male figure of Faun-like appearance with elaborate turban, necklace

of beads and other ornaments. He is standing under a mango tree in blossom

with his right hand raised to his lips, and with his krft placed against his thigh. He

wear* a sash round his waist and a curious necklace round his shoulders. Over the

tree is a balcony without figures
' Writing later about the same image in his book

'La Sculpture de Mathuri' Dr. Vogel identifies this figure as that of a young man,

probably a Vak$a, of a fashionable type. He also suggests that its pose resembles

that of Harpokrates found at Taxila by Sir John Marshall (p. 102, PI. XXI,

fig. (b) ; sec Archaeological Survey Report 1912-13, PI. XX, figs, f, g, h, for the

statuette of Harpokrates).

The figure cannot be that of Harpokrates. The difference in the attitudes of

the right hand of the Mathura figure and of the Taxila statuette is striking. In the

Harpokrates figure the index-finger of the right hand touches the lower lip which is

indicative of silence. If we were to trace a parallel to this pose of Harpokrates'

finger in Sanskrit literature it could be found in the figure of Nandi, who in

Kalidasa's Kumarasambhava (III, 41) guards the entrance of Siva's place of medita-

tion. "Nandi posted at the entrance of the bower, having a golden staff resting against

his forearm, bade the Ganas to observe stillness with a gesture in which a finger of

his right hand touched his mouth.' Only one finger was needed to indicate the

gesture of 'silence'.

Two fingers of the right hand however of the figure on the Mathura
railing-pillar, the index and the middle one, are placed on the lower part

of the chin and do not touch the lower lip as the finger of the Taxila statuette
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does. This MudrS is indicative of astonishment (vismaya) and reflection (vitarka).

The eye-balls are turned upwards and the whole expression is one of deliberation

in which an awareness of the immediate surroundings is absent. Satisfaction

beams on the face.

The decisive symbol however in the iconography of this figure is the dwarfish

horn (22) projecting against a leafy background above the forehead from under

tire turban. This feature suggests the identification of the figure with Rjya Spiga.

The story of this sage occurs at length in the Ramdyana, Bilakflnda, Sarga

10, and Mahabharata, Vana Parva, Adhyaya II0-II3. The legend is also related

with a lyTical charm by the poet Kjemendra in the sixty-fifth Pallava of his Bodhi-

sattvavadana Kalpalata.
1

All the versions agree that the Muni-kumira was born

of a hind (mrgyamutpannah) and won the name of Rjya SfiVga. Kscmcndra calls

him Eka-Spiga from a single hom growing on his brow.

He was the son of saint KiSyapa and having lived in a solitary forest,

knew nothing of women. He was tempted by maidens sent for this purpose by

king Lomapada. The maidens after stirring his amorous emotions went away,

but the mind of their fresh victim turned constantly to them. He neglected his

duties of a religious student, and when his father questioned him as to what had

happened, he related innocently his meeting with another 'Brahmacarin' who had

bewitched his mind. Next day when KlSyapa was not in the hermitage, the maidens

returned and enticed away Rfya SjAga on a floating hermitage to the kingdom of

Lomap§da. On his arrival the king bestowed his daughter on him in marriage.

The most suggestive moment in the story is that in which the young Btahma-

cirin lias for the first time beheld a maiden. ''And through him then her eyes did

flash/ a current of celestial fire ; the poor boy did not understand/ the rushing

feeling of desire." (Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of India. Vol. I. Pt. II,

p. 5, V. 26.)

It is this state which the sculptor has shown on the railing pillar. The

upturned (Qrdhvadfjti , Vanaparva III 21) and rolling (vrghurnamilna , K$. V 63)

eyes are clearly discernible. The version of the Mahabharata also refers to

beautiful and fragrant garlands twined with silken threads which the maidens

gave him. The Mathura figure actually wears a conspicuous garland thrown over

both shoulders. The young sage is also shown adorned with a necklace of big

I. BcUhauMvEdin*. LXV1. IS ; cf. M»h»**r»u. eh 1 10. V. J9.
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pearls and several wristlets. There are two pendants in the cars. Thus he has been

bedecked by his female paramours.

The figure which was described as one of Faun-like appearance can be

no other than that of Rjya Spiga, whose story was a favourite subject with both

the Brihmanical and Buddhist writers. Hiuen Tsang says that the place of the sage

EkaSp'iga was situated somewhere near Peshawar in the Gandhara territory. “Going

North-Vest from the stone-cell above 100 li or so (from Pohrta, the modern town

of Pali near Peshawar), we cross a small hill and come to a large mountain. To

the south of the mountain is a Sangh5rama, with' a few priests as occupants, who

study the great Vehicle. By the side of it is a stupa, built by Asoka Raja. This is

the place which in olden time was occupied by EkaSpiga R$i. Deceived by a

pleasure woman he lost his spiritual faculties. The woman, mounting his shoulders,

returned to the crty'V The Buddhist version of this legend is that Buddha was

once born as R$ya Sf/iga and the maiden who allured him was yaSodharf.

I. "Tha account of Hiuen Tsang aoout BuifAia « cidemly based on ibt episode c# Rfya Sfftja In the

Rlmtvv*. Accenting to Kjvroidra. the maiden wSo traced iwty CaaifAga ms a process of pure moral*.

The story <i Fl»>rfg» it oenunOf referred to n Burfdhla book., Cited' Hardbcoi, C*mt* of Buddhi*

Scripture, p. 260 ; Romance Legend, p. 124 ; Yule's Marropde, vcl. U, p, 333. bd. Are. Vol. I, p. 244

;

VoL IL pp- I40f."

JcMentiaod Test of the Buidiwt Taxi Society of Inti*. I. c. p. 14.





CAVE TEMPLES NEAR TIRUMALAIPURAM
AND THEIR PAINTINGS

Bjr T. N. RAMACHANDRAN

One of the cave temples has been noticed already

1

and included in the List

of Protected Monuments accepted by the Government of India* , the credit, however,

for the discovery of the paintings goes to Dr. Jouveau Dubreuil, to whom we
also owe the discovery of paintings in the Kailflsanatha temple at Confecvaram.

Acting on his information. Dr. Gravely commissioned me to visit the place and

secure sketches and tracings of the paintings with the aid of an artist. The place

was accordingly visited in the last week of September 1935 and careful sketches

and tracings were prepared for us by Mr. C. Sivaramamurti, who has also written

a note on the paintings.

Description of the cave : Four miles east of Ka^ayanallur station, in the

Tinnevelly District, by a bad road, or three miles across the fields as the crow flies,

in quite an out of the way place, just in the midst of a dreary moor, there stands

a rocky hillock called Varnachchipparai or Vamachchimalai facing the Podryal

mountain range where it n believed sage Agastya rests, on whose side has

been carved the cave temple containing these pictures. The journey to the cave b
tedious and the access to the rather elevated ground of the temple so difficult

that the first feeling one experiences on setting foot in the cave is one of uttcT

disappointment if a desire to see the paintings alone has prompted the journey and

not an interest m sculpture. It requires great patience to scrutinise and an applica-

tion of oil or some such thing to the sooty surface to reveal to the eye painted forms.

The cave temple
1

resembles in its architecture Pallava caw temples of the

Mahendra style such as those at Mdmamjur, Dalavdnir, Trithinopoly, Mamjagapaftu,

1. Lontfuiti, PtTiava Architect jrr. Pan IK, p. 49.

2. Cc* reeled up 12 Sept. 1 91U , p. M, Na, 326.

3. Measurement* of re cave artd k para .—Cava : lertfth >2* Y\ btaadih 13' 6", he#* Y ICf ; PUmr ;

l«f*h and breadth 2' 5
r

; Panels-BriSrJ
: Unfit 5'

1
1* beeairS V 4”

; NaU^U-kn|* 5' t\ h-eadth 4* Y ;

17
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SittannavAsal. etc. It faces north and has two pillars and two pilasters. The

pillars arc cubical, the central part of each being octagonal. The cubical parts

bear conventional lotus designs as at Trichinopoly, DalavinQr, etc. The corbels have

a smooth and slightly projecting central band with wave pattern on eitheT side

as at BahOr and KodurhbaJjr in the Tamil country and at KukkaniSr in the Q|ukyan

country. Access to the cave can be only by a ladder as there arc no steps and

the cave itself is situated at a height of about 12 feet. The pillar on the left has

an inscription m Tamil characters of the I2th and 13th centuries A. D. on five of

its octagonal sides.' Tbe letters are faintly visible on two sides only while on the

other sides they are badly weathered. The inscription appears to register a gift

of land by (or in the time of) the Pandya king Srfvallabhadeva and mentions the

seat called Plndiyarajan in Alagiya-PJi)diyan-kadam in tbe place of So|3ntalca-

caturvedimafigalam, a village m Palcanlr-kOnam. Snvallabha-deva has been

identified with the PAndya Ja$3varman Sn’valbbha’ who was a contemporary of

the Cola king Kulottuftga I (1070-1120 A. D.). This Sn’vallabhadcva is called

here a Cakravartin and is stated to have been seated at the time of the grant on

his throne called Pihdiyarajan m the Ajagiya-Pindiyan hall at Sojintaka-catur-

vedrmaftgalam which was a surname of Kuruvitturai.

On the eastern wall, (which is the left side of the cave), facing west, is a

panel with the figure of Brahma sculptured in it, whose description is as follows :

V < 7*; G*n*i.-Uf*h « ll
r
. fctt^fch «* 5*; Lift V 10*.

b-e.Jih 2' 9*~; Rijht Wi 5* II', b-iuMi 2* T
, Snim. Oiwirg-Unph V 5*. ? 2*

;

S>» ln«—Itnph rr. tr»*h S T, hr*hl V 10*; 2\ or. V ; B«e of l.i-i#. -I*rt*ih 3' 6'. bcwdiH

r J*. botft r ; Ninii—l«v*< s’ y W.

1. M. B. &• No. 592 of |9|5. iFor rypoftplie*] reaver* not *U ih« t^urteten could be propcrV frarnliur*-

ud. 64.1

Line. I. SvmmU & |H) Mine Myi\mu)

* 2. Chaw.vi cn CTH41 Sri Vtlkbhtie-

3. vtr PlW>arW-k^i/ti>:h-Chc|irKfctt-

„ 4. «hcV>*rucpedn-*Afftliirj (v*4*) pll

*% 5. fcoyiln ullll AJipyi-Pl^arv

» 6. IC4>iiu^pAl«l«AniJ

tm 7. nd e>j'>d*ru)i rvriTj ru i kv/Cr krjr»TT»l V'm-

M H. Ntrlyartvm^^ftJittu S»bhvylr%i>tirti *

» 9.

•• l(X i*>rf*l^ruv»7mrr^pfti4m|r4p^i rA*

m II* itl * Bl-*pliApur aril u. .......

.

•ft 12- .M . (rift^|LUuu bh3mi ^n^nlr^alUi-

H 13. kium o*p*tu nirntU^ftjurfi tim

•• 14- Witibi k^urfxhi uromu me-

M 15. noWcyi mt/mnuti ki'f>okk/yi luo*fj

2. M. E. ft, IW9, p. 79. pen 23.
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He has four heads, one of which is hidden behind the others, and wears Jat4-maku{as.

Only two ears are shown and they have ordinary Kui^aias. He has the Yajnopavita

which is thrown over the right arm as in Pallava sculptures representing Brahm5

and Vijnu. His upper right arm has an Alternate, while the lower right displays

its fingers clenched as in holding but no content is visible. His upper left holds a

book (Veda) and the lower left carries a KumJikS as in the case of the Pard image

said to represent MaheSvara. The lower garment is similar to that found in Pallava

Vi$nu sculptures. The Udara-bandha is present. He stands in the Sama-bhanga

pose facing a shrine wherein a Siva-lifiga is set up.

On the southern wall of the temple (which laces north) are three panels divided

by two pilasters which are, like the cubical pillars, octagonal in their centres. The

panel on the extreme left (PI. XII) shows Najarlja dancing between two Ganas, the

Gana on the right playing on a lute. The Gana on the left is defaced. Na$arSja

is in the "catura" pose, has JafS-makuta, Patra-kun^alas, Yajftopavlta, Udara-

bandha and loin cloth while a snake encircles his thighs. The loin cloth is secured to

the waist by a sash with knots in front and with its ends also hanging in front

The contents of his hands arc : Upper right not clear, perhaps flame of fire

;

upper left, bent down and holding a book or more probably a Dhakka , lower

right with palm resembling the cobra's hood but suggestive of Abhaya » lower left

thrown outward in the Da^a-hasta pose as in the case of dancing felaknna. The

legs are bent bow-like symmetrically suggesting a well measured dance. The

crescent moon is shown very prominently on the Jat5-makuta.

On the brackets of the cubical pilasters between this panel and the next one

arc found remains of paintings very badly preserved (PL XIII, Figs. 2, 3, 6).

The second panel which is the central panel, also facing north, shows Vijnu

sculptured in it between two worshipping Ganas which resemble Pallava Ganas in

every detail. They have Karanda-maku(as of the Pallava type and Patra-kundalas.

Viynu stands in the Sama-bhanga pose with lower garment drawn high up and heavily

conventionalised. He has a Kirita-maku{a also conventionalised like the modern
Tirupati cap, a halo behind his head, Makara-kumjalas in his ears, Yajnopavita thrown

over hrs right arm as in Pallava sculptures and Udara-bandha. His upper arms bear

Cakra and Sankha (both mutilated) t his lower right is in Ardha-dhySna pose (also

suggesting varada) while hk lower left is in the Katyavalarhbita pose. Artgadas

and wristlets are shown not only in the case of Vijnu but also in the case o
Brahma and Nataraja.
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The third panel on the extreme right of the same wall contains a beautiful

sculpture of Ganc*a sitting with right leg placed vertical and left leg horizontal

to the base. The head of GancSa is that of a typical elephant (not con-

ventionalised), the left tusk being shown broken while the trunk is turned

towards the right holding a wood-apple. His upper right arm has a snake-

like noose, while his upper left holds a goad »
his lower right holds a Modaka,

while the Iowct left is in the Katyavalambita pose with palm turned inward (as some

bad actors and amateurs do on the stage). Udara-bandha is conspicuous while the

navel is indicated by a cross.

The west wall of the cave has a rough opening to the shrine wherein a

cylindrical liAga is placed on a Pifha. On the left side of the opening stands

a Dv&rap&la bent towards the shrine. He has a Karanda-nukuta superficially like

those of the Palhva period and Kuncjalas, looking like Patra-kundalas, besides

ornaments such as necklace, Arigadas, wristlets and yajnopavlta. He wears a loin

cloth secured by a sash-like belt. Around the thighs is a cloth tied ornamentally

on the left (as some South Indian dandies arc dressed), to the elegant tied ends of

which the sculptor has given a resemblance to a parrot. His right arm is in the

Katyavalambita pose while his left is in the Kataka. He has a fierce-looking mous-

tache. On the right side of the opening is another panel with a typical Dv3rap5la

turning towards the opening- Though similar to the other DvArapSla in all respects

he is standing leaning on his mace, which though held by his left hand acts as support

to his right arm, the arm pit of which is placed on the top of the mace. The parrot-

like hangings of the ornamental cloth that were found m the other Dv^rapala

are not found in this. The figure with its moustache is reminiscent of local

warriors.

A bull (Nandi) recumbent, was carved out of the same rock in the centre

of the cave, facing the shrine. It has been so badly mutilated (local version

attributes this to iconodasm) that only parts of its body with a hoof now remain.

Unfinished cave temple on the same hill : This is on the other side of the

hill and faces south east. It is superficially similar to the finished cave temple,

though smaller, and presents the following features : (1) Left side of the facade

contains a panel with a crude sculpture of a seated figure probably intended for a

Dv5rap§la as it occupies the niche usually filled by Dvirapdlas. (2) It has the usual

two pillars but they are cubical without cither corbels or octagonal parts. (3) The

interior is divided into two blocks by an intervening block of rock which has not
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been cut away. On the walls spaces for panels have been scooped but no carving

has been attempted. Nor is the ceiling finished. (4) No shrine for the liftga is found

as in the other cave. It would appear that the work in the cave was suddenly

abandoned. The villagers give the following legend to account for this : The

sculptor who was workmg on one side of the hill on the cave which is now finished

heard chisel sounds issuing from the other side of the cave and was wondering who

else could do that kind of work without his knowledge and permission. He came

stealthily and found to his dismay that it was his own youthful son who was working

out a new cave uninitiated and inexperienced. The boy used to carry food to his

father. Enraged that his son should be practising his own trade without initiation, he

murdered him, thereby preventing the completion of a rock temple that might have

surpassed his. The measurements of the cave are the same as those of the hall of

the finished cave temple. Being unfinished it illustrates the process of cave temple

planning and cutting.

Places of interest in the vicinity : About 5 miles west of Kadayanallur

Railway station, at the foot of the Western Ghats is another cave temple which

appears from reports to be similar to the Tirumalaipuram cave temple with a shrine

in it dedicated to a goddess called Pechchi. My informant, one Mr. L R. Gopala

Iyer, a native of the place told me that the hill was named Pechchipparai after the

goddess Pechchi and that the cave temple has cubical pillars similar to those of

the Tirumalaipuram cave temple, and that there were Inscriptions in it in some

unknown characters. Adjoining the cave there is, .1 am told, a perennial stream

called Karumbaru (skt. IkjunadT).

A mile to the east of the KadayanallOr Ry. station is a structural temple

called Sempakavalli Amman Koil now in utter ruins. The whole ruin here with

a dried Tcppakujam, or tank intended for floating images during festivals, and fallen

pillars etc., indicates a temple complex. In tracts of about a square mile area,

half a mile to the north of KadayanallOr station, traces of smelt iron and old pots

with pieces of bones indicate the previous existence there of some kind of habitation.

Traces of old ramparts and cannon balls can be seen in the same tracts. To the

south of the temple complex Sempakavalli^Amman koil, by about 3 furlongs is a

temple called Koftamddan Koil. Local legend is that the deity called Koj{a-

majan is guarding the northern gateway of the local fort The distance between

KoRamadan Koil and the Tirumalaipuram cave will be about l£ miles as the crow

flies. KulaSekharamahgalam is a village about 5 miles from the cave temple, which

was reported to me as another place of interest but l had no time to visit it
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Painting* : The ceiling of the cave (excluding that of the shrine) was once

elaborately painted over. Lotuses, lilies (PL XIII, Fig. 4). scrolls (PL XIII Fig. 6),

birds such as ducks (PL XIII, Fig. 5), borders and otheT geometrical designs appear

to have been the favourite themes. A dancing figure, probably that of a Gana with a

drummer on its left is all that is left on the ceiling of wliat was once an elaborate

dance scene (PI. XIII, Fig. I) The panels and the brackets also appear to have

been painted over but the latter alone show today some traces which Have been

sketched (PI. XIII, Figs. 2 and 3). The southern wall contains these traces and

wherever they arc. they are covered by black scot and fungus. During rains water

splashes against the ceiling and the brackets aided by strong winds as the cave faces a

narrow valley between two hills through which winds rush. The paintings at the

south-eastern end, between -GaneSa and the left DvSrapala have suffered considerable

damage.

The date of the cave and the paintings : I have not made any systematic

comparative study of these paintings with any of known date. But we have the

testimony of Prof. Dubreuil that they must be works of the Pandya kings who were

contemporaneous with the Pallavas. His observations in this connection are worth

noting
—

"I discovered a very small but extremely interesting fresco-painting of the

Palbva epoch. The date is not doubtful because the painting is on a pillar,

the bracket (bodigai) of which is decorated exactly as at SittannavAsal. The

discovery b important, the painting being the sole specimen of Pandya frescoes.''

It may be interesting to note that while the scroll designs (PI. XIII, Fig. 6) compare

very well with similar ones found at Sittannav5*al, the sage-like persons (PI. XIII,

Figs. 2 and 3) wear shirts decorated with flowers and a towel-like covering of the

lower part of the body exactly as at SJyamangalam.
1

While the cave temple b

admittedly simi.’ar to those of Mahcndra I and similarities in decorative details

between the paintings here and those at Sittannavasal are easily discernible, a study

of the corbels will however show that they arc of the type occurring at Bdhftr,

Kodumbilur and Kukkanur. Though the three temples cited are later than the caves

of Mahcndra, there b reason to think that the type of corbels in question may have

originated in the Co|a and Pandya country at an earlier date. The question of dating

this temple seems to have puzzled Mr. Longhurst who, though admitting that the cave

temple was similar to the Mahcndra temple of Trichinopoly was led to assign it to

the MSmalla period (640 to 674 A. D.), the period of Mahcndra's son, from a

consideration of the style of the bas-relief images it contains. While it is not easy to

I. Joujmu Dubreuil, PtlW Anccuiriej, toL i. pi *vii
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agree with him when he says 'There can be little doubt that this old Saiva temple was

excavated by the Pallavas and the style of the bas-relief images it contains seems to

indicate that it belongs to the Mamalla period" because we know that Pallava power

did not extend so far, his indication of the date of the temple may be accepted. The

temple was probably executed in the seventh or eighth centuries A- D., by either the

PSndyas or their feudatories., who adopted or were influenced by the Pallava style

of architecture. It is likely that the paintings in question may be equally old. The

absence of Subrahmanya in the carvings of the temple (especially when we find

GancSa) is significant inasmuch as the temple is right in the centre of the country

which was the cradle of the Murugan (Subrahmanya) cult. This may be cited

as a negative argument which speaks for the relative antiquity of the cave temple.



NOTE ON THE PAINTINGS AT TIRUMALAIPURAM

By C. SIVARAMAMUHTI

The paintings at Sittannavasal and Conjeevaram give us a knowledge

of painting as it flourished under the patronage of the Pallava monarchs. Mr.

Govindaswami who deserves our thanks for his discovery of paintings in the

BrihadiSvara temple at Tanjore
1

, has supplied us with a fund of material for

an elaborate study of painting in the days of the Cola kings. About the same

time that S. K. Govindaswami lighted on the hidden paintings in the great

temple at Tanjore, K. V. Ramachandran published his discovery of Kerala

paintings at Tiruvanjikulam and Trichur which he tentatively assigns to the Ilth century

A. D. on the strength of the evidence of a Malayalam inscription thereabout*. The

Pallavas, Cofas, Pindyas and the Kcralas were the four important powers in the

South from very early times s paintings to represent die artistic attainments of the

people of three at least of these, the Pallavas, the Cobs and the Kcralas have been

discovered. And now Prof. Dubreuil has drawn our attention to the existence of

fragments of paintings in a cave temple near Tirumalaipuram which he assigns

to the P5mjyan pened.

The painting representing Ganas in the medallion just in tlte centre of the

ceiling (PI. XIII, Fig. I) affords good scope for studying the work of the painter of

the cave. The remark of the king in the ViddhaWlabhanjika that the picture before

his eye with its continuous and free flow of line and epitomized sketching appeared

rich in form because of the curves representing the ample limbs, fits the drawing

of Ganas wherein a minimum number of flowing and sinuous lines gives an air

of richness to the whole painting. The painter's mastery of line is revealed to a

greater extent in the figure of a heavenly being riding a furious lion painted on

the ceiling near the panel of Brahma. The wild ferocity of the lion and the dignified

serenity of the figure riding it are balanced in a masterly fashion. The figure b unfortu-

I. J. L S. O. K vel. I, pp. 80 ; Siveieraemuru, Son* Ftokoc* of the Cc^ Trwcnt, voi. VI. No. \
PP- 227-234.

2- Trivmit voi. IV, No. 2, pp. 1 7-26-
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nately so completely covered with a film of soot that even an application of oil

docs not aid any further than ftiving just an idea of it and I could not make a copy.

Though the pictures here are fairly rich in 'rekha', i.c. line, they are poor in 1>hujana/

Le. ornamentation which is a distinguishing characteristic of the Cob paintings.

Of the few ornaments that have been used, the Patrakundalas on the cars of

the Gaijas remind us of those of some of the figures at Ajan(2 and Sittannavisal.

The robes that cover the bodies of the bearded men in the group of figures painted

on the side panel of the capital of the pilaster are peculiar ar.d flowers arc worked

on them.

The colour is hcTc much the same as is given in the Silpa texts : yellow,

vermilion, red, black, blue and green. The outline appears to have been drawn

first with red and then with black. This is apparent from the occasional

slight deviation of the black line from the red or an absence of a black line

over the red in certain places as for instance in the Kundalas where the middle

stroke is left red.

Now to consider the paintings in detail : Among the figures of the dancing

Ganas on the ceiling the drummer has his head bent and reminds us of a similar

figure in the Brihadfevara temple at Tanjore. If wc are to take the figures of the

bearded men (PI. XIII, Figs. 2 and 3 ) in the company of women as l&is engaged

in amorous sports they would be examples of descriptions given in the Silparatna

which forbids the representation of 'tapasviffl?' in ordinary homes. Sri Har$a has

elaborately described the figures of such sporting Rjis on the walls of the CitraSalA

of Nala’s paiacc in his Nai^adhiyacarita. But considering the dress of the bearded

men and the figure of a boar on the shoulder of one of them they may be hunters as

Dr. Raghavan suggests. K. V. Ramachandran thinks that the picture may represent

the revelry of the Yavana referred to in the Sitappadhikaram. He tells me that

in the Urkankathai there is a reference to the body-guard of the Pdnijyan king,

of Yavana women who practised the cult of Astarte at Madura and indulged

in Bacchanalian orgies.

The figure of the woman which remains uninjured has feminine grace

in every line that goes to form it » but the face of another woman which is

all that is left of her is surpassing in its charm and dignity. But it must be con-

fessed that the figures of the two bearded persons arc not so perfect, and closer

scrutiny shows that the heads are slightly large and the legs short.

The lotuses painted white on an indigo background cover a considerable

space of the ceiling. They are simple in treatment and effective. The lotus
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scroll as well as the ornamental pattern painte in black and tinted blue on the

brackets of the pilaster show a masterful design.

The painting of the fierce lion on the ceiling described before but unfortunately

not sketched points to a careful study of the moods of animals. The lion however

b somewhat conventional in its form while the figure of the duck (PI. XIII, Fig. 5)

b a sympathetic animal study. The twist of the neck and the turn of the head,

perhaps to rest its beak on its downy back, and its short legs suggestive of its

slow movement and awkward gait heighten its effect.

The discovery of the paintings adds a fresh page and a very valuable one

to the history of painting in South India and I thank Dr. Gravely and Mr. Kama-

diandran for the opportunity they has-c given me to copy these paintings.



AN EARLY IVORY

Bf K. P. JAYASWAL

Amongst the antiquities found this year in the Patna

excavations already described in this Journal, VoL III.

p. 125 is a carved ivory plaque representing a soldier

(inset opposite). The head and the lower part of the

legs are missing. The relief has been recovered from a

depth of 12^ feet, Mahal la Mahcndra- Its measures are

2" x j”. It may be of Maurya date and is now in the

Patna Museum No. 991 (1936).

The right hand of the warrior holds a sword erect and

the left hand has a shield. The figure wears a fitting coat,

tight at the waist and with a pleated effect below. The

undergarment is draped.

The figure may be compared with the soldier figure on

the Barhut railing. The costume however is different

there. The coat is neither crossed at the neck nor

pleated below the waist, as in the present example. It

is bound with a tasseled string around the neck, opens straight along the

middle Ime and fits smoothly and without folds also below the waist where

it is tied with a knot The tightly clinging loin cloth in the Barhut relief has

an ornamcntalised panel m the middle and its rigid pattern is altogether different

from the drapery of the ivory soldier. The sword moreover is sheathed and appears

to be more pointed in outline.

There is also a figure of a soldier carved in the rock at the Rdni Gumpha,

Udayagiri, Orissa.

Amongst the scanty relics of ivory figures preserved in India the present one

is important on account of its age and subject. It may be also compared with a

terra-cotta plaque of a soldier (2 * 1A) excavated by Dr. Spooner at Bulandibagh.



MINIATURE PICTURE OF A YOUTH
HOLDING A CAMEL

0y PERCY BROWN

This appears to be a portrait of a young man of princely appearance in the

costume of the Mughal period of the last half of the 17th century. The head

dress is unusual and not one ordinarily worn by the Mughals, but in his earring arc

the two pearls, a fashion initiated by Jehangir (1605-27). His costume is that of

a Mughal of the royal family and he carries the spear, bow, sword, dagger, and

shield usually seen in portraits of this period. It seems dear that the picture was

intended to represent also a portrait of the young man's favourite riding camel,

evidently a well-bred and spirited animal, gaily caparisoned. The landscape suggests

the edge of some kind of desert bnd. there is a water effect in the foreground, trees

in the middle distance, but the ydlow soil seems to indicate banen or sandy hills

fading away in the distance.

In style the picture is a mixture of kalms'. in the texture of the green foreground

there is the horixontal line-work of the Klftgpi painters, and in the trees with their

separate leafage there is also the handling of the Hill Rajputs. Yet the figure appears

to be essentially Mughal, as is also the treatment and disposition of the flowering

shrubs. The atmospheric effect of the distance with the clouds is not usual in

pictures produced before tl*e 18th century.

The records accompanying this picture affirm that it was prepared by some

artists settled on the western side of India, possibly Gujarat’.

I. Th* (timing AnJ ttccfdt ire in the coteaion of Ap rt/tiir Hassia Hyderabad, Deccan.





TWO SCENES FROM THE RAMAYANA PAINTINGS
ON THE WALLS OF THE MATTANCHERI

PALACE AT COCHIN

B, P. ANUJAN ACHAN

In the June issue 1935 of the Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art,

I have published a few scenes from the marriage of Siva and PSrvati as depicted

on the walls of the Ma^ancheri palace at Cochin. In the present issue two scenes

arc reproduced from the Rdmayana paintings executed on the walls of another

chamber of the same palace. The story of Sri Ramacandra beginning from his

birth to Srti's return to Ayodhya from her captivity is shown by the mural paintings

in this chamber. The whole story is completed in seven or eight panels distnbuted

on the three walk of the western chamber in the upper story of the palace. The

two scenes published hete are only a portion of the first and the third panels. The

episode is painted in a style different from the contemporary schools of art in South

India. The Ramavana paintings being the first of the series of muTal paintings in

the palace may be said to be as old as the palace itscff, which was originally

built by the Portuguese and presented to the R3ja of Cochin in 1552 A. D.

PI. XV represents the birth of Ramacandra and his brothers. The three

queen mothers fully attired with royal ornaments appear in a sitting posture ready to

give birth to the children. They are being supported by two female attendants on

either side, while just below each of them is seated a nurse receiving with both ho

hands the child that is being bom. The faces of the queens give expression to both

Snigdha and Karuija rasas, associated with the pleasant anticipation of the birth of a

son and with physical pain. The four babies art placed on separate pieces of carpet

on the floor beside their mothers. Of the three queens, KausalyS is seen sitting in

the centre giving birth to Ramacandra, the perpetuator of the IlcjvJku race » KaJceyi

to her right giving birth to Bharata * and SumitrS to Kansas's left giving birth to

Lakjmana and Satrughna. Just below this scene, in the lower half of the panel, we

’20
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have king Dasaratha performing the sacrifice for begetting a son, and Agni emerging

out of the sacrificial fire with the ‘pSyasa', and the king distributing the pudding

among his three queens.

The second scene (PI. XVI) which is only a portion of the panel, represents the

demon Virddha whom Rdmacandra had to encounter while wandering in the Dantjaka

forest with his wife Sit5 and brother Lakfmana. Vrradha, the great man-eater, with his

hollow frightful eyes and huge face, holding an iron dart in his right hand approaches

Rdmacandra and his brother to kill them and take away Sitd as his wife. In the

painting Rdmacandra is seen unmoved holding a bow in his left hand, while his right

hand is kept in a gesture of communication. Virddha is the chief of the Rdk$asas

dwelling in the Danrjaka forest He wears a large crown on his forehead and he

has a lion and an elephant as round ear-rings. They hang prominently over his

shoulders. His pointed dart is conspicuous for its three-pronged ends. Between

Rdmacandra and the demon, stands a devotee with his hands held high up in prayer

and his eyes fixed on Rimacandra. Behind Rimacandra on tire left end of the

panel stands Sitd frightened, and Lalqimana ready to discharge his arrow towards

the villain. On the upper half of the panel is depicted the death of Virddha, while

the lower half indicates die earlier portion of the story of Ramacandra, namely the

crossing of the Ganges in Guha's boat, etc.

The publication of a 'A Guide to the Maflanchcri Palace is considered by

the Government of Cochin, wherein details of all the paintings will be published.
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NOTE ON USNISA-

By St. KRAMRISCH

"The 'moon-fluid in moving upward through the nerve centres awakeneth these

karmic principles' into activity and the upper extremity of the median-nerve* is set

into overwhelming vibration.

And thus is produced the invisible psychic protuberance on the crown of the

head. 'When the protuberance becometh filled with the vital force of the transmuted

seminal-fluid^, one attaincth the transcendental boon of the great symbol, and realueth

the state of the great Vajra-dhara V

"By repeatedly practising this exercise*, the most advanced yogin ought most

certainly to be able to produce signs of proficiency.

These signs are as followed : a swelling up of the flesh on the crown of the

head (around the aperture of Brahma) and the issuing from there of blood and yello-

wish watery secretions , and the ability to pierce the swelling with a stalk of grass"*.

'The invisible psychic protuberance", i.e. the Usntfa is realized in the passages

quoted above as a temporary phenomenon brought about by yoga practices , it

actually appears on the body and is a symptom analogous to stigmatisation. Such

bodily symptoms occur in Catholicism and in yoga, to this day. The inset on p. 83,

• Sc* J. L S. O. A. VoL III. pp. lift-16), KrimiKh, Emblem of tKt Unwcrul 9«w
1. i*.. of the nerve centre*, the Cafcru-

2. Lfe, the Suqumnl,

3. I.e, ‘the moo-vA J»d’-

4. W. Y. Even* Wentz. Tibetan Yof. and Sea* p. 201.

5. of vifcueltxmg within the heart error* on the ‘maliAfvnerve a dal, the syroboecal «abo&MM cf breath

mind inseparably united. »rd of visuffering than as ihc crown of the head, eh- root-funa o hang ihe form

of V*jra**ar« » . When tfuj has been SBgmgfrhod in heart of the gurj the »yfU^e Hi*?t «s vt«uiinH r

imagine at the tame time the doc in the heart to be ntmf up into the guru's heart. Then alkwnni the du » Wend w*h

the Hfhp in cho pro's Hein “»n the state cf at'Pne-mera, abide in that seaae ** (abridged from cp. dt., pp. 2©-267|.

*- Ibid. p. 267.
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right, shows a yogini, with a hemispherical protuberance on her forehead and head (at

the place of the fontanclla major 5—the Ujnlfa is at the site of the fontanella minor).

It appears at this suture of the sluill while the yogini is in samadhi. It disappears

afterwards and leaves no trace (inset on p. 83, left)

1

.

The sun and moon principles, i.e. the Vajrini na«Ji which is sOtya svarupa'

and the Citrini n3<ji which is 'candra svarilpa' are active in the fiery Sujumna. The

'psychic protuberance' of the yogini appears above the Ajnfl cakra and below the

Brahmarandhra. In this region lunar efficiency is strong. According to the Sammo-

hana Tantra
1

"Indu (the moon, here Bindu) is in the region of the forehead and above

is Bodhini herself. Above Bodhini shines the excellent Nada, in form like the half

moon i above this is the lustrous Mah3n3da* - • . Bindu, Bija (who is Bodhini-

rupa, ie. Sakti as Bodhini) and Nada are different aspects of Sakala ParameSvara1
.

Bindu is the Siva aspect, Bija is Sakti and Nada is the connection of reciprocity of

the one to the other. Above these is MahAnada, which is the ‘half of Siva'

(Sivardha). By this is meant that here Siva is in the form of ArdhartfriSvara*.

These stages are part of ’the intermediate body of the cause' (karanavantaraSarira),

i.e. of Sakala ParameSvara.

Above all these b the lotus of a thousand petals. Within its womb and in*

separable from its pericarp in which b the Brahmarandhra, is the white lotus of

twelve letters. It covets the lop of the channel of KinjdaG' (i.e. the Citrrni n§«J>

which b of moon nature). This location of the 'ujpija' differs from that on the

images of the Buddha. Both however are emblems and symptoms of samadhi.

The moon principle of the Ujn’ja may be symboliied on the image by " the

pearl Candrakanta (beloved of the moon). When the moon b about to reflect its

light in it, there rises a spring of water"’. Moon symbolism transpires in these

aspects of the Ujnija. The swelling and its fluid contents, are equivalent to the

pearl from which rises a spring of water when the moon b about to reflect its light

in it

1. Thm two r>«*nfr*pU wr« fjv*n to it* for rtproriuctien by Dr. D. R. *ho h*i Alto met h*t**tf

ih* yOfjnl SHc « $n Sn Dtvi. from ComilU atc Irvt* in Dacca. Th* yofinl 6xi

t*fcpg»0 %TTf (CO.

2. WaJta NrGp*r*, v. 40 , cctrnn! <A*aJo«. The Serpent p. 104).

3. cfpoMtj to nqial a, i.e- n«f|LOA-

4. ifeil v. 39
;
end onm.

5. Cf. PklAl pelSotltA. v. 1. <A*ka, op. dt. p, 165).

6. Kroon Tsarq fAAen) M£no*ta, Vol II p. 145 <** CmWe*a, \. e, p. I56f.





The images of the gods are visualisations of states of consciousne* and of their

contents, and their emblems are signs of their proficiency. From here the epithet of

Siva 'UjrrfjrtT' may be interpreted afresh.

The image of Buddha alone shows the Uftija while all the other Indian images

have a high head effected by several types of crowns, with the exception of the images

of Siva and of AvalokiteSvara. These have their.leng hair matted and piled up high

on the head.

Siva is 'trinetra and with his three eyes he beholds the plenitude of fame.

AvalokiteSvara also has three eyes and his name like that of Siva, Drftiguru, also

implies his triune vision. Siva has the crescent moon on his braided hair and one

type of his image is CandraSckhara murti. The serpent is coiled around his body m
several places. He carries the emblems of month and year and is himself also Kala.

time, the black one, deadly as the moon in his underworld phase.

AvalokiteSvara has many Sivaitic traits and they are well-known. Some

of them may be mentioned in this connection- In his Siriihanflda and other

forms he has the crescent moon on his JatS-makuta. As Sugatisandariana

l.okesvara and also as Pretasantarpita and Vajradharma LokeSvara he is placed

on the moon over the lotus’. SiihhanSda also holds the Trttiila entwined by

the snake'" . With the moon aspect conform the androgynous form of Siva

(Ardhanirisvara) and the androgynous potentiality and form of AvalokiteSvara

(in his Far Eastern images), as emblems of perpetual generation, of life and

time ever renewed from within itself. AvalokiteSvara who takes the shape

of all gods', most conspicuously as far as his images show, is invested

with that of Siva. Very frequently his colour is white’ and so is that of Siva

(pdnduranga).

As Upifcn, the transmuted moon aspect of Siva the Mahiyogrn has risen

to the Brahmarandhra, the place of nirvSna. It is enveloped however, by the hair

t. Mihlbhl/u*, XIII.

2. B. BhiBAfchaiyya, Buadha taxofrtohv op. 49-51.

3. The two curbed prongs of the TftsCU ate rerrw-ttce-*- ct Sotth of the twcent or M at cf such hp’cto

*rrmai* as the boU, etc. «v+uch f/abouxe the moor

4. Kiia-'^vvlhik, P- 21.

5. As Bharat* And Mahihkla, S*a la dark fcf. dork noon. B^airav* »i ^QC**»«r*r accanparre by a dark dog—th*

dog of the moon; ; (cf. also the worshipers of MaSari uncvnicd by condxiiof like 6zp j

T Gcptnaih* Rac, Pwins cf Hindu tecno^achy, Vol. Jlt fVr U p. 191 \
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of Siva. The crescent of the moon and the female shape of the Gariga. the waters,

are its ornaments.

1

The AmitSyur dhvSna sfttra'’ speaks of AvalokiteSvara as having 'a 'turban

(u$n7}a Siraskatf)"' and says that apart horn having a transformed Buddha in his

crown, “all the other signs of his body and the minor marks of excellence arc

perfect and not at all different from those of Buddha except the signs of having the

'turban'

4

on his head and the top of his head invisible, which two signs of him

arc inferior to the World-Honoured one", i.e. the entire expanse of his broad and

high head along with the Ujnija are covered by his long and matted hair.

AvalokiteSvara has Sivaitic affinities in essence and appearance and in iconography

the two are one. As the god is, so is he beheld. Not only weTc Sivaitic features

transferred to the Buddhist divinity AvalokiteSvara. A cognate visualisation endows

both the images with references to the moon and with androgynous tcndences.

Kuan-yin did not take over the features of ArdhanSnivara. Either of these aspects

manifests in its own way, analogous qualities.

In yoga practice an actual swelling may come about spontaneously in the final

state of at-one-ment by the intensity of the process which leads upward. The

protuberance at the time of samldhi of the yogini, is situated between the AjnS

cakra and the Brahmarandhra. It extends over the KaragSvantara Sarlra and its

centre corresponds to the twelve petalled lotus which is included in the Salusrira ,

according to the Paduka paftcaka the twelve petalled lotus is connected with the

SahasrSra in such a way that the one cannot be thought of without thinking of the

other.
1

There are however two distinct, methods' of placing it In the case

of the 'psychic protuberance' of the yogini it appears beheld below the regions of

moon and sun (candra mandala and silrya magdala) which are below the Brahma-

randhra and all of them arc within the pericarp of the Sahasrira/ The protu-

berance corresponds in shape to the Ufn’ja as figured on Buddha images. Its

regularity and the sharp circle of demarcation against the flatness of the forehead arc

conspicuous.
4

1. TV -wring of these symbols sod of thar rdatria n obvious. P.e : he* symbolim, rf. Babbitt* !. c.. p. [57.

2. S8£, Vri. XUX, put U, pp. 182-IM. (Tra-nUsed from the Crinaat ; th« Saukre ergiu! is not available) .

S. E-Tjoeau. trans liter.
; Ulpst ilruba however mates live meaning drear. cf, J. N. Bencr* L H. Q. VII.

p. S99.

«. Owajll/ stands egur, foe U|pka Wall whrih refers to the capacious tjuaSty of theM
5-7. op. at. pp. 167; 181 j J79.

S. Half of the ihspc only is «ao4e, the re* lies underneath the hair. The e.'argeo dot of the Tilak* meek
seems to show the ewer* to which the dints diuended.
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In Tibetan yoga the end ol the Susumni within the body, at the site

of the Brahmarandhra », in accordance with tradition as formed by the images of the

Buddha, the place of the invisible psychic protuberance, the Ujnija. The possibility

of an actual appearance on the body, of a 'psychic protuberance', is not the origin

of the emblem, but is one of its exemplifications and a sign of proficiency. The

moon symbolism is implicitly part of the emblem 1 and may be more or less

pronounced.

I. Emblems. Lo» Pl 156.

Reed on p. 155, ibid, note 12 ir\*c*x2 of 'Vtar on ?\yn Vi, I. £4 hei* 'Monier— ttSm » Vim.

on Psij'rn VI. 1 . 94 and hes' ; on p. 156 kiaetd :* 'eyebfom, end its cV-ecf is celled Avi^jIne'-HTfebrows* , end in plioe

« celled Ammukte



REVIEWS

EliffltiiU of Buddhist Iconography. by Awanda K. Csomaraaw»mf, Harvard Urivwwy

rre*. IW, *t:h - foreword by WWnt Eugene CUeI*, paillhai unde* the auspices of the Harvird—Yenching

TKa work by Dr. CoorrmwwTiy b a notaMo addition 10 the growinj literature on BudiFfet iocrragraphy

iTd l*a.*s nuKr^ to bo iw/ed by w»y of th* pr«%omai»af> of the subject, the wealth of infocmaborx. and the

4AC*Urctt>S tc? up. The work is dvidad rro rwo parts. par I deakr* with Two of Ufa. Earth-taos and

Woni-WW, and part II wch The Race of the Latinhw, and both followed by copious and Oi-miniiing

Nows. The <ssai!»*i i*uj.n of O. Coomifiswamy't masterly exposition of Buddhist lymbdlira are drscribed

by Mr. Clark a» Jm Foreword.

B-idhi: keneim yields on an arabsb of Hi comants many readymade fecrary farms—die Irgerds, the

irecdttes. the rinks and metapHon, the phrai* and aoms. from the current Mao stoeft. and the count cf

develapMd of this fr-ratuv* OAict be tfula apart from, cr without references to, varies* Ikerary poexun

m fadia. Still, whatevr StA in piae* t the composition of Buddhist Iherature. « expncosJ to Uigpeif one and ih*

same trend of though', one and the mm 4r«*•** of prognmf/t mind, namely, ‘.imufli* or emandpaiien.

ftn the BorHSei context, the is the oniy unde^ying rreanmg of all word-*yrrW« or torary forrre. Vbmtftl

* the raw or central tstrrew which gn«t a new charaowr or cciouring to every component p»rt ar »t*o to the

eriiok. SmAarly wuh reference to aymbdi * mu to be ggeartalnad sod corrid'red what new aspect of UgnScarce

they parsed when they were employed In the general scheme of Buddhiar art.

There arc besides rodcnocs to show that, so far as Buddhism is mneernwd. in many ewtanoes, kwrary

deszripthm ce eiplaninons foftowed upon me foes* of art. As an example, Bc-*r*«t of dArenr Buddhas may

be cr.ed. In the Mahlpadlr* Sutunu • [>ch* NUblyaL the Bo-tree* are mere name* menborwd In passing, wbfce

n BudJiaghon's cormertary, they ire described in the most czaneratnd !****> fw beyond the scope of QfWftal

reference. The eapfaisiiai af this Iferaiy development lies in the ea*Bet deJmaaiioni of the Bo-trees at Birhuc.

Sftlkl BodhG*>4. Ararlv*;i and rfv: rest. In other weeds, t b one arJ the tame impulse that his werked m two

pknet of expression ,
which are interdepender*

Leaving add* seme rrinor points, the work under r^new ihall ‘onp concrue as a standard work of ennanee

value for its suageuhttneis.

B. M- Hana

Regie end Ra«inle. APIatsrisI and Iconogrephic Study of Indian Monacal Mod** baaed

on Original Sources, by O, C. Oangoly. Calcutta, Owe Press, 14, OH Court House Lane. Vol. II. 1934-

Th* is an unusual p*jUk*u*%. The Hard wane appeared tint ; k has sis coloured plates of an average

quality ard of which thee* have been reproduced akeady in O. C. Gangoly's "Masterp»eoes of Indian Paintjng"

and 337 photopraphs mocly of igjarter plate nor. The emre nation of the boob is confined to 36 copies in all

aid the riKirodrore iTudratkms arc a^ual phcfogra^fc prrts r-osrty of quai^-plaae sbe. each copy b priced

a* R? 265 or
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There are ocher urwsuil future* about Mr. Ganply's (rest graduation Mr. Cango-V ippseert*/ aces

not consider accuracy in the matter cf reproduce Sanskrit %r4 Hind wordx. vines ur u*& or the tneeiittftDOO

thereof, 10 be cf much mportance. Mistake* of triiMiiivadon oonratfce from th« t*U page which repr>ijce;

in rod type a S*uc« vcne, in which there are Six error*. Bw the source of th« icci is ooc accurately

quoted. So fa/ as the texts on ihe piaures lhemsdves are concerned, k is a h^pehni task so try and enumerate the

ruimfcir of mistakes and misprints which cc:ur aJmmt cn evtry page sf the kook. This is parreuUrtj oti=ci>x*b»<-

aa A a good many cases the Hodi verses aie neatly and fwally tagfcV inscribed on the pictures and they have

been inaccurately trardliteratod on the printed page. The present production bakh a record net criy for ks prc<

but also fer the ewracrirury number of *ai*ka and umprint* not merely as uemparod weh Mr. O- C.

Gangoly's pubfcaftoos but alacst with any Similar pubfeahon in Inia.

In frw boob moreover the paces of the text hive not been numbered There are dscrtparc** e.M in

th* titles of the Rggjnu on the plates and oi tSc pages epppsite The various Riga and Rlgr> pccuret art roc

arranged according to *ny intelligible system. Photographs of Riga* or FUgrii fro-* the various collections

Irsia as wel as oixsaie, follow cot another af randefl. Besiiet Cu labour of oolooring the photograph,,

whch are cf great inuxea, Mr. Gangaly has fteterafly given the Sanskn and r>c**J Hindi texts (aha re *idi art

not already inched on the pictures) from tuttomaer.* boobs on Liian music. The Hindi and Samkit Isxti

arc rendered na Entfish rather of a pad-^rian refute and not infrequent^ has Ml. Garriy rm.understood the

verses. The Englah renderings are not always cwar nrr do &mt accurately pvt the meaning cf tha Oripod texts.

Aesthetic arincfcm or chronical qJnu^t connected with the pxcuies arc generally tUcre so far as Volume

II is concerned. It b something howevor tha the author has genwafly rdated the 131 Kigas and the fUgru

tothe various types of Niyakas and Mlyikii with which they are so uncnuaA/ con: Kticd. Me has kcM*uef tailed

id relate the various RlgamlU p*tur*i u> die season*. The authce rude use cf Dew's <«r**n “Deo*) famous

Hmdb bxbs. but he has apparently nee torn his A||eygma. There are a number of new idrrehcanare. The
well-known paaure of a pdr of prls daneng together from ne Brfirat Ka.fi Parijad a shown so be Rlgjni

HarhwrL A number cf p^iurcs fonwrly dam'lied as Niyiki pkluro are oemiud weh ikistratiani of the

Rigamil I

Volume I consists of fl6 pages of text and 4 papn of bibhoyapfry. k wdl be an trderaiimaje so uy
rut there are on an average 3 misprints or mtsukx* of speftng per pegs.

The result of these numerous ln*pcur»da is often doming ; tfeak'flgi : ravishing!/ graceful as b*

fidos Uidas) co a ruced lsac) elephant'. 'Tha hero is a lerair.heated young man' (page 63). 'Solidarity' changes

*** 'liUdarr/ (page 40l; 'bespeak' into 'oxspeeW ; Kakud* intu Kukafch
; ’eargjd* into turbid' (page 70); 1627 (?)

«mo I62y A. D. Ipage 65] ; bybnd into hybxd (page 7*). Thm samples mu»t sulfic*.

The ohpea of Mr. Gang^/s werk b *nat a oorihbudan to the scie-rtU study of bidiin rwk, kxt to strvey

a ohase of IrdUn pwring which has for its suhjaa mare* the myfHjlogicil Indian mefafa. It is an end«wour to took

•t nmk thnxgh the speaacles of punting'. Mr. Ga^oJ/'i da*n to have 'put mgiehsr a large amount cf materials

which are widely scattered aril are inaocesshle to many staienu' is undoubtedly kaPifted. VVhal was erpfrted,

howiver. in a work of ths kind was a more exhaust** analysis of tha Rlgamilli fro* the part of view cf pandrg than

what is actually rvm. More than half the work has been uksn up with an historical sketch cf the extant liter*ca*e on

Incfian rrwdc. This portion is likely so be cf some use so foreign student* of Indian mutic. The wrtiri is ddficult and

th- cr^erloadng of it wuh 5ansW« words in the text as •**' as wuh enfinal uxu in the foatnotee makss t even more

forbidding. It w?uld have been better if the Criprcel teats h*4 been rdegapi to the appendices ani the hi^ory of Indian

rnuwc given in a general narratire.

Considerable space has keen devoted to the examination cf tns FigamtA texu, Sanskrit Hnc» and to a sma!i

eitent Pmian and Ben®ak. This part of the book caimc by its very nature be exhaustive. The bulk cf the RAgamlil

liiwarufe is in Hindi and it is interaxing co note that the Hindi language in the past appears to have furnnh^j a common
repertoire for son5% not only to the Hindi speaking ptrti, but also further south. It is wee k_*jwn that several **ker* of

Guiana and Marini have in she pan composed thor songs in Hindi or rather the Brat delect of a. k is also noticeable

that the repertoire of Northern Indian music is chiefly old Hindi which also was the medium in *hkh the mediar-xl
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and v^ndw; dtv:»c* cww*y«il enoi ,T*ss»«e of to tht arcs. h a curixu dial Mr Gv&y h*i

<wcrbcJ«d eh. muiical chw»rt« at itw Rie»s uj»d in «h* f*mcui and k frepjwfV Stoned Gkb Covini* of

Jayadcva.

The—y puhrrol ty f*. Gwnpsly ta reprd* the history of Indian must as well as die RlgamgU text* 4

^ccutMeoly valuable. The ;rr*»p*l eonnbiiMn. hwwr, *** rapeaed fro® Mr. Cinioly was tb nature and

.•k VXKn| of relate***? between mudc *>d its pkttrial tr**im«nt u the ha/vis of the artisis from (he I6ch ro abcor

rw mwdle of I9«H century, end « is in ihai rc*>ea (hot the tali haa very IgtW » cfler in the way of any appreciable

eddDon 10 our cxfeing ImmtUd*!. The chief <*ue«ta has hitherto been whether the psetorul repreatncaftOM of IndHa-

cue' Rifes 1r* n fact gsrwifcally reined co the dominant enwxons arcuoed by the wwicel of the individual Rlgu

end * remains still umoved- h has been known that e pod number of Rlgwnllt p-aurea o*v Mr crisis to, and ar.

inspired by, the mc**s of «»sc*a! changes, of the rhetorical conventions of ancient Klvyes. For ketamx, wveral of

the RlgemiJt pictures can definitely be regarded as cof-ai* to (he BArimlsl*) or wucrsal picture*. Simfarly a fair

number of the RlgamiUs cin be stats «u tae been definite'/ derived from the conventional deicnptwni cd the various

type* of heroes end herurws in aldtt Klvya loerarure. How is chat picture* drawing cheir inapirata from the

daptsta of seawro and of poacic QOflvgndOfti sudden y evolved into a system of pictorial representation of musical

patten* ? No maricasii has hiihwto attemprad to relate the pctonal versions of the RaparnilSs w*h (he frwGrg or the

Bhiva or Rasa evcloed by #» ttacal cooeetmar. of the individual RHas.

There can be but litHe doubt rut (Sc Rigaml'A pictures nave nothing to do weh the purely rranical ttruciw* of

the R5»as. Seme of (he prsures of the Riga Megha and its deltas are obvtouaV piaorial iramcHpea of the oomvn.

tend ideas asatatad wtt\ the monsoon, ta is also ntaeaHe that *ang» of thw parteubir Riga Kegha arc ako generally

asoraied wish (he onset of dv runs. The quesnen, however. wSKher there h any orpnk tahorxhip tawtvn the

weeds ef the eeng, the (UKeiai >«sicns 0# (he Rape and the musical structure of the Rbp m*lf. n still to be telvcd

There is for eaample no erganto rekebrai-ip between the melodic snucture cr the Nidamaya Wira ar-d the »eoro#raphic

or the Itamaya trraimen of a pa/tkular Rip. h is also to be remembered that oW Sanskrit wreingv on rhasone and

musk erdtoarih auooatcd pwtkuUr colours w*h spocihc Dcvalla and Rasa* for whkh no rational cxplanafian has

Mtherio been forttarring. E#cn tha varbm notes are sa-f to have lhair specie otaea and presiding decks. In fhas

connaukm * shouVJ be noted thai the faajian artkts were not satined rwmiy with rhe pvodtxtson of pkiorial versiona of

Rlgas but have alto had pmures cf the vinous Tllas or dme^beai'. A scries of these Tila pictures it to be found hen*

on the walks of the Poena BhL*ara Itihlsa Sa^iiodhaka V-ir-qala. It will be a mktakr to regard ih* pkiurev of the Riga*

mlks and die Tiki as wishing more than perures uapred chiefly by traditional and current Iterary versions. There

is at present no evdefKO to ihcrw that they were pictorial nterpretarcr* p«r w of ary particular mtaal panems of of

she Etav* or Rasa crcbad by thorn.

N. C. -Mehta, i C. S.
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